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ALBUQUERQUE,

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1907,

NEW MEXICO,

ALBUQUERQUE LANDS SIXTEENTH
NATIONAL IRRIGA TION CONGRESS
All But Three States
Cast Solid x)otes for
Territorial Metropolis
Representing the Santa Fe
Railroad and New Mexico, Lands the Congress in Brilliant
Speech Setting Forth the Claims of New Mexico to Recognition at the Hands of the National Promoters of Irrigation.

Colonel

Ralph

E.

The Slxtéenth National Irrigation by judge Maker, calling for the withcongress wiH be. held tn Albuquerque, drawal of the. duty leviec on lumber
In September or October, of has failed.
N.
1908.
Another Important action today was
The city was chosen as the.pkfee for the decision to eliminate the resoluthe next congrega at Sacramento, last tion protesting against' the enactment
night, by an almost unanimous vote of of any further legislation favoring the
the greatest meeting In the history of Philippines. With this latter excepthe congress, but three states, Oregon, tion, the report of the committee on
Washington and Idaho, casting their resolutions wax adopted as read, nnd
votes against Albuquerque.
the policy of President Hoosevelt In
The vote was taken immediately fol- relation to the reclamation service, the
lowing an eloquent address by Colonel conservation of water and the forests of
Ralph R. Twltchell of Las Vegas, in the country and other matters, was
which the brilliant lawyer set forth endorsed.
the claims of New Mexico to recogniThe sugar question was pnly settled
tion from the national promotoers of after great discussion, the friends of
as
Irrigation and urged Albuquerque
the beet sugar Industry making a
the logical place for the next con- strong fight in their Interests. Arthur
gress, since greater advances are be- Briggs succeeded in getting the coning made in irrigation In this terri- gress to pass a resolution in the Intertory right now than in any part of est if the California fruit growers,
the west, the development of modern in relation to the use of sulphur In
Irrigation In New Mexico being the drying fruit. The resolution asks the
more worthy of note since Irrigation department of agriculture not to enhad its beginning here.
force the regulation of the pure food
A year ago in
Boise, Colonel law in the matter without further inswinging
to
so
near
Twltchell came
vestigation. Congress adopted unanithe congress to New Mexico by his mously the report of the committee on
eloquence, that his address was sent permanent organization.
the country.
broadcast throughout
Now Officers I'.looteil.
This year he went to Sacramento preThe new officers elected are:
pared to get the convention, having
Frank C. Ooudy, Denver, president.
with him not only the backing of New
George Barstow, Texas, first vice
Mexico, but also the backing of the. president.
Santa Fe railway, which Is Just now
John E. Baker, California, second
engaged In a tremendous campaign Vice president.
or development along its lines in this
Herbert E. Strain, Montana, tblrd
territory. Colonel Twllchell Is assist- Vice president.
H. A. Fowler, Arizona, secretary.'
ant attorney in New Mexico for the
Santa Fe system. He went to the
Albuquerque Gets Xext Congress., '
Albuquerque, N. M., was selected as
Sacramento congress not only as a
representative of New Mexico, but asa the. meeting place of the sixteenth irrirepresentative of the railroad and one gation' congress. The only other city
of Its agents in this great campaign named In opposition was Walla Walla,
of advertising and development.
Wash.
Two months ago Colonel Twltchell
Hon. R. K. Twltchell, of Las Vegas,
came to Albuquerque and Interested made an eloquent appeal for Albuthe Commercial club and the business querque. With the exception of Ore-foWashington and Idaho, the state
men of Albuquerque in a plan for an
advertising campaign for New Mexico delegations all voted for Albuquerque.
and Albuquerque at the congress in California was excused from voting.
Sacramento. At that time Colonel
Twltchell said that he came as the
representative of the Santa Fe and
that Ms road was prepared to assist ARCTIC
materially and In every other way In
the advertising campaign proposed.
That the Santa Fe has done Its part
no one who has followed the situation
can dcubt. The September Issue of
REPORTED SAFE
The Earth, the Santa Fe's monthly
exclumagazine, Is devoted almost
sively to Irrigation In New Mexico,
wlille the October number will give
the same attention to this territory. Geographical Society Receives
In a
The Santa Fe has embarked
broad and systematic campaign of
Advices That All Is Well With
promotion In the Interest of the territory along Its lines In New Mexico and
Members of Steffanson ExIn the plan to seoir-Its
the next National Irrigation congre is
pedition,
was a part of this plan. Ample as ranee has been given that this
will be continued In tlfej
New York, Sept. 7. Confirmation
months of preparation for the c nexnt of the report that the fcteffan.-iogress and that It will be
pedition Is safe was given in a mesthat will be material.
Yot, In spite of the strong Influent ch sage received . at the offices of the
thut were at work for New Mexico at American Geographical society In this
Sacramento, the almost unanimous city today from Vllhjalmun Steffanvote1 accorded to Albuquerque came as son. ethnologist nnd leader of the exsomething of a surprise last night and pedition. The message was'datod Eathere is no question that It Is due In gle City, Alaska, on the upper Yukon
large measure to Colonel Twltrheirs river, and read ns follows: "Expedieloquence and to his hard work dur- tion all safe," signed, "Steffanson."
ing and prior to the congress. ,
The officers of the Geographical soAlbuquerque was prettv well repre- ciety said they supposed the message
sented at the congres, although the had been forwarded by a messenger
delegation from this city was small. from Herschel Islond.
An elaborate set of photographs was
Ks-iieeht, together with badges and souveRalloi-Slilpwrei-kot- l
Alive.
nirs, for which funds were raised a ' London. Sept.
p. m. The
7. 5:3
by
ago
Commercial
the
time
short
Evening News announces that a cableclub and this city was before the con- gram was received in London today
gress from start to finish.
frorq Glbben. Alaska, saying that
The bringing of the sixteenth con- Cuptaln Alkkelsen,
arctic
of the
biggress to Albuquerque means the
steamer
Duchess of Bedford nnd
gest advertisement this city and the
are safe, having traversed to
Klo Grande valley has ever had. The a place of safety after the wreck of
congress
wus
Irrigation
first national
their ship.
held here, then a small affair In a
In
Its
Irrigation
was
Infan.
town.
small
cy then. Since that time, fifteen years
ago, Irrigation has become one of the DIAZ
shining lights In the foreground of
American development and the Irrigation congress has become one of the
nation's great Institutions. The coming of the congress means that this
LAREDO
before. thv
city will be constantly
country and especially of that part of
it devoted to agriculture and Irrigation and It cannot fall to be of enormous value to the city and to New
State Secretary Leaves SaniMexico.
That Colonel Twltchell and the men
tarium Today in Rugged
with him will receive the hearty congratulations of Albuquerque and New
Health Ready for Mexican
Mexico on their success, goes Without
.saying.
-!

eom-panlo- nt
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Pilgrimage,

The Vote Was Almost

mmmmis.
Hy Mnralng

Journal Riierlnl I.rawiit Wire

New York. Sept. 7. Secretary of
State Hoot, tanned and uppenring In
excellent health, will leave Muldoon's
sanitarium at White Plains, N. Y.. tomorrow after a stay of several weeks.
The secretary will go first to his old
home at Clinton, N. Y., where he will
remain about a week. lie plans to be
In Washington by September II. His
however, ns he
May will be brief,
leaves for Mexico September 25. lie
will cross the Mexican line at Laredo,
win-rehe will be met by President
I Muí and become his guest.
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EUROPE NOW AWAITS

;

NEBRASKAN SCORED FOR
STUDIED INSINCERITY

OUTCOME OF CLASH

.

WORLD WIDE MOVE TO
WIPE OUT GAMBLING

France and Spain Hesitate in War Secretary Defends His A- Famous Writers Organize to
ttitude on Tariff Revision As
Fear That Further IntervenAbolish
Monaco's Leading
tion Will
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K, TwKclioll.

Attorney for the Santa Fe railroad In Las Vegas, whose brilliant address
secured the Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress for Albuquerque.

FAIUS CUFF
HOUSE WIPED
UT BY FIRE

plumed to the barracks for an escort
of soldiers. Three men who were se't
conveyed the officer and the bags of
silver to the railroad depot, whence
they were to travel lo the brigade's

headquarters.
Telling the soldiers to mount guard
over the money bags, the "officer" left
them "until the train started." The
men faithfully waited with the bags of
silver. They mounted guard for twenty-lour
hours, but no "officer"
lie. with the bulk of the
$:i'i,riU0, had disappeared and left no
trace behind. Then it was realized
that the Koepeniek dodge had been
successful oru-- again.

Tacoma, Sept. 7. Secretary Taft
twice today lifted the gage of controversy hurled at him by William Jennings Pryan. He spoke nt Olmypla
and Tacoma to two big- audiences under the auspices of tin- Chamber of
Commerce of Tacoma.
Secretary Taft traveled from Port- land to Tacoma today and was the
guest of the same organization at a
banquet tonight. Ten thousand people cheered him tills afternoon
at
Wright's park, where he spoke in the
open air. He said in part:
"Mr. I'ryaii, in discussing some of
my views on the tariff and other mat-- j
ters, has done me the honor to call me
the great post poner, with respect to
'the tariff. I was la favor of revision
'last year, am still In favor of revision,
but I am a party man, and I hope a
practical man, and 1 reu'ize the lack
of w isdom and the danger, both to
the party and to the country. In at- tempting a revision of (lie tariff In the
midst of a presidential campaign. I
am convinced that the republican parly, as a party, will come to a revision
of the tariff Immediately after the
1
am In
next presidential election.
favor of practical results. Not of theories and platforms, of doing things
which should be done. If It can not
be done this year, I am in favor of doing it next year. For two presidential
campaigns Bryan urged, with all the
eloquence and force possible, the free
coinage of silver at the ratio of sixteen to one, but now he Is postponing
the issue until he can bring It forward
again os a panacea in times of financial disaster, for which it Is fitted, not
as a real remedy, but as a means of
getting Into nower. He Is only now
emphasizing the subject of a - i pcriutisin and the oppression of the
Filipinos, but he postponed the issue
until by his effort
of
the treaty of Paris was adopted and
the. sovereignty of Ihe Philippine la- i
ironi
hinds was transferred
101s
,eaoj un
ine tinned mjui-h- .
cononly piece of actual affirmative,
with . which
structive statesmanship
ltryan's name has been connected, und
he' has now for eight years been engaged In attempting to explain that
away."
-

i

otlsm nnd religious enthusiasm of the
nation, each denouncing his rival as
being worse than an intidcl nnd a tml lor to Islam. Meanwhile the powers
have not vet decided whether or not
to recognize M tiltil Halig us Mullan,
seemingly awaiting the result of un
appwal to the arbitrament of civil war.
The general Impression here that
France and Spain have resolved upon
the immediate occupation of nil Moroccan seaports, has caused (universal
( on.sternation, for it Is feared that any
of
extension of the Intervention
France and Spain will Infallibly provoke a further massacre of Christians
artel Jews In the coast towns.
French Poet Drops Dead.
Paris, Sept.
Francois
Sully Prudhonime, French poet
and critic, died suddenly today while
at his villa near Chatenay from heait
disease.
Ar-ma-

w.u.Hixf; "liiitKSMF.x

wori.n

p.XKLi'.v

with n:xcK

'
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Paris, Sept. 7. A special from Casa
lilanca received here this afternoon,
says
that various Moorish tribes
around that place had asked Cieneral
Drude,
the French commander, to
v
suspend hostilities for the purpose of
Ijettcr Carriers' Convention Closes.
negotiating for peace.
(Vinton, Ohio, Sept., 7. M. Pad was
lleneral Drude, tho dispatch says,
phice agreed to remain inactive until tomorchosen tuda Vis the tn iii.
of the 'National Letter Carriers con- row, when he will march. The correvention. J, F. Monger, of Chicago, spondent who sent the dispatch says
was elected treasurer. The installation it Is strongly suspected that the tribesmen In negotiating with the French
of officers tonight closed the
commander, tire only seeking to gain
r.HH-t'in-

SAN FRANCISCO LOSES
MOST NOTED ATTRACTION

Industry Which They Term
Plague Spot of Europe,

Pro-

duce Desired Results,

Tangier, Sept. 7. Events in Morocco, are marching on with great rapidity. Yesterday both Sultans Abdul
Aziz and Malal Haflg were reported
lenvihg the rival capitals,
Fez und
Morocco City, at the head of armies
which had been levied In hot haste.
and which may decide within n fort- night the destiny of Morocco's monarchy. The immediate objective of
these forces Is the ancient city of Kabul On the Atlantic seabord, the prior
possession of which great center of
western Islam's national life probably would have an importa nt, If not
decisive bearing upon the struggle ior
supremacy. Moth sultans ore sons of
the same father, nnd they are dully Is
suing passionate appeals to the putrl

"

t

Only One Calculated to

Provoke Further
Massacres of Christians,

'"'

j

time.

Building Closed For Repairs Is
GRAZED
Destroyed
Before Nearest
Firemen Rcacli Scene of the
Blaze; Loss $100,000,
KILLS
San Francisco, Sept. 7. The famous Cliff hnusi? of this' city, San
Francisco's lir.st attraction for tourists, was burned to the ground tills
evening. Fire broke out In the building about 4:4fi o'clock, and an hour
later, a blackened heap of ruins was
all that remained of the historic
structure.
The bouse was built of
wood, and fanned
by lively ocean
breezes, the llallíes mude such headway that before the nearest lire company arrived at the, scene, it was realized that the place was doomed and
more attention was paid to saving adjoining property than to the burning
building.
The Cliff house has been closed for
some time, us the new lessee, John
Talt, was remodelling
the Interior.
Workmen were about the place until
noon anil then departed for the day.
How the tire started is a mystery. This
was the second OUT house to be destroyed by lire. The building which
was burned today was erected about
twenty years ago by Adolpn Sutro of
Sutro tunnc fame. It was owned by
the Sutro estate and ' was valued at
$50,0(10.
Talt estimates his loss al
lúO.000.

The Cliff house was ranked as one
of the best known resorts of America.
It was located on a rocky promontory
beyond the Golden Gate, .directly
c
above the lashhig waves of the
ocean, and affording a close view
of the seals disporting on the rocks
Pa-clli-

near the shore.
It was a strong attraction for visitors, and from Us broad porches hundreds of thousands of people have
obtained their Ilrst view of the mighty
waters, The niagnlliieiil Sutro baths
,
near by wera not damaged.

BOGUSliOFFICEII

CU

AGOAII

HIS WIFE

St. Petersburg, Sept. 7.
has had Us ' Koepenlch"

.Manchuria

Itiisso-Clilnes-

,

Hifso-Cblnes-

7.

Vli--

London, Sept. 7. A world-wid- e
crusade against the' - gambling hell of
Monte Carlo is about to be started
here under the auspices of the famous novelists. Max Pemberton, Hall
Caine and Sir Cottan Doyle. It is the
idea of these men to organize committees in all the countries of the world
to gather names for petitions to the
various governments to take steps to
abolish the plague spot of the Kivlera.
Said Max Pemberton, who Is an authority on Monte Carlo:
"I am convinced that the work we
are about to undertake, the suppression of Monte Curio, would prove far
nobler and of more practical value to
humanity than the advancement of
Impossible propositions at The Hague
peace conference.
"Monte Carlo is the haunt lo every
adventurer and tidventuress in the
world. It Is astounding how many big
swindles and thefts have been planned
at Monte Carlo.
"The obvious curse of the place is.
that fools go there to make money
out of the tallies, and rogues go there
to make money out of t tie fools. The
atmosphere Is most demoralizing to
young people, who lose their heads,
and also all sense of the value ot

'

money.

"Another great evil is that of pure
girls succumbing to the atmosphere. They are often brought in
contact at the tables with undesirable
persons, with whom they actually conKnglish

verse.

"The government of every country
perfectly aware that Monte Carlo
should he suppressed, but the diploma lie situation makes action Impossible, and France, under whose protection Monte Carlo exists, Is placed
In
most difficult position, but nevertheless,
am sure our movement will
grow strong enough to force the pow
ers to act.
"I think it Is atrocious," says Mr.
Caine. "that the conditions which are
suppressed in u'l the greater Countries
nf Kurope should constitute the only
reason for the separate existence of
the little kingdom of Monaco.
"Fvery one recognizes that the
Prince of Monaco Is an enlightened
man, w ith no particular tove of Monte
Carlo und Its casino, and of course It
is impossible to itk him Voluntarily
to surrender the chief source of his
Is

11
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Income.

I

Presiwas In

dent Charles W. Fairbanks
Salt Lake City for half an hour this
afternoon. He met some of the local
he . rerepublican leaders before
sumed ills eastern journey over (Initio Orando Western. He has been
making a tour of the northwest and
Pacille coast.

LIVES

Esperanza Properties

Wealthy Retired Broker Goes
Suddenly Mad; Slays Spouse
With Cleaver and Attempts BETTING FAVORS JOE
GANS BY LONG ODDS
Suicide,

in Mexi-

Scene of Another Terrible
Catastrophe; Twenty - sevn
co;

1

ui

"Tut have not the power of. Kurope, by whose protection tho kingdom
exists, a right to suy that
of M.in.-u-the laws of Monaco shall not Encour
age a vice which is demoralizing not
only to Its own people, but to the
peoples thai come to It from across
the frontiers north, east and west?
"The sooner thai Is done Ihe better,
for then Monte Carlo may herumo
what nature meant it lo be one of
the most enchanting places in the
world.

"Monaco can never be said to be
well governed while It appeals to one
of tho worst passions in humanity.
comer of the
While It Is a (iod-bleearth In climate and scenic beauty, it
Is morally the plague-spo- t
of Kurope.
It Is the rallying ground of the worst
criminals In the world, the most dangerous' men and the basest women.
"The Casino could not exist an hour
It In not
If the chances were fair.
fair. And the public knows it Is not
fair, and the profits of the casino go
on Increasing.
"The .casino Is also (he cause of almost us much menial degeneracy
among Hip upper classes of Kurope as
drink Itself, illanco around the tables
at the tired, drawn, pallid faces, and
bleared and deadened eyes of the regular frequenters of the place, ami
If not nine out of ten of them are not
plainly betraying nearly ull the
symptoms of sotlenlng of the

01

San Antonio, Tex., Sept. 7. A speItllll and His Saddle Colored Opp. cial to alio Kxpress from Monterey,
Mexico, suys: Tho news reached this
Chicago, Ills., Sept. 7. M.rs. Fred
l
Heady for the liatllc.
city from "Musquiz, state o Coahulla,
M. Vh'h, wife of a wealthy
retired
today that another terrible mine lire
broker, was found murdered In her
mines, In
San Francisco. Sept. 7. Hettlng on occurred at Esperan
fight tonight was at which twenty-seve- n
home at 42:1 Davis street In Evanston the (lans-Brimen were killed.
Tho fire originated In mine No. 1, and
earl ytoday. Her husbund with his odds of ID to (H4 In favor of Gans.
Neither man did any stiff work to- Is supposed to have been caused by
throat cut was found unconscious on day,
although both were out on tho tiro damp. A large force of medical
the Uoor of the bedroom In which the road to keep on edge and within men are at work doing all In their
body, of the woman was Ijing. It is striking distance of weight. Gans and power to alleviate tho Bufferings of
g
the opinion of the police that Klsh Hrltt, weigh exactly the name, 132
the wounded, while every eflort la
murdered his wife und then atempted pounds, and neither will have any difmade to get the bodien of the
to commit suicide.
He has not yet ficulty In dropping excess poundage. dead out of the mines. Consternation
recovered consciousness. The causo Hoth will drop to 133 tomororw and reigns among the miners on account
of the tragedy is not known, Mrs, will arise Monday weighing 132, which of the number otmino tires that have
Fish had been shot and mutilated will ennblo them to weigh In nt the occurred there of late.
horribly with n cleaver. Fish recently ring sido under tho limit Monday af
1
retired from business on account of ternoon.
firemen's Association Adjourns.
poor henllh and was subject to tils of
Oklahoma City, Sept. 16. The Nadespondency.
It Is said that Fish
tional Flremen'ii association of Amer- brain.
will recover. He Is violently Insane
"What wonder? On Its own theory
ica today selected Chicago for the
and has been removed to a sanitariIS
as en honest' irambllng house, tho
lltOS convention.
um.
casino Is the dullest and dreariest resort of humanity of ull Ihe known
HALL "BORROWED" MANY
world, and In Its appeal (o the lust of
ugalnst the collective
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS Individual gaincalciilativl
to waste the
loss II Is onlv
COIIVIGI FALLS
lives, to harden the hearts and to softwho haunt
people
Itcveals looting of lie en tho brains of the
pc7
t
It day by day.' Kurope slmi-l.I'rigi ra tor Company by lis
down, ven If the powers had to com- President.
pound with the Prince of Monaco."
Delay Necessary Because of
st

lu-ii-

tt

ba-In-

oat-wa-

rd

PEniBlÉ lASE

IK

id

GOIITIED

-

MlllilE

Sept. 7. The appointment
MAY NOW RIDE
Trouble With Government in of Chlcngo,
a receiver for (he properties of the WOMEN
Meldlng-HaManufacturing company,
WITH IMPUNITY
ASTRIDE
Which Senator Borah finds following closely upon the discovery
by the creditors that President Jesse
';
Himself.
Fdson Hall had appropriated to his Practice'
Approval of Prel
ll

Notorious Criminal Vy th Bunch
of Coin and Beautiful Chateau

Creates Consternation
Staid French Town,

Brazen Thief Enlists Escort, ot
Soldiers to Help Him Carry
Off His III Gotten Gains,

MINE FIRE CLAIMS

VICE PRESIDENT STOPS
OFF AT MORMON CAPITAL
Salt Lake City. Sept.

i

captain a
pretended army officer having bunmilitary
coed the
authorities and the
e
bank at Haibln, as
neatly ns the Immortal Wllhelm Vulgt
deluded the burgomaster and the
grenadiers at Koepeniek In Prussia.
The disciple of the great Utile cobbler wenl to the military headquarter
at Harbin and presente, an ol'Hchil-lookin- g
document demanding $;."i,MIH
to pay nnd provision the men of u cerbrigade."
As the paper appeared
tain
quite III order, the "officer" was handResolutions Endorsef
King Again I London,
ed a check for the amount, which he
Roosevelt Policies.
e
nt the
bank.
London, Sept. 7. King Edward rellie money was (riven Mm In
flirt ofsilver,
Fncramento, Pent.' 7. The effort lo turned to London fills evening,
which he could not carlii
after taking li'ies ni
have the fifteenth nations! Irrigation
ry away himself. He therefore tele- resolution presented the cure at Marlenbad.
congress paw

Sacramento. Cnl., Sept. 7. The Nu- lf(iruHiin fontrrcss. bv almost
an unanimous vote tonight voted the
next, or slxteentn congress to Amuríllenme. N. M, Oregon, Washington
7
nnd Idaho were the only states
nirlnut the New Mexico City. It.
E. Twltchell of Las A'egas, N. M.,
made u brilliant speech advocullng the
claims of Albuquerque und carried
the congress with him.
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Twitched,

MEET WILL CENTER ATTENTION ,
OF THE NATION ON ALBUQUERQUE

..

s

RIVAL

Br Currier,

Ke-lv-

own uso

in

Molse, Idaho. Sept. 7.
The stale
filed a motion in Ihe district court today for n continuance of the cas, of
(tcorgu Pelf bone, charged with alleged complicity In the Steiineiibetg
murder. The case had been set for
Paris, Sept. 7. lrcnt excitement
1.
The defendant opposed
bus
been caused In the town of the motion, but Judge Wood, alt hough
by
the news making no formal ruling. said It
lirovedouo In Lombardy
that a notorious criminal who has would bo necessary lo continue the
forty-siterms case until the date (lie trial of Semi-to- r
no
less
than
served
of Imprisonment for iwibbery, has InThe court
Month is concluded.
herited a great fortune, ami that he Is announced that he would make a rulgoing to entertain very lavishly.
ing next Tuesday. Attorney Hawh-y- ,
This man, (oroloms Pacquelle, had for the prosecution, who Is defending
n Wealthy
aunt. She threatened to Senator Horah, said the government
leave him out of her will, but linn y claimed It Would require four Weeks
died without a will. Pasquale there- to try the Month case, but the defense
fore, on. leaving tbo prison the last was of Ihe opinion that It would not
time, said that us the old lady's near- lake more than two weeks.
I

'

x

est relative, he was the heir to all
her fortune, and 11 beautiful villa st
(ravedont, where he. now lives In
great luxury.
He started his new life by sending
n check for fifteen hundred dollars to
bis late fellow prisoners, I'nsqnale h
however, not going to be left In undisturbed posjiiwslon of hl wealth, for
a number, of the ot her, relative of his
aunt have combine, I lo prosecute him
criminally 011 the charge that he tore
up the testatrix's will,

Ilgtblcl Slcitmer

Item lies port.
South Norwalk, Conn.. Sept. 7.
Word was received today of the ar-

Nebraska nt
rival of the stcam-dilSalina Cruz, Mexico, The ofllcer reported that the feed pump burst
shortly after I hey galled from Honolulu. August 1', and It was Impossible
Harry
to tret water for the boilers.
Cutler Coburn, son of a former mayor
of SouMi Norwulk. Is the thief ofll
cer of the
Netii-HRkan-

at least three hundred and

llfteen thousand dollars of the corporation's funds. So far as can be dis
covered every dollar of this went Into
mining stocks, which Were hacked up
with no tangible property theatrical
ventured, which made 110 money, and
lother securities which Ihe creditors
are willing to sell In a lump for less
Mhan lour thousand dollars. Indica-tlon- s
are that criminal proceedings
will be Instituted to bring Hall back
from Canada to the First National
bunk, w hich holds the company's
notes aggregating one hundred thous-'nn- d
dollars. It a ope urn that Hall ha-- I
company's
been
"borrow ing" Ihe
money for at
two years.
j

j

j
i

Kev,

k.

New York, Sept. 7. President and
Mrs. Uoosevelt visited the riding

academy near hero yesterday anil th
president reviewed the work of tho
Archie and Quelitln Uoosevelt
class.
took part in the review. Girls In the
class rode astride and the presiden
expressed himself ns In fuvor of this
method of riding for women.

CONGRESSMAN BlTrTON TO
RUN AGAINST JOHNSON
Noted

Prominent Missionary I lend.

Moston, Mass., Sept.
Splim. I). I., missionary for the
I'nlvcrsallst church, well known In
7.

tleut HooNcvclt.

Qull-II1-

1

Oblo Kcpiitdlcnn lo liglit for
( U'vchtoil Mayoralty.

Cleveland, Sept. 7. Congressman
throughout
the denomination
Theodore K. Murtón, chairman of tho
th'
country, tiled at his home at Aledford house committee on rivers and harbors, was today nominated by ccbiuia-tlo- n
Hillside last filfht. aged 62.
for mayor of Cleveland at tho
I'lrM I'ooibnll Accident.
republican convention.
Clllcopce, Mil, Kept. 7. The llr:-- t
r '
Cholera Claims Two Lives.
ricclileiit of tie seasons m.
Merlin, Sept. 7. Two deaths from
cut red lu re w ithin one liiinute of the
begluiihn; of the llmt practice gam Asiatic cholera ure announced fnon
Yesterday.
Tbo collar bow of Fred Villages .adjacent to
id t
i
jfiilggs, ol Ihe t'hlcopc,' high school ficross the Hilesi.iu frontier In
el, wo, was broken In a muss play.
si an Poland.
,
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NATIONAL DEPARTMENT

ha been made an orderly to the captain cmrmandina: the crulwhXmdal,
and as such It la his duty to carry
the mail baga to and from the venae 1.
On Sunday last he wan Invited to
dinner with his parents on the Castle
of Bernstorff. but could not get shore
leave and Instead had to walk four
miles from the navy yard to the general postoffice, lugging a heavy bag
of mail.
It Is the will of his father, himself
a naval officer, that Prince Axel
should be treated exactly like any other recruit.. King Haakon of Norway
years ago wen through the same mill.

WOMEN CLIMB POLES
TO SHOW EQUALITY
Telegraph Strike In Denmark Ends In
yicloiy for 1'ulr. Strikers. J

;

OF HEALTH PROPOSED

Copenhagen. Sept. 7. Like their
American brethren, a number of womtelegraph operators .employed by
Designed to Safeguard British en
the Danish government went out on a
a few days ago, demanding
of strike
People Against Dangers
higher salaries and treatment equal to
men.
Tuberculosis and Other Ene theItoth demands were readily granted
bv the government on condition that
mies of the Race,
their work should be equal to that of
the male operators, who, In case of an
emergency, are called out to work on
(By Robert Ilroricrh k.)
the line.
7.
The young women agreed, ana sev-e- ilKnghind will
London, Sept.
cllmbine telvprobably be the first country to follow
poles, repairing broken wires.
gr.iph
the auggestion made by the recent
hygiene congress In this city FORTUNATE DANISH
by appointing as a regular member of
RAILROAD EMPLOYES
the eablnet a minister of public
health.
At the present time no country has
Copenhagen, Sept. 7. Twelve thou
any such official and there Is a strong
employes are
movement afoot here which has b?en sand Danish railroadgovernment
own
heartily endorsed by the king to cen- readv to swear that
existing In Dentralize the power which looks Rfier ership of railroads as thing.
minthe public health In the hands of one mark Is an excellent presentThe
sending
ister of railroads is at
national official.
dividing
As it Is now, the responsibility Is out checks to each of them
spilt up among various department. among them a surplus of more than
million crowns
The board of education look after one and
the health of echón! children. The
deals with the
board of agriculture
prevention of diseasa among animáis.
government
board has a
The local
large share of control under public
health acts, but the home office has
t
deal with such matters as lead
poisoning In the potteries, and the
HONORED GUEST
board of trade has the health of seamen under Its care.
A conference was held at Newcastle,
attended by municipal representatives
Wallsend.
f.f Newcastle. Tynemouth.
Jarrow Stockton, (inteshead. South
Shields. Mlddlesborough and members
of Durham county council, at which
-

one-quart- er

;

H'EFIIfi CUB

IS

11 RATON

it was resolved:
That a permanent union of the san-

itary authorities of England and
Wales be established as a supreme national health authority, with the object of "safeguarding and promoting
the Interests of the people at large
against tuberculosis and other dangers
to public health.
The proposed supreme health authority would have control over such
nnltlei as:
Tuherculosls In man and animal.
Milk and meat supplies
Infant mortality.
f iceupatlonal diseases.
supply.
.' Water
Vagrancy.
Vaccination.
Physical defeneration.
The drink problem.
Disposal of sewage.
pollution of rivers.
Prevention of disease through s li
h
in polluted waters.
of
Promotion nnd encouragement
the us of bacteriology as a preventive
In .relation to disease.
measure
'
Ilotiftlng question.
Humiliation of lax local authorities
and nssistunce of others In carrying
out necessary leforms.
Securing of necessary powers and
funds to carry out requirements In reaped of foregoing.
A corrjnltti'e was appointed to cull a
conference in London in October or
early In the winter.
The following appears In the St.
parish magazine:
"A farthing was placed In the offer-tor- v
at the ":3 a. m. celebration on
We are charitable
St. James day.
enough to think that this coin was
put In the bag by mistake for haif a
sovereign.
If we are wrong In that surmise,
nnd If the farthing was offered wllh
the full knowledge that It was a farthing, then we tan only characterize
this Incident ns the nmst disgraceful
that ha come under our notice during our ministerial career, and we can
only express the fervent hope that, for
her own sake, the lady will forthwith
make amend for that flagrant Insult
to the aolemn strvice of the nltur..
"To avoid n repetition of that occurrence a plate will In future be used
on week day instead of a bag."
.

fl--

Spends Busy Day With Old
Friends and Will Take Trip
Through Mining Camps To
Monday,
day-Cla-

yton

Hpcclul Dlapatrh to tbe Morning Journal.
Raton. N. M.. Sept. 7. Governor

Curry arrived in Raton this morning,
accompanied by Chief Justice Mills,
Llttrell, Fred
D. J. Leahy, Marion
Kornoff and Jose D. Sna and spent ft
very busy day meeting old friends
and making new ones. Shortly after
his arrival the governor was taken to
the H. A. Ensign ranch as a guest of
the Santa Fe, Raton and Kastern
where he nnd his party were enter
talned at luncheon. In the afternoon
there was an automobile trip to the
Johnson ranch, the party returning to
liatón at 3 oilock. when the gov
ernoror visited the miners hospital, the
tne atternoon neing oevoieo to
lest
an Informal reception, throngs of old
friends calling on the executive. This
evening Governor Curry was enter
tained at the Coliseum.
Tomorrow morning;
the governor
and party will leave at 7 o'clock for
Rocky
Louis,
a trip over the St.
mountain and Pacific as guests of J
Van Houten, vice president of thi.1
rovd. Koehler, Dawson nnd Cimarron
Monday the gov
will be visited.
ert. or goes to Clayton.

WOMAN DEFENDS HER

MORNING

I!

c

JOURNAL,

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 8,

1907.

months' imprisonment, and his hard
case ha won him much sympathy.

M01Sl.TEZUMATRUST,COMPANY.,t.;.
..i

..
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The "Lesnlye bratye," or "forest
brothers," who terrorized the Baltic
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
provinces a year ago. have commenced
their depredations. Tbe forests around.
Capital and Surplui. $100.000.00.
Riga are again Infested with outlaws,
who plunder and murder at will, and
occasionally descend on loyal villages
and wreak sanguinary vengeance.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
The hero of these outlaws is
Ugrun, a Lett, who suffered torture at the hands of the Riga police.
monUgrun, an uncouth,
ster. whose body Bhowa trace of ter
already
suffering,
killed four
rible
has
adherents of the government, nnd'l
a
will
hundred
kill
he
that
threatens
FOR THE
SOMETHING
DO
before he is caught.
Among his followers are women and
girls, whose husbands have fallen In
GROCERY COIVIP'V
the fight with the autocracy. The
EMPIRE TO PAY PENALTY
whole gang goes almost naked, but
WANTS TO DO SOMETHING
men
Wincheshaving
armed, the
FOR FRENZIED FINANCE well
ter rifles.
:
:
:
:
FOR YOU,
'i Ugrun made a desperate attempt to
burn,down the whole village of Uexel.
Nationál Debt Doubled in De The Uexel peasants, he suspected, had
Informed the authorities of his wherecade; Budget Shows. Yearly abouts. The Village was set fire to In
three places, hut was saved by the
Deficit Despite Burdensome soldiers, ' who had come to hunt the
bandits.
Amonpr Uffrun's feats was (he hangALBUQUERQUE.
Rate of Taxation.
ing of. his own cousin, an excise inspector, whose offense was that he
made a 'show of resistance when seiz(By Walter Dunkirk.)
Berlin, Sept. 7. Germany Is threat ed with government money.
ened with a great financial crash,
AUTH0:R MEETS
caused by the natural reaction from NOTED
i i
MYSTERIOUS DEATH
the Inflated trade boom of the laRt few
years, and It Is likely that the money
market will suffer a total collapse in Henry B. Riilldon, HloRNiplicr of Hob-- .
the near future.
crt Louis Stevenson, Deiitl Willi ...
The cause of the present critical sit
Wound llcl'lntl Km'.,
uation is the too rapid expansion
which has been the feature of GerDundee, Scotland, Sent. 7. Henry
man commerce In recent vears. the Bellyse Palldon, biographer of Robert
government's reckless financial Volley, Lou'is Stevenson, was found dead this
anu me lavtsn investment of German nfternoon at the bottom of a quarry
capital In American banking houses.
near this city. He started for a walk
itussian trade has been the object yesterday with his dog, but the dog re- -ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO- to which German enterprise has main- There was a wound oe- ly been directed In a too lavish man-- 1 hind Baildon's right ear. but whether
ner. Germany has practically
IT WILL GIVE YOU
built the result of an attack or an accident
up the manufacturing
industries of has not developed.
'
itussia, and has created the most ImSAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
The deceased was lecturer on the
SATISFACTION : :
portant of the Russian manufaetui Ing English
language and literature at the
cities like Lodü, where Irade has been University college, Dundee.
ruined by the revolutionary strikes
and massacres. This town, owing Its FORTY-NINER- S
HOLD
jifa M
existence to German capital, was before the revolution one of the greatest
REUNION IN CHICAGO
industrial centers of Russia, but the
capital sunk In Its development by
M
(lermaq financiers has been swallowed Few Remain
v Pioneers Who
up by the strikes and disorders.
OUR COFFEE CAKE,
.Crossed plains; In Search of UoM.
In Germany's home Industries there
'
has been reckless
and
DOUGHNUTS,
consequent huge losses. . Exports have , Chicago1, Sept. 7. Of the thousands
Increased enormously in bulk without of men who half a century ago crossed
For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Large stock of Windows, Doi
correspondingly Increased returns
the plains in search of gold, only thlr
HOT ROLLS,
In high finance the same excess of ty remain, according to a report re
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building; Paper, always on ha
ncuvny nas orougnt serious conse- ci'lved at the seventeenth annual
PIES,
quences. The German government has meeting of the Western Association of
been so reckless in Its financial policy California Pioneers, held here toddy.
C.
that It has nearly doubled the na- Only twelve of the former gold hunt(k enrrn
T,RTTOfTrr,rifriT xttmt-- mktiI
BREAD,
RYE
tional debt In the last ten years. The ers were present today. They spent
budget shows a deficit every year. In the time recalling their adventures,
The Superior TManlng Mill la now equipped to do all kinds of
GRAHAM BREAD, Etc.,
spite of the high taxation which the the dangers encountered and the sucgovernment is compelled to impose. cesses of their expeditions.
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before p
The municipalities have followed the
Are a revelation in the baIng your order for anything made by a first class mill.
example of the Imperial government, CANADIANS SHOWN
and have borrowed at high Interest
THE
LUMBER AND MILL C
SOME SHOOTING
enormous sums for their various ownker's art.
ership schemes. This stat of things
SOUTH
OP VIADUCT.
AMH'QUKRQUn, N. M.
Is daily strengthening
the socialist
party in Germany. The evils of cap- American Team at Ottawa Wins Willi
italism and militarism are so strikingRemarkable Ijong Distance Score.
ly shown by the present financial sitWTTTI AMrLK MEANS
uation that thousands of German subSept. 7. The
Canada,
Ottawa,
A3TD UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
jects, hitherto loyal to the kaiser, are
United States won the Palma trophy
joining the Red Flag army.
SEE FOR YOURSELF.
at the Hockcllffe range here today by
Some remarkable and scandalous the score of 1712 out of a possible
BANK OF C 0 ó! f,l ERGE" ALBU Q U ER Q U E. II. (.!,
scenes in the way of religious folly 1800. During the shooting this mornare now taking place In various parts ing the American team made a score
a possible 600. This i.s
of Hesse nnd neighboring parts nf of 599 qut,of
11TTEN1W wn mrposcrorta
'
ronni.'ii tii'ouunncnoNl
Germany, due to the starling of a thu hlgiiest score ever made on the
range.
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
"new religion. "
'
The demonstrations first started nt
CAPITAL
150,000.0.
Cassel when the police shut up the COURT DECISION HALTS
Officers and Direct ortt
building where they took place. Now
STREET CAR MERGER
the movement lr.'s sjirend.
IOLOMON LUNA, President.
At Cross Almerode, w here lh" t
W. B. STOICKLETt,
Co.
The
W. J. JOHJV80N,
Grocery
headquarters nf t ho sect are sitDelay In
Vlc Preeidenb and Cashier.
uated, men", women and children meet Chicago I'p Agiiinxt
Awlautt CuU
Traction Improvement.
Good Things to Eat."
together in a room in a Kt.ite of, great
WILLIAN McINTOSIL
GEORGE ARNOT.
nervous agitation, sotifjs and hvmns
Mall Orders Filled Same Pay
A. M. DLACKWELL.
C BALDRIDGE.
O. E. CROMW13
cnorus anei men a young
"
Chicago, Sept. 7. The United Stales
as Hecclvcil.
man marches un the at ops of the the
appeals
reversed
has
of
iar. goes through a frantic kl
dance wi n many contortions, and with fiction of the street railway comean- features betraying either agony or tor
This places these
of this city.
ror. utters strange, inarticulate sounds. Ies
KHKSH IN A Mt'K LOT OF SWKKT
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLES
properties again In the hands of the rOTATOKS,
KI.KKV,
CANTALO! TKM.
The pastor approaches the youth and original
and renders of (.Kl KN IIKANS ANI HWKKT
3
WeHt Silver Avenue.
CORN AT
Telephone 57.
places his hands upon him, remarking. slight availreceivers
Albuquerque, New Me
of the work that has TIIK KICHKI.IK.l: UKOCKKY NTOKK, 1 18
"The Word is in him, It Is the Word been dine most
years
toward
several
for
W. (Hll.lt AVKXI K, CHUNK ÍS5.
s;ieaklng."
improving the street car facilities itv
The crowd listens to the Inarticulate
the west and north sides of the city
SAN JONK M l KKKT CIMMCKHT MKATH,
uneiuni-oi inc worn, and then an
.;.
I KKMI
SI KIMi
CHICKKNM,
IIOMK
g
Indescribable scene of enthusiasm sue-- 1 T A M Hl A M V
I
I'l.KKKII; ( KI,l:i;V. ( At I.I I LOW 'UK,
HALL lO
ceeds. Men and women throw them- SWKhT COKN, (.ItKKN BKANM. Ktc.
selves on their knees, clap their hands,
LEASED TO STRIKERS
kiss the floor and strike their heads
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
The womiin who rendu inn niltf ftl.f mr ntn
against the floor, the doors, walls or
lioiik Intelligently.
Isn't It worth while to 1
the benches, while the women throw Xfw York Telegraphers
MONUMENTS
lo Hold do thill? Try uno In Ihe Morning Journal.
themselves, on the necks of the young
Unique I 'air lo lliilsc l'linds
ftWhlUand Black Hearsa
North Second Stra
men who have been through the perlor t'au'.
formance on the altar steps. The pastor then utters a short prayer, asking
the Almighty to point out to his chilNew York. Sept. 7. The striking
dren those among them who are not telegraph operators announced todav
worthy of the name. Tho faithful that they had engaged Tammany Hall
then seize hold on one or other of for the two weeks beginning next
their number and throw him or her Wednesday to londuct a fair, the pr.i
out more summarily than gently.
ceeds of Which will be devoted to th
Ope of the prophets of tills sect, n support of the
They Intend
man named Dalmeler, has already be- to Illustrate thestrikers.
progress and devel-- ,
O
IM)
H.M!l'ltt3iIUrtJs1
come celebrated as he travels through opment of telegraphy from Its Incepthe nighborhood selling pamphlets. tion to the wireless Instruments, and
He allege that the Messiah has ap- to establish wireless communications
peared to him and that ha can cast between different parts of the hall.
out evil spirits and prophesy.
The girl strikers are making articles

p
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MARRIAGE TO EARLE

.Ww York, Sept. 7. Julia Kuttner
lh" young woman whom Ferdinand
Finney Karle, the nrtist socialist, li tit
tu; rry after divorce shall have been
gr: nted to his wife, Is quoted In an
Interview today ns saying:
"t am not an interloper and Mrs.
harm Is not a martyr. This, day
would gladly give him up for duty's
sal e, although he Is the only man I
ever loved. If his wife would consent,
but he will not. It win she who
The "phrenometer" Is a wonderful iir,.ed me to try to till the need In his
Inelectrically
new Invention which
life which she admits she had been
terpret the rrnnlnl bumps of a per- unible to meet."
trained
accuracy
a
of
son with the
Mis Kuttner Is now In retirement
phrenologist.
In the Orange mountains, with
her
The head to be "rend" Is covered br; ther.
with a sensitive metal cap. which Indicates the presence and alce of bumps
i twenty-egh- t
points. All the qqalh "
Woiiieü
Wear tVell.
tlen of heart and mind which phrenologist declare to be outwardly shown
ho-Is
great a chango a
It
Indicated
by certain prominences, are
and measured. The muchino recog-nir- e few years of married lifo often oiuku In
tlie appearance and disposition of many
five sizes In bumps.
your women. .Tito freshness, the charm, tho
The machine not only read
bump,' hut It print and deliver au- brl.liance vanish like the bloom from a
tomatically a record of your character peach which Is rudely handled. Tho
at Indicated by them.
matron I on It a dim ahadow, a faint mho
The autumn season and the nrrlvnl of the charming maiden. There are two
In P.naiand of the "Purple Lotus reason for thi chango, Ignorance and
Mother." Mr. Katherlne A. Tlngley neglect. Few young women appreciate
New York and California, has pro. the aliock to the system through the
.f
with a Montague chango which cornea
Vlded Londoner
with marriago and
and Capulet feud on a malí scale.
The "Tinirlers" and the ' Jtesanter' motherhood. Many neglect to deal with
e
re an
comollslied fact, and these the unpleasant pelvic drain and
o
which too often come with
euphemistic nicknames represent the
respective supporter or Mrs. ntigie
and motherhood, not understanding
tid Mrs. Hesant In their rival claims that tlili secret
drain Is robbing the chock
u
lender of the Theosophlst move- of its fre.shno
and the form of iu
ment.
At present the betting Is with the fairness.
t'
A surely at tho Rcneral health suffers
latest American arrival, for Mr.
huve when there UdeHimement of the health
vacillating conviction
rather tired people, and her adherents of the delicate womaTHorgans, io surely
in Lngland have diminished to about whcfPtwcse organs areVtMabllshed In
a core.
hcalV) the Tace
witness
True, he ha Just succeeded In conNearly
verting the great virtuoso on the vio- to the Tact In feaywTid comcTfnt
lin. Mis Maud MacCarthy. who a year t tnlllMn women have found hculth and
ago was presented by udmlring Irish- happliies, n the u;a of Dr. Perre's Fa
man with a J2.S00 violin, on which vorite Prescription.. It makes weak wom
occasion she declared she would rath- en Htrong and nick women well. Ingredi
er part with her life than her Instru- ent on label
contains no alcohol or
ment, but against that Mrs. Tlngley
can show the Hon.. Nan Ino Herbert, harmful habit forming drugs. Mado
a woman of fabulous wealth who will wholly of those native, American, medicone day be Harones Luc, of Ding-wel- l, inal root most highly recommended by
one of the few Hrillsh women of lending medical authorities of all the sev
the peerage. She I quite young, and eral
of practico for the cure of
her enthusiasm for her new fulth I woman s peculiar aliments.
For nursing mothers.or for those broken-dow- n
of Hie name great dimension a her
In health by too frequent bearing of
reorce
"Hie "Tlnglers" have recently taken children, also for tho expectant mothers,
w
neighprepare
In
tne system tor lite coming of
to Irlng their triumph
the
borhood of Mr. Ilesant' apartment, baby and making It advent easy and
and that lady, annoyed beyond all almost palnleos. there Is no medicine quito
good as 'Favorita Prescription.
It
nirasur at the orry pectncle of her so
waning powen, ha retired for a time can do no harm In any condition of the
system.
It Is a mot potent Invigorating
to (be continent.
In the meantime,
tonic and strengthening nervino nicely
Mr. Tlngley u making arrangement tdupted
to
woman's delicate mtcm by
for a grand coup.
pnyiih-iai- i
or iarireejcriciire in tho treatment of woman peculiar ailments.
Work a Mall Carrier.
mat ba consulted by letter
Copenhaen. Kept. 7. Prince Axel, frte.lr.of Pierce
charge, AddreM Dr. It. V. Plen o,
, ti of the king
youngest brother,
lintel
and Surgical InaUtut,
prlr.ee Vladeinar,
at present acting Invalid'
Ü. V.
Tl, young
IMte- - carrier,
mini, Buffalo,
a
who it rervlng hi term In the navy.
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The Sultan of Turkey has laid a
heavy hand oh the diversions of the
Constantinople "smart set." nnd bii
considerably curtailed the plcusiires of
Minimi nueirty women.
What drew the SuUan's nttenllmi in
scandals In Turkish society was Die
scrape which the son of Haclilm
Pasha, minister of public Instruction.
got Into at the I'rinklpo Yacht club.
This club Is much frequented In the
summer by foreign residents, and also
by Turks of good family.
,
Young Haclilm lost il.nna nt' the
club and attempted to play again next
day without paying his debt, contrary
to the rules of the club. He was offended with the club officials, who
prevented him continuing to plav
whllo In debt, and told his father. The
minister at once reported the Incident
to the sultan.
The result was an Irade. forhiddlne
all Turks to frequent the "cursed"
club of the Giaours, which was put
under police surveillance.
Turkish
women were ordered to remain In
6
o'clock In the evening,
doors after
and fhe governor and chief of poiu-of the Island wcra dismissed. '
The sultan has also forbidden Turk- Ish women to Indulge In one of their
rare pleasures the excursion In boats
up I he Sweet Waters. Thin him been
hitherto (he gront mimmrr fete on the
ItoHiihorux for Turklwh women, who
Joined In the thronu of .plenxurc bontx
on Krldaya and Hiuulnyn. Hut now, by
Imperial edict, they are deprived of
thin Mmple rilverxlon, ami mut not
mix with thp Infidel foreigner.

SANTA FE COUNTY COURT
HAS QUIET OPENING WEEK

l)lptrh

Santa

to tho Mnrnlnc
Fe, N. M., Sept. 7.

nt

Il-lm-

(rial, which rnuncd
At Krug.-r'nme Hi'tixiitinn, he nam jiihi ne mux
have been drunk when ho uttered the
(I
illicit ful mi.I'Ih u I ii ii t the kilKer.
H
to two
neverthelcH
II
s

CROCKERY,

AND RANGES

STOVES

V. E. Al AUGER

WOOL
é

Journnl.

The first
week of Santa Fe county district court
closed with nothing to Its credit In
tho way of business accomplished or
new business recorded. Both United
Stales territorial grand Juries have
been In session during the Week but
up to tonight when the Juries adjourned until Monday neither had returned nn ltidlctment. Several rnses
have set for trial but nothing of Im
portance lias as yet come up. Several
motions und demurrers In Important
suits are set for argument during the
coming week.
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(With Haaba
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meaning of these figures Is made
clearer when It is understood, as
CHEAP- stated In the report, that the average
WE TAKE THE FIRSTS!
OTHERS GET THE FLAG !
of other cities is one oflicer for every
425 persons, thus leaving New York
about 50 per cent shy on metropoliOne third imprest In a good new town of
tan police promoters. That the Now
eighty aeres, surveyed and platted near the
E
York ratio is not considered sufficient
San Pedru Copper Mines, la .good farming
elsewhere Is shown by tru Usures lor
country.
other cities. The national capital has
As my family Is In poor health I desire to
one blue coat for every 486 residents,
make a chango. I also ofTer a good business
proper Boston one for every 509
house
and lot In Estancia at a bargain.
sleepy Philadelphia one for every 511 Four Fresh Suspects Under Ob Now rents
for $40 per month,
all far ahead of the ratio here. Of
foreign cities, Lisbon has a local
ADDRESS
servation at San Francisco;
"cop"
equivalent of the American
for every 175 persons, and leads the
Hospital Buildings to be
the home of
list. St. Petersburg,
'
,
Estancia. New Mexico.
bombs' and riots, has one f;r every
Burned,
1S4: Dublin, one for every 330; Ber
f
lin, one for each 340, and London,
with its six and a half million people;
i
San Francisco,' Sept. 71 One addi- THE
one "DODby lor every w. ine
port also seta forth that tho day offl- - tional case of bubonic plague was dis To the Mining Camps of ColoI - covered today by the board of health,
v I'M 111 Wi
Cei 13 t'AVei ItTU IU
culean labor necessary to covering a and four more suspected cases have rado, Utah and Nevada;
to
bea: of six miles, while the night ofli been isolated and are under observaTwenty-SeventSprings
Colorado
Denver,
and
authorized
tion.
board
the
Altogether
a
The
has
Is
cer's stunt three.
cop. each with his 641 persons establishment of a temporary hospital
is
of
by
Pueblo,
way
Fe
Santa
look after, seems to have a hard lot camp at Ingleslde. Thence the 70 inFifty Thousand New Sittings to
as compared with that of his brothers mates of the city and county hospital New Mexico, and the
will be moved, and later the buildings,
other cities,
Provided for Opening Day in Bis
of police old frame structures long ago conBill Devery,
of national fame, demned, will probably be burned.
and "economist"
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
With 'Hundred Thousand as supposedly retired, hm jumped into
Eagles Elect Officers.
the arena of New York politics once
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 7. Official anenerany
Yet Unprovided For,
:more. Big Bill Is pretty
RAILROAD
the
known on this side of the hemisphere nouncement was made today of offiand achieved his prominence during vote at yesterday's election of
his service of twenty years on the city cers of the Grand Aerie of the Frater- Through the fertile San
Luis
THIRTY-ON- E
MILLION A
i nolieo
force, during which time he nal Order of Eagles. The full adminby
ticket,
Theodore
headed
Valley; also to the San Juan
VITAD crD cnilPHTinM
drew a total salary of $58,000 and re istration
I CHn
tUUUH I IUI , tlre(1 an example to all humble work- - A. Bell, of California, was chosen. Se
country of Colorado,
meeting
as
next
was
the
chosen
attle
saved.
lei's, with one million dollars
Several years ago he tried to break place over Jamestown, N. Y. A reso.
For Information as to rate, train
Figures for Present Year Show into Tammany Hall but, to use his lution was adopted requiring the unown vernacular, was "trun down" and qualified closing of all Kagle homes on service, descriptive literature, address
brass Sunday.
Increase of Six Million Over trun out of the state convention,
band and all. Now he has once more
S. K. HOOPER,
castor into the political ring, DOUBT LOYALTY OF
Previous" Record, With De- - shied hispurpose
Passenger
General
and Ticket AgD
of opposing one Good
for the
IRISH CONSTABULARY
win for the leadership in the seventh
DENVER. COLO
mand Still Unsatisfied,
assembly district. Big Bill's return
was marked by a speech destined to
Dublin, Sept. 7. That the governachieve a high place in the city's pout
(Spvpi lal ('orreponilenoe Morning Journal.
f?ilTiiit'inff thy leal history. "1 hi on any side or any ment Is apprehensive with regard to
viu 'Yrn-coming winter in Ireland and Is
school yean just beginning,. Father fence," he said, "so long as dat- guy the
doubtful regarding the loyalty of the
1
Knickerbocker will have to go down uooawin is on ue outer, ji mmInto his not overly full pocket to the shiver to tlnk of dat feller, hes so constabulary since the Belfast agitaefIs
strenuous
of
tion
revealed In the
tune of $31,641,323.75 for the educa- cold. Hand it to him In cunches
him out. With forts to recruit the force, which has
i
i.
tion ol hla youthful citizens, an in- his own ice. Freeze
' example
decreasing for the past
speech
steadily
of
been
crease of more than $6,000,000 over this remarkable
years.
set
have
his
The
authorities
leader
of
four
peerless
making
the
for
last year. This enormous sum gives
TROTTING AND
PACING PROGRAM
military barracks as
some indication of the size of the nartv. Big Hill formally openen me apart the Dublin
campaign
for his own candidate for additional quarters for them.
school problem of the metropolis. In
'
The
this, the greatest center of wealth and the local Tammany leadership.
No.
Purse
Pace
lmpa
are
of
the.
district
Mny
Trophy.
residents
memory
Tennis
Sutton
Wins
country,
the
commerce in the
Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 7. For the
of man runneth not back to the time tiently waiting for the corks to bePurse No.
Trot; Denver Post Stake Race
when-therwere enough seats In the dn popping- and the skyrockets to third consecutive year, Miss May Sutuse
ton this afternoon won the ladles'
public schools for all the children. soar for Devery is lavish in his
championship at the tennis tourPurse No. 3 2:13 Pace; Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label
More than 51,000 new sittings have of such campaign accessories
nament in this city, defeating Miss
been provided this year, and yet It ap
To Colorado and EastGAMES,
MALL
1,
IttSK
YKSTEIJUAV'S
8
Cincinnati,
Kinsey,
of
Martha
pears that out of the city's 75U,uuu
.Champagne Stake Race
.,
$1,000
ern points. On sale
a
100,000,
school children, nearly
81.
Jxnigue.
American
populate
number large enough to
I'hiladelphla, 8;
Purse No.
Pace
$ 500
At Philadelphia
daily until September
many a city, will be without accom- New
Fisheries Agreement Iteiu-lied- .
3.
York.
on
agreement
were
year
7.
Sept.
An
London,
Last
there
modations.
30. Return limit Octo3; Detroit,
Purse No. 5 Free for all Pace.
$1,000
nearly 100,000 pupils who could only 4. At Cleveland Cleveland,
the arrangements for the present
was
season
printo
'
fisheries
be accommodated half the lime and it
Rates
31.
ber
Newfoundland
0;
game:
Boston,
At
Boston
First
Trot
Purse No.
seems probable that there will always Washington, 1. Second game: Bos finally concluded by Ambassador licit!
cipal points.
be school children for whom there ton, 2; Washington, 4. .
with the foreign office today.
will bo no school room, just as there
National Juague.
will always be strap hangers in the
Denver and Return
$23.70
At St. Louis St. Louis, 3; Clncltv
The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits Big List of Entries and
subway cars. One of the planks in nati,
THEATER Colo,
CRYSTAL
NEW
THE
4.
Springs
was
"a
Mayor McClelland's platform
and
rcturn$20.75
ChiPittsburg,
4;
Pittsburg
At
1). II. COIUHEIl, Manager.
seat In school for every child," but cago,
Whirlwind Finishes.
5.
Pueblo and return
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neither he nor Tammany hall, always
1211 West (iolrt Ave.
game:
New
New
At
York
First
-strong on pledges for new schools, York, 4
Chicago and return. .$53.30
6.
Philadelphia,
Second
has ever been able to solve the prob- game: New York, 4; Philadelphia, 5. Devoted exclusively to Modern VaudeSt, Louis and return ..$52.90
lem.
That there may be room for
Brooklyn First game: Brook
ville, will open
legitimate economies in the spending lyn,At 3;
RAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER
game:
1.
Boston,
Second
Kansas City and return $44.55
of school money Is indicated by the Brooklyn, 2: Boston, 1.
16.
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EVENING
MONDAY
fact that a sum of more than $41
Norfolk and return, (60
.Western liCiiatie.
represents the amount to be expended
At Denver First game: Denver,
on each pupil this year, a relatively Ies
day limit.)
.$72.90
game:
Moines,
8.
Denver,
Second
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high- figure.
Certain persons appar0.
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ently had this fact in mind in object- - 1; Des Moines,
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1ng Vainly to Increasing to S, 000-thI.
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President
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Secretary
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Commencing at
ROCK
MORE
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bet and lost in a single night.
more than four years the famous
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has been wagered In the last ten years,
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has been losing money, according to
popular report. The cafe Itself, it Is
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:
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Mail
Orders
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Order
Phone
confederacy. Ten yeurs ago the once
faslilonable resort had degenerated
into a rendezvous of cheap sports and
.
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WilT.
Whitney.
C.
Richard
William
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Be
llallardvsle,
very popular p, Ice
M.
Hlandlsh
Illeaehed Mu.lln. worth l2Vo. special. ... He
Lowell,
lital In every detail that only their
snd
lliriimn
Fmall Neck Necea priced from Í.M Each and up.
wide, regular lc value, .peels
anil Hom Illeaehed Muslin.
Four distinctly different styles' of Illark Taffeta Petticoats, thn deep
$A.0O
Hill
size distinguishes them from the gen-- j
USc
priced from $A.M Each and up.
flounces variously trimmed with tucking, strapping, hemstitching or shirring.
l.'nhleat hed Muslin fell yard wide, Round Thread, special for tills sala
Ifat
nine article. To n foreigner, of rourse,
,"..(I0.
(Suitable also for drop skirts.)
Every mm exceptional at the price
Large Throws priced from T.A0 Each and up.
I'll. LOW f'ANKH AND SIIKKTM.
with no menus of knowing whether or,
AO, anil $10.00, am TafTela
or
up.
white,
Petticoats,
embluik
fft.AO,
with
special
97.
Sheets,
Vermont
Each
7x90
!0.00
At
RAND,
,l;i!e
V.
and
.e,c
concern-special..
from
priced
It
exaggerated
Mufr
Ktorle
!
V.tU
and Neck Pieces
not the
I 72199
Androscoggin
Sn- 4 r.x.lK F. Fraud, special
broidered llounco, handsome, and
Sheets.
Ing New Jersey mosquitoes aro true,
...l.i
Separata Mutts priced íroin M.30 Each and up.
elal
'
rv,
4.'xJt) Fruit of the Loom, special. ..too
the deception was not Impossible.
;I50 00
Seal skin Coat, worth Mini no, In this sala
4:.xa
Fruit of the Loom, apodal. , .ÍH I Mx(l Pepiierell Sheets, special
1ic
As a result of the alleged
"crime
I
,,
3x90
Pepiierell
.Hilo
Loom,
special.
Sheets,
uf
the
special.
,
tttf.m
Fruit
Orey
Drown,
.'Don.
coloiV
,4
.Mc
and
worth
Itlsck. Wlilta
Ostrich leather Iloas.
wave" and In answer to various nt- 7;'x9
Pepiierell Sheets, spe.
, , . , KAe
42iait Pepp. Hemstitched, special ,..?Ao
H1.0
In this sala
tucks which have been made on tlio
1x90 Peppelell Sheels, special
4i'.x:i Pepp. Hemstltclied. special ..KOn
thr
$0x90
.31)0
Coipie Feather Iloas. Ulack wllh White and frown with White, worth reguapéela!.
Peppelell
Pepp.
Sheet,
Hemstlcid.
initial ement of the police department.
special.
.. .it.OO
designer.
usa'
of the artist
Character, Individuality
They show the
10.09
larly IUII0. In this aula
Commissioner Bingham has )ust had
Tha opportunity .to sesiife such bargains aa rf "ferert In this sale la
anil style. Our present selection rIVsIs sucoeHsfully any prevfoua demonstration.
prepai ed a report Hhowlng the press-.nt- r
worijiy considering the hr tiuotatlnns now ruling the wholesale markets, many
Ws call attention to our showing of esclushe models axact copies of Paris
as follows: Hat. Neck Pleca and Muff,
Marabout Set. consisting of
for more bine ce,it-c- l guardians of
.!V1 tlee
flOO Ofl
JlUiniíVis um'0ti m nía iuin ,n' oo;o to'ina Hi H'SS llliin present r.l?iL- waists The highest types oí style and reilned elegante. These particularly
worth tK.u nu, placed In this sal? IT j. ..,..,. ,
twenty-'
'
Hlack,
,.ii- -t
Mcssallite,
'
figures
In
Silks
colors.
Lacs
covering
White
Cream
The
and
modela
and
the peine.
beautiful
. t
,
10.0(1, f 12.(10, 113.00
7,&0,
i
BIK HIMHIff DISPLAY. '
.
Arabian priced at
six
cities of (be world me w an t
HI K OI R W INDOW DISPLAY,
v
Interesting and show that wlill
York had one pollccidii n or ev.ry
s it
It 1ms now oie
R03 residents In
7 KTTSZTZ "Z
THK K 'OMimimT t.'.
USaMLe K r.MHMI, HKI'TKMMI.M 7.
'Z3M.
for only every 613 rcmldenti. The
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

THIIIIDAD TAKES
FIRST

Gfi 03

ERRORS
FOR

SCORE
STOOD ONE TO NOTHING
'SIX-INNING-

One of
,

'Seen

Fastest

Games Ever

Albquerque Up to
; Ninth; Inoing,: Wfien the Big
Thing Happened to Browns,
In

Vp to the tilath inning, when the
core 8tood three to three. It was the
prettiest game of baso bnll seen in Albuquerque this year nnd fit to rival
ever 'seen at Traction park.
In the ninth a screw K,,t loose In the
machinery that operates the Urowns
and the visitors rnaile four runs; four
runs without a single hit, and on
ghastly errors, winding it up with u
core of 7 to 3.
That Is the whole story of the game
between the Drowns and the Trinidad
baseball team yesterday afternoon.
There are some Interesting details,
but the game Is told when one cays It
was great ball up to the ninth, and
Bfter that the deluge.
For the rest of it, five hundred fans
hooted and howled nnd screamed and
stood up and sat down for eight long
and very hard fought Innings, believing a,l the time that they would carry
the Urowns to victory, and coming
very near to doing it.
Albuquerque
baseball supporters
haven't been convinced even yet that
Trinidad Is the whole thing in southwestern baseball. It took Trinidad
seven Innings yesterday to get a run.
When the runs started they came In
hunches, but the Urowns had played
hard enough and fast enough to show
the speedy visitors and the grand
stand as well that it wasn't like taking sweetmeats from an Infant. The
Urowns played a fast and a clean
game save for a little collection of errors and misfortune In the seventh,
and a large collection of the same
Roods in the ninth, and the team is
entitled to a try out again today, with
the belief that It will win.
Craible pitched great baseball. He
allowed but four bits, to six by Nash,
and those four were not so very costly, for there were no hits In the ninth
when Trinidad gathered In four runs.
He struck out nine men. among them
most of Trinidad's stars with fancy
batting averages, and for the most
part his game was hard and heady.
Craible has speed, and the curves and
pretty nearly everything else except
control, although lie banged In the
ends of all the fingers on plucky little
The
Jack IHamond's right hand.
stocky little catcher played out the
game with most of his fingers bleeding, and although be has a couple of
errors charged to his account, his
game was good.
Nash pitched a slow, steady game,
but his support was about as 'nearly'
perfect as support could be. There Is
no doubt at aU that Trinidad has a
baseball team, and that it Is a corker.
Captain Webster has drilled his men
Into a first cl.iss automatic machina.
The Infield works like a clock, and
the outfield is quite as accurate. It
Is u speedy bunch of ball player, and
the fans had a right to their enthusiasm during the first seven Innings
to 0 In favor
while the score stood
of A Ibuquerqi'e,
With the record of yesterday's game
the gram) stand will be packed rn the
roof for the final game, which will-bo
railed this afternoon at 3 o'clock.
will pitch for Albuquerque today. The husky twirler played the
game In right Held yesterday and did
hi i full shaie of the work, getting off
e
hit and stopping sevwith a
eral long drives that might have done
1

e

Kal-gan-

two-bas-

da maye.

i

Met,, It Is expected, will pitch for
Trinidad. The tall pitcher played at
second base after the second Inning
yesterday, when Captain Webster went
out of the game with a smashed ankle.
Today's game Is the last of the series
' f rwt'w lth Trinidad, and If H be In
them, the Urowns are going to win It.
For the first six innings of yesterday's game, Trinidad didn't get a look-iNot a man could aible past first
ruse, and Albuquerque's one run In
the third stood all alone long enough
to makfc, the SJ,Utv look easy.
M Hh
carrfc
first Ittfilng. Trinidad had gone out In
e
system, and Nash had
threatened, to treat ABmquermie he
v.
Willi (w.iimen out,
ame
started Hi g,m4 Hh.a clean
e
hit. The grand stand Interrupted, bening Its tin cans for nn
to have a fit. Clancy hit to
by Mr.
short, there was a fumble
Oteen, who did quite a bit of fumbling In the course of the game, and
I
looked like a tun with IH.tmond at
the bat. Then came one of those
pbetiomen il plays that make baseball
into sport. Diamond hit a line drive
sIikíeM through a vacant spot at short
nnd Nelghoff stopped It with a wild
t;ib. making one of the prettiest
catches ever seen In this part of the
WOO''s.
In the thltd. with Trinidad retiring
rrgularlv. Craible got to first on a
fumble of ! hot drive to second base.
Kunü' MK tlilce sent Craible to second,
ami Cuigano hit bard to left, scoring
Craible. The grand stand had another
spasm.' After that It was hammer anil
ball up to the seventh. When
Trinidad opened up. Nlghoff star.ed
the works with the lonftest hit of the
game, a drive to left field for three
base. Craible walked Utterly, and
that should have
Hwert hit a pop-u- p
been fielded, but wasn't. Jt was a bad
break tpd let in two runs. Craig ful
high one, and
lowed 'ith another
Kunr. at second base fell over his foot
Just In time to let It get by. Sweet
scored t) hen Craible stopped It by re- i
tiring ill next three men.
Albuquerque got one run In the seventh. After Diamond had sent a
long drive Into right field, Graham
got a single. Hathburn walked and
McIIUKh'a hit Into center Held scored
at
die ham. Itathburn was caught
third, i'raiblx calmly struck out. In
the eighth some fireworks threatened.
Kunü walked. Shay went out at first,
and iialgano walked. Clancy hit a
hot one past second base and Kun
,he
scored, i it was a close decision
plate and ( oouibs decided it in xavor
of Almiquerqiie The decision vn
n.

AIJ'U-qucn-

cforK-foWbrl-

on'-t-thrc-

iaj-ga-

two-bas-

.

i'l

of
Trinidad rooters with megaphones
language
rushed over into
and loud
the diamond to clean out the umpire
and everything else in sight. One passionate party in a blue suit with a
to
red megaphone, who appeared
have money on his person, waa Just
going to start the volcanoes, bu;
thought better of It on consultation
with the umpire, who, although his
Judgment Is sometimes very bad, is
never lacking in nerve to back up his
decisión. Coombs will be replaced
today by Cain.
The Horrible Ninth.
Then came the ninth, when things,
wofit. to smash.' With the acore three
to one, and two men out .it looked like
a ten Inning go. Brlerly and Sweet
had.Jjeen retired on easy chances,
when Craig hit to Craible who made
pretty stop and threw to Shea at
4.
first. Shea, Who up to this time had
been playing the cleverest kind of
ball, dropped the ball. Craig stole
second, and from, second he scored
on a passed ball that Diamond allowed
to go to the grand stand fence. Harper nnd Nash, both victims, were allowed to walk, and Harper scored on
(Irahurrt's grounder which got away
from Kunz. Nash and Green scored
on a second error by Shea when he
dropped an easy little ' pop up by
Met.. That was about nil.
In the Browns' half Clancy singled
nnd Mcilugh was hit by a pitched
ball, but both men died on bases.
The score:
Trin kind.
Players
A.n. K. H. P.O. A. E.
1
1
5
Green, ss
1
0
0
Webster 2b

......

...

Metz. 2b

0

McClelland, r f

Nelghoff,

lirlerly, c
Sweet,

1
4

0

3b

If
c f

Craig,
Harper, lb
Nash, p . .

1

10
3

4
.

' 1

0

Totals

34

Players

Í

1

7

4

27

11

5

Albuquerque,
A.B. It. H. P.O. A. E.

Kunz, 2b

Shea, lb
Galgano, r f
Clancy, ss
Diamond, c
Grahnm. If
Hathburn, 3b
McHugh. c f
Craible, p

...

4
4
3
4
4
4

.

.

...

3
3
4

1

0
0
0
0

0,010

1

1

2

1

0
0
8

10

2

2

1

0

0
3
0

1

0
0
0
0

0
1
1

2

1

11
0 0
0

1

1

1

.0

0
3

0

3
27
33
10 5
Totals
Score by Innings:
.0110
Trinidad
8047
,.'. 001 000
000 110 3
Albuquerque
Two-bas- e
Urlerly
Galgano,
and
hits:
Three-bas- e
Nelghoff.
Clancv.
hit:
liase 'on bulls: Off Craible, 5; off Nash.
3. Hit by pitched
ball: McHugh.
Struck out: By Craible, 9; by Nash,
10.
Time -- of game: Two hours and
10 minutes. Umpire: Coombs.
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ights of the Sample Casé
Enter Enthusiastically Into
Plans for Reunion During the
Territotiat Fairt
At an enthusiastic meeting of the
committee of arrangements
for the
Traveling men's reunion to be held
during the coming territorial fair,
Í500 was voted to bear the expense of
a mysterious float to be used In the
big parade of Thursday, Albuquerque
day.

;

Man who understands furnituro
business, fur general work and drive wagon. V. It. Btrong. Second and H.'nppcr.
Apply
Gallup. Court
Lathera.
WANTED
Huillo, .
VANTED Janitor; man must be handy
wilh tools. Uood wages. Address T, Jour-na- r

offlVé.""""

H0B0

UNFORTUNATE

!

ü

PROFESSIONAL

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pin
Organs, Horses.
nos.

and other Chattels; also on
and Warehouse Receipts, as
With Stumps óf Legs Crbsjied WANTErlpárty for paper route; short low as $10.00
and a;i high as Í 100.00.
hours; salary $15 month. 1204 S. Edith. Loans are quickly made and strictly
Pulp-Hto
Waits HoufsiBe WiVTPn Riivi 14 tn
private. Time: One month to one
vnnra
of
year given. GoodSi to remain In your
American Lumber Company.
7
fore Rec)elyingJ.Surgica(N' Y ANTED Boy. between 14 and 16, at possession. Our rates are reasonable
Call and see tia before borrowing
V A mantean Lumber Company.
to and from all
ANTED General merchandise clerk re- - Steamship tickets
Age 27; parts of the world.
uh'i'S Koód 'position at once.
married; near railroad preferred. Apply C.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Ghastly misfortune camps closely J. Canning, Wagon Mound, N. M.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
InMartin,
on the trail of Charles
.
who lay WANTED All round butcher; for full
PRIVATE OFFICES.
'
&
correspond
Turner
with
for five hours in the Santa Fe baggage
formation
OPEN EVENINGS.
room yesterday before a helping hand Ground, East Las Vegas, N. M.
403
West Central Avenue
came ih the person of new Father A. WANTED Two milkers. Apply Matthews
MlDairy, 510 N. Third strecet. .
MandaláíT,iF!hb'J'.tónk,'íhlm to St.
Joseph's sanitarium, where the crush- WANTED Three first class carpenters.
Dwellings
FOR RENT
ed and bleeding stumps of his legs
Apply A. W. Hayden, 412 West Copper
.
avenue.
were attended:. t
rooming house
Some years ago Martin
was run WANTED1 Stokers at the gas plant. Apply FOR RENT
or hotel; also double flat, 15 rooms.
at tha Ga Plant.
by
a
over
train, and both of his legs
W. H. McMllllon, Real Estate Broker,
were crushed off Just below his knees.
Since that time he has' hobbled
WANTED
Miscellaneous t 211 West Gold ave.
around on leather pads strapped to
FOR RENT Houses, furnished and
State salunfurnished, modern. W. II. Mchis knees, living the life of a beggar. WANrKD-Stenographe- r."
ary and whether owner of machine. Mllllon, Real Estate
Friday night the man climbed on a
Broker, 211 West
tf
freight train in the local yards. In Address it., care Journal.
Gold ave.
cussome way he lost his hold and fell WANTED First class laundress wants
FOR RENT Five rimin cottauii, jiear shops;
tomers; prices reasonable. Address Launfrom the train at Barr station. He
screened porches, city water, low rent; 412
was caught under the wheels and both dress, care of Morning Journal.
Santa Fe avenue. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 W.
a
by
keeper
as
avenue.
book
Gold
WANTED
Situation
legs
stumps
of his
of
werip' crushed
first class experienced man; city refer- FOR" RENT Furnished house antftent-- at
again so that if his life I !saved a
401 S. Edith street.
Inquire
S. Edith
second amputation will be necessary. ences. Address M. Barden, Journal office.
The engineer of So. 9 passenger WANTED Position by first class office man street.
references;
of
and timekeeper, with best
FOR RENT Largo barn with stalls for
train discovered Martin lying on the
am well and healthy
consumptive,
five horses and plenty of room for vehitrack ns the train sped south; about am no
C. B. O., this cles; large hay
willing
work.
to
Address
and
7 o'clock
loft nd corral. Address J.
yesterday morning. The offire.
'
J.
J.. Morning Journal.
train was stopped and the injured man WANTED Day work of any kind. Address
FOR RENT
or three room nouses,
was taken to Pelen. There he was
Boom 32, Minneapolis Rooming House, S.
furnished or unfurnished.
W. V. Fuloaded on No. 10 and brought tack to Second
street.
K02
tren
South Second street.
Albuquerque. During all this time he
govlady,
position
as
By
younii
dumped WANTED
He
had no attention.
erness; will take class In literary, piano,
Into the baggage room at the local sta- stilnit instruments,
elocution, dancing; best
HELP WANTED
Female
tion and tor nearly five hoiirs lay recommendations furnished. Address Govthere, half fainting from loss of blood, erness, 622 Maverick street, San Antonio,
WANTED Lady teacher to teach
but stolidly bearing his torture with Texas.
Jemez Springs public school. Only
the fortitude of the man who docs not WANTED Position as working housekeeper
competent teacher with experience
genroughest
care nnd who is used to the
by reliable woman, for three or four
Housetown.
need
leave
apply. Good wages. Apply to
Address
will
tlemen;
end of life.
J. W, 'Miller, or Linus L. Shields,
The railroad hospital refused to keeper, Morning Journal Office.
take care of the case. The police had WANTED Nurse, male or female; apply at Perea, N. M,
once. Santa Ke Hospital.
to handle it, and the
no authority
WANTED Girl for general housecounty authorities refused to do so. WANTED Help at the Navajo Hotel.
work. 'Apply 519 South Second
Finally Father Mandalari heard of WANTED Two unfurnished rooms with street.
tf
the unfortunate and came to hls asbath and board in private family, must WANTED Young lady for office
Address Box
sistance. It was said at the sanita- be close in and modern.
work; one with experience
rium last night that Martin will re- 194. City.
Apply Jaffa Grocery Co.
cover, although another amputation of WANTED An unfurnished 5 or 6 room
lady clerk.
Inquire
house; must be In good neighborhood and WANTED-his legs will be necessary.
modern; no children or Invalids In family.
Western Union Telegraph company.
Address E. P.'Smlth, Post Office Inspector, WANTED Stenographer. Apply
City.
LOCAL AND PERSONAL
Second street.
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ATTOlllVKVS.
R. W. D. BU Y AN

Attorney at Law.
Office In First National Bank Butldln
Albbonernue. New Mexico.
PHYSICIANS ANO SÜRG11QNS
DR. CHAM, A. FRANK

Physician and Surgeon.
Special attention given to Skin,
Rectal and Gcnitn-Urinar- y
diseases.
Hours,
a. hi., 5 p. m., 8 p. m.
Rooms 4 and 5, Burnett bldg.
DR. S. L, BURTON
Physician and Surjreon
Highland Office. 610 S. Walter atreat,
Albuquerque. N. M. Phone N. 10Í0.
R. L.

OOMHCE

tÍÍ2a

A. F. Frnker. of Wagon Mound,
M.. arrived In the city last night.

E
Ryan Studying Southwestern Red Men With View
in
Him
to .Immortalizing
County Superintendent Denies
Fiction,
Tale That Country Schools
Are Short of Money and Are points for a month's vacation.
Mrs. Marsh Elite Hyan. one of the
W. H. Mastín, superintendent
most rioted word painters of Indian
agencies of the Colorado National
Likely to Shut Down,
spent

several
line,
days In Albuquerque last week, returning to Chicago Friday. After a
half day In the Windy City, Mrs. Hyun
started for the great southwest again,
and yesterday she passed through Albuquerque on the California limited
en mute to the Grand Canyon.
"The southwest Is always more delightful and charming, possessing a
romantic atmosphere that cannot be
found elsewhere, which causes me to
simply adore th ecountry," remarked
Mis. Hyan.
During her short stay In the city,
Indian
Mrs. Hyan visited the local
school, the pueblo of isleta and other
placea of interest In the city.
The one volume that established
Mrs. Hyan In the class of real authors
was her "As Told In the Hills," which
has since been dramatized and which
saw a long run in Chicago nnd New
York City.

Her "Indian Iwive Ietters" created
considerable talk In bookish circles
recently, the subjects being taken
from theHopf's. among whom hho
lived for many months.
Mrs. Hyan has In contemplation
another volume of "Indian Love Letters," 'nn da trip In the Grand Canyon nd the Navajo reservation Is for
the purpose of acquiring how mutetial
and data.

BROTHERHOODS OUT
AS AMUSEMENT
PROMOTERS
Splendid Lecture Course Announced for Albuquerque for
the Comjng Fall and Winter,
,The Brotherhood of

St, Paul, of the

d
First Methot)lt church and the
of J the First Presbyterian
church, acting together, have arranged
Broth-vjhoo-

enter-iiiAme-

nt

A story recently published in the
Evening Citizen to the effect that the
Bernalillo county schools are short of
funds and will have to cut the length
of their sessions this year Is Indignantly denied by County Superintendent A. B, Stroup, who says that the
statement is untrue throughout and
without any foundation whatever.
"I was asked by a reporter for the
Citizen a few days ago," said Mr.
Stroup, "if the Hchoo'd would not have
more money as a result of the increase In school taxes. I replied that
while the school taxes had been Increased It had been done simply because of the decrease in revenue resulting from the elimination of gambling licenses on the first of the year.
I said the Increase In taxation would
Just about balance the decrease caused by cutting off the gambling liI did not say a word about
censes.
the schools being short of money or of
any probability of there being any
shortening of the term In any district.
I did say that the schools would have
about as much money as usual, and
that there would be more school days
In this county this year than ever before in Its history.
"The fact Is that Bernalillo county's schools have never been In better
condition financially than now, anxl
this applies not to one, but to all the
districts. In almost every district In
the county school buildings have been
Improved, while In several new schools
have been built. If I could secure six
experienced teachers tight now all
could find immediate employment at
fair salaries. In several districts there
will ha fl,-more months of school
than they have ever had before, while
In all the districts the session will be
lengthened. We are repairing and
building school houses all over the
county, and there Is scarcely a district
In which improvement of this kind has
not been made. The schools at Griegos, San Antonio, Alameda and other
districts have been repaired nnd Improved.
There Is a new building at
a part of the Old
La
district, th foundation has
been commenced tut tí new school at.
A trisen, while San Jose Is soon to build
a new school, bonds having been voted
for the purpose.
"In Old Albuquerque, Barcias and
Duranes tbere will e nine months of
school; In San José. Atrlsen and Itan-- t
hn de Atiiscb. .iifti. months;, at Paja til o nnd CFUIIIf. eight months'; at Los
Griegos, Alameda and Padillas seven
months; at, ltanch"i le Albuquerque,
sit month, ittill three or four (months
at all tHe others, where there would
be six month it we could get the
Alhu-quero-

.

teacher.

'
FAIRBANKS EMISSARY'
TOURS WESTERN STATES

Omaha. Kept. 7. J. P. Goodrich of
Indianapolis, repulibcan national committeeman of Indiana, !. making a
tour of the western states In the Interest of Fairbanks as a presidential
candidate. Yesterday Mr, Goodrich
was In conference with Committee,
man Hart of Iowa lit Council Bluff,
Today he Interviewed prominent republicans of Nebraska, "Indiana Is
solid for Fairbanks." said Goodrich,

mill

teams to haul

22

ter.
ton, N. M.

Physician and Surgeon
Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armijo Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
DRS SHADRACH & TULL
Practice Limited
Eye, Ear, Nose Throat.
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Ft eoaat
lines. Office 313
West Central ave.
Hours: 9 to 12 a.m.: 1:30 to S r m
HOMEOPATHS'.
DRS. BRONSON & BRONSOM

Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeon.
Over Vann's drug store. Phoeet
Office
and residence, 623. Albu
querque. N, M.
DR, W. M. SHERIDAN- tHomeopathic
Physician and Surgeo.
Occidental Life Building, AlbnqaeN
que New Mexico. Telephone 3H
VETERINARY.
WM. BELDEN

In Cochltl Canon 'o Doroads and good waLumber Co., Thorn-

way.
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SMASHED
Central Ave., and Second St,

JAB01

Noted Athletes Contest, in

Events of Track

and

tiik most iji'x ox hotel
tin: irv.
riax.
rc

ix

the

i:i:jto-i'Ka- x

A.

S. BARRETT, Prop.

Field

.- -

Norfolk;" Va.k Sept. 7. The senior
championship events In the .Amateur
Athletic union's annual Held and truck
being held upon the
championship
athletic Held of the Jamestown exposition were contested for this afternoon.
Some of the most noted athletes In tilts' country and Canada were
entered.
J. Huff, of the Chicago Athletic
run, defeating
d
club, won the
Dan Kelly.nf the University of Oregon,
the former champion, and
Charles Parsons of the Olympic club,
secof San Francisco. Time, 10
onds.
run was easily won
The half-mil- e
by M. W. Sheppard,
of the
Athletic club of Xevv York,
the present champion for this ills
lance, Tlifie. 1 minute, 65
This beats Sheppard's former
seconds.
record by
shot put, Ralph
In the sixteen-poun- d
Hose of the Olympic club of California, broke the world's record by a
half Inch. His put was 49 feet 6 ',4
100-yar-

l,

silling, on account of health; can be
cured at a bargain If bouKlit at once.

3,

ASWAYEIIS.
W. JiJNKS

Assayer, Mining & Metallurgical
Engineer.

609 West Frnlt avenue, Postoffice Box
173, or at office of F. II, Kent, Hi

South Third street.

civil u4.7nei";iis.

otlse-ke-

PLENARY SITTING OF
THE HAGUE CONFERENCE
.

tTw

the lack of this notice if It is established that they undoubtedly knew
that a state of war existed.

lOMS

FOR SALE

Real Estate

aJl

HARX ITIT IH ILDÍNO.

21-2-

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

j lit T.

mm.

V!

í

!

(KffecUve June

From Hie ICust
No. 1, Kouthern Cal. J?p
No. 3. California Limited

J6tl.)
Arrlva. Dapart
7:45 p 1:30 p

,...12.20p l:00p

No.7, North. Cal. Fast Mall.. .10:68 p 12:48 p
No. , El P. & Mex. City Ep..H:4S p 12:20

from the Uest

No. t, Chicago Fast Mall
1:00 a
No. 4, Chicago Limited
6:60 p
No. 8, Chi. ft Kan. City Exp.. 1:40 p

l:!ia

......

:L'0p
7:20 p

From the South
No. 10, till.. Den. A K. C. El 1:20 a T:00 p
No. 10 connects at Lamy with branch train
for Rauta Fe and stops at all local points la

Wr

Mexico.

rtlftDT

T. ft.

tf J. if. Ettklr Pres. ;
BALE Aermolor windmills.
tanks O.' Olnml, Vice Prte!
substructure. Wolltlng & Bon, 707
North Ktghth street, phone 14SS.
tf

British Army Maneuver.
Salisbury, England, Sept. 7. The
war In "liedla ml." or the army ma- Rooms'
FOR RENT
' neuvers, which began
on Salisbury
plains last Monday, have iime to a FÓ It" RENT Three níóder7rHlc"épin
close with a victory for the defenders
rooms, with bath. No Invalids. 3L'0
of the fortified territory.
The Invad- S.
street.
ers from "Hlueland" were neither FOREdith
RENT Two rooms for light h
i
overwhelmed nor captured, but were
plng. . Apply 1005 N. Seventh, after
compelled to hastily flee to their ships
'
m.
i.
In an Imaginary
ocean und steam
RENT Pleasant furnished room with
away to their own country. The spec- FOR
balh; gentleman preferred; no health- tacle was fine, as the final struggle seekeis. IDO;' N". Second
street.
by an abundance
was attended
of FORP.E.T Nicely "
furnished room with
shooting.
S,
Arm, street.
hath. 40U

Irish-Americ-

DE1NTI9T

J

Ja-

cob Oster, SJJver City, N. M.
FOR SALE Furniture, almost new, of a 5
room house; Axmlnster rugs. Davenport
leather couch, book ease, curtains, sideboard,
rhlria closet and dishes, dining table and
Majestic range, bed room suites;
chairs.
cull Tuesday morning. fiJl E. f'entral.
FOR SAIjK Bicycle; apply Sunday morning
at 1004 H. Itroaitway.
FOR SALE Or rent; modern 6 room house;
bath, hot water furnace, electricity, gas,
stable, etc. L'O! N. Edith.
FOR SALE A wholesale and retail candy
factory in the most prosperous city In
New Mexico; business has more thun doubled In the past year; fine opening for the
right :a,ty; can be secured in the next 10
days at a real bargain; reason for selling,
lllhealth. Address W S. D., care Journal.
FOR SALE Machine, bicycle and gunsmith
shop in one of the leading cities of New
Mexico; good machinery and tools; owner
!ms to go east.
Address Gunsmith, cure
Morning Journal.
FOR SALE New
view camera;
!ix8i
Una lens, carrying case, tripod and three
double plate holders; can be seen at Porter's. SI 2 8. Second street.
FOR SALE Two cottages and four corner
lots, cheap.
Klnster's Cigar Factory.
FOR SALE We. have some good cowl fot
sale. Alhera Brothers.
FOR SALE Bull terrier pups, bred from
the best Pitt stock l.i America.
F. H.
Casey, Bu ls.1. J.as Cruces, N. M.
FOR SALE A good top buggy for sale
cheap. N. W. Alger. 124 South Waker

FOR RENT Three nicely furnished rooms
for light housekeeping; no Invalids.
Sot N.
.
Edh It street.
Iiish-AmerleFuTnTshed rooms; pleasant
FOR REÑÍ"
place: no sick. 4:".' N. Sixth.
linios Adopted (interning Ih't'ltmillons FOR RENT Two nicely furnished rooms.
s.
ttf Wnr i'.nd Xoilee'io Xcutruls.
Apply 807 W. tlold avenue.
FO li ft K X
i urñl bed "rooms aúl tabla
1- -5
The Hague, Sept. 7. The fifth
for housekeeping.
Address 41J N. Sixth.
plenary sitting of the pcate conference Foil
two furnished Tomtected froni
R N'i
was held today. Tbe whole American
rooms; heat bath and light. 4í3 H. Third.
delegation was present. The following
RENT Modern furnished rooms; ro.
rules regarding the opening of hostil- Foil
sonable, 1 1 4 u, w. Uoid avenue.
;
ities were adopted, a few countries
Inches.
FOR RENT Well furnished rooms with
making reservations:
The fourth event was the 120-yar- d
bath, at the Ocrldental Life Building,
hurdles.
t'ontraetlng powers agree that hos- corner
Forest Stnlthson of the
Central
Broadway. Ko Invalids.
Multnomah iub of Oregon, was first, tilities must not begin without pre- Address Or. I). and
E, Wilson.
his time being 1514 secuuds. Stnlth vious uneiiulvrtcHl 04 ice having been KÓOM8 FOR RENT A íewntcaiMurnishaí
given, either tn the form of a declarason ran with nn Injured, leg.
rooms with usa of bsth, by tha week
The fifth event, one mile run; James tion of war, setting forth Its motives, month. No Invalids taken. Hotel Cralgs,ot
rU-nP. Sulllvanof the lrlsh-Am- p
Ath or In the form of an ultimátum with Stiver As.
v
letlc club. won In a enuter. Time, an alternative
dcclu ration of war. FOR RKNT Neatly furnlahsd rooms at
4:2!, his former time being 4:22
The states Invoiced 'must' without devery low prtoes, Tha La Vata. Rooming
440-yar- d
run: J. lay notify' the neutral powers, the ef- Ifouss, 111 West Lead aveuua. lira. J,
The sixth event,
.
.
Fleming.
they
H. Tavior, of the t'nlverslty of Pennfect of the latter beginning lifter
tf
sylvania, was first, Time 61 seconds, have received notice, which can be Fo1fSKNT Modern rooms and board, tii
Taylor Is a negro.
given even by wire. In any casp the per month. Mrs. Eva L. Craig, 101
neutral powers cannot protest against "iuh Neinnd St rent, nriatalrs
The seventh event, throwing the

hammer: Won by John J.
Flannagan,
Athletic
clu. distance, 171 feet 4 of an Inch.
Running broad Jump: Won by Dan
Kelley, of Hie I'nlverstty of Oregon,
distance 23 feet II Incite. Kelley'
record beats' that of M. Plinsteln, of
Athletic club, the
the
former champion, by one foot and
seven Incbe,
The ninth event, throwing the discus, free style:
Won by Martin J.
Sheridan,
Athletic
club, distance 12!) feet g 4 Inches
e
run: Won
The tenth event,
by J, J. Daley, of the trlh American
Athletic club. Time,
nilnules 4
seconds. Pa lev berft the world' rV-or-

Kdlth.

S.

DENTISTS.
VR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgeert.
Rooms
Barnett Building. Phone
744. Appointments made by mnll.
AltCÍnTECví'S.
F. W. SPENCER
,
Arch í tec ta
Rooms 46 nnd 47. Barnett Thillrtln.

se-

Thames, In which most of the mitish
and continental experts participated. street.
Jarvls' time was 3 hours 24 minutes
FOR
and 6 4 seconds.
and

Mecí at Tercentennial Exposition,

t

Agent

Chus. Mellnl, iscy
O. Bscheohl, Trees

;

Consolidated Liqoor Co,
Successor! to Mellnl A Eakln
and Baehechl
Gloml
WHOLESALE
DKALKUS IN

,.

IIn CIGARS

WIHES, LIQUORS

A

We handle everything
our line.
Write for Illustrated Cataloguo and
Price List, Issued to dealeri only.

roBxrn

Telephone

first

1:18

sr.

vi

rorrrn avu

Toti & Gradi

North Third Street
Dealers in
GUOCKIURS, PROVISIONS, WlAW
Hay and Fuel, l ine line of Importm!
Wliiea, Liquors mid Cigars. Plaee your
orders for litis line lino with u.

FULL SET Or TEETH

A

$8

Elmi

Gold ( rimas
,
Hold I llllnra, npnnrds from

FOB

d3

.n4

II

Patuleas Kxtrartlon
'All
.

tl

(ee

Work Absolutely

(iuarsnteeil.

DRS. COPP & PETTIT.
, Armijo llullrilnf
"""
A LilUOUfcliQUB
N..T--

Foundry and Machine Works.'
It.

I.

Hall, Proprietor.

end Bras Castlnns, Ore, Coal, ana
Lumber Cars, Pulleys. Orate Bare, Babbitt
Metal, Columna sed Iroa Fronts for Xlulld-ln;Repairs on Mining and Milling Machinery our specialty. FOUXPBY, Eust Hlda
of no ros i Track. Albiiflueniie. Ne Molten
Iron

s,

FOR WALE Five-roobrick, modern, cluae In, eaat front, ea.sy terrnK.
l!uoin 9. N. T. Armljrt lildg.
NEVADA MINE STRIKE
Foil HALE Snap in houses nií Arthur E. Walker
bargains In realty. W. II. MfMiUlon,
Firm Insurants. Secretary Mutual
Itiglil of 0MriUor lo Ileal Estate Hroker, 211 West
Colon Com-ciltlold.
ApWmHiiiIoii.
Ritlldlntr
Phone 6K.V
Mo;i High (ra ling.
m

AGREEMEENDS""

Irish-Americ-

c

"oil

Itish-Atiieiic-

flve-ml'-

,

-

Veterinary.
Residence 402

Phone 405.

WILLIAMS

branded J. U. , on left hip; white feeet
and spot In forehead; small sore on each
side of neck; finder return to E. W. Fee,
02 8. First street.
Is again doing all
MKS. KL'THEKFOUD
kind of hair work. Call 517 South Broad-

i

RECORDS

WANTED
Kitchen ulrl. Apply Mrs. Rum-meSilver avenue and Third street.

'

".

PITT ROSS
FOR SALE
Miscellaneous
County Surveyor,
Attorney before U. 8. Land Depart
Ml SC ELL A N E0U S;
ment.
Scrip for alo. Civil enLand
FOR SALE Cheap, one set reviseo
Ú V I s" C( " 5 í W"a bá a lí"a v e ñ u
I "A
A
,
E
ecii
encyclopedia and dictionary. Suita- gineering.
cago, want a few ambitious men to learn ble for scholars' use. Address hatters' Gold Ave., Opposite Morning Journal
to write advertisements. They can earn $25 Gold and South Third.
per week. Write today.
FOR SALE A Rood restaurant In a thriv- OR. B. Al.
one,
mare;
STRAYED. ijtrayed,
sorrel
ing mining town; paying well; reason for

Assurance company, who has been the
guest of U. C. Prewitt, sterritorlal
manager, for several days, returned to
Denver last nleht.
Hon. K. A. Miera, of Cuba, X. M.,
arrived in Albuquerque yesterday.
Is a member of the territorial
board of equalization and will go to
Santa Fe tonight to attend the meeting
of that board tu be held tomorrow.

AT

lumber

mil; good
Address Domingo

"

life in the fiction

our

from
X. mingo,

Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dixon,
32:' West Hunlng avenue, a son, Saturday morning. September 7, 1007.
Miss Lucy Cuneo left last night for
her home in Little Rock, Ark., after
visiting Mrs. G. E. Wilson for the last
Í
five weeks.
E. F. Lamdolfi and F. M.' Panaby
have returned to Albuquerque after a
visit of two months in Buffalo and
New York City.
Mrs. George F. Powers, bookkeeper
for the Putney company, has gone to
Los Angeles and other California

Mrs,

Ht.-S-

pre-ferre- d.

WAN'lDLmber

YEAR THAN

CARDS.

e

m

Frank Fillmore, of Grunsfeld
Brothers, who before he become a
wholesale man was one of the cleverest of decorators, has been delegated
to create this mysterious float, which
will be one of the most expensive ever
entered In a parade, and the nature of
which the travelers persistently refuse
to divulge. That It Is going to be
something gorgeous goes without saying.
Even Secretary Stamm, of the
Fair association, doesn't know what it
Is going to be, although his guess Is
that It will .be champagne in bath
tubs, while Manager Jay A. Hubbs
thinks it will be a picture of a street
scene where there Is plenty of room
for all the concession men who want
stands. Whatever It is, It is g'dng to
be something startling.
The traveling men have become
wildly enthusiastic in their plans for
(he big reunion. The response to the
Invitation from the travelers who
make the southwest has been more
than encouraging. It has been almost
unanimous nnd from phuis for two
hundred" It has become necessary to
arrange for the accommodation and
entertainment of t least four hundred
salesmen.
Every traveling man in Albuquerque is invited and urged to be at fair
headquarters at 8 o'clock Tuesday
night, wjien the final program for the
reunion "will be made up and announced.
B.

Am-phio-

I

Property Loans

Man for Reneral farm work: On
WANTED
Matthews,
must be a good milker. J.
phone SU. ' N Aoottcctjon with Matthews Wagons
Salaries
Dairy Oamnft'iyf
;
H

Ooldfleld, New, Kept. 7. The (enla-tlv- e
agreement entered Into between
the consolidated mine operator and
the miners' committee, relative to the
Mohawk change room Hnd the uues- A Genuine Test.
Hon of Jurisdiction of watchmen, was
"Thai man is so
honest he
j finally apnroved and .aoeeptnd by, tbf
a pin," said (he ndmlr- wouldn't
steal
5
by
,
IS
special session this
miners' union lit
Al
n MM tHmé.t .
(..ilhf
w ldeljf Ji
'
,!
trtm-ili
t
The men who went oil
tkttk(afternoon.
Bier 'WMm- tlN
of
Lyceum
Hileiprlse
U(;e,
The
thought
"I
never
of
pin
l
Hold
the
svi
Iti
liiiiUh
ioril.
much
the
Inouliiff
pnrtiage,
to
t''It"
will
return
work tomorrow,
strike
drtif !tt(ttli'.
two brotherhood Is notable, and test," answered Ml
Cayenne. "Try
London, Sept. 7. The MilliNh chain, The watchmen and carpenters In the
,, i
!' of tl r h it KAsW Nn. the
by
hearty
Is
.,, r (((! FA I, a n" Innii..n, adUrees
him with na umbrella,"
lmiiiee, J, A, Jarvls. easily won mines
Philadelphia plon
sine to be rewarded
III not be under tlm Jiirldico
V;éj B. itlmtimi, t-- Ki, H. 1.
Inquirer.
the fifteen tiillf lace today on the lion of un minera' union.

ff

J Personal

STORAGE

good's, "et
housetioid
WANTED Pianos,
stored safe'.y at reasonable ratea, Ph. .na
SeeutUy
540.
The
Warehouse A Improvement Co. Offices In tha Orant Block, Third
street and Central avenua.

1V,A.NTED

.

for one of the finest serle of
ever brought to Albuquerque, to be given during the coming
fall and winter. The course, as now
arranged, will begin about the first of
November and extend over three
months. It is planned to sell tickets
to the five entertainments to be given
for 12 each, and this very moderate
charge, coupled with the very high
class of the attractions offered, insures fh auccess of the enterprise. It
is probablo that It. will be necessary
to use Elks theater for the entertainments, as none of the churches has
seating capacity sufficient to accommodate the crowds sure to take adIN A PINCH, USE ALLEN'S vantage of tbti unusually pleasing offering.
IDOT KKK, I.lie' run wear shots. on
The attractions thus far bo.ked inrt-r.tmine Alius
rtr
n.!ir
fin
font
'
?, clude a lectur by Governor Hob Tayjt -meaes Of lit nr aew
by Colonel Haln,
the
(mount relief to corns and bunions, lor, another
Ittvilililgeway com puny, the
jt a a graatest comfort fliaiovery of tht Katherlne
n
Cures swollen fwt, blisters, ealhme sinyton Jubilee singers and the
a itt.
Jt Is
eertain rar for
t "r spots.
Male quartette, the last three
II
Mn
h a.

ft

sr

IT

Male

'WANTED

TERRIBLE EXPERIENCE

i.h.FGR'MYSTERIOUSj fLOAT

i

.

1

GIISFORTUIIE

,

$500 j

hi'

:tli!

i

V

very, very doubtful, and a bunch

8, 1907.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER

I

modern limine In the
call at 417 Mouth Arno. Lir.
Wilson,
"
frame, iñódérnl good
For SALE
location, , easy terms.
Room I, N, T.
i
Arrullo hull. Unir
F( i H s A LE
lir p. If 'bought aóoít; jm-proved alfalfa and fruit ranch i4 4 aerea
I room cottage; N.rtti i;th, near Indian
school, P. J. McMollen, Albuquerque.
For HAL E A"fl vroo,n h on sa lao an
eight room house, latter furnished or unfurnished, both modrn elose In; cheap this
week; ais two seal,) carrisgs. nearly Daw.
HA

LK

Five-roo-

Highlands,

Intuir

i:i

Kast Central avtaua.

In1,

ct

I

antral

1

venue.
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I, U. Q'R'.nly Co,

THE ALBUQUERQUE

BOLD

0111

0 WEST

II

GRIEF KEEPS

PLAÜ1

a

SI1AFE TRIS

natoes

1

RAÁBE
& M AUGE:.:
First,
Central and Copper Aves.

are taking orders
for those little preserving tomatoes. A

We

HOI

:

TROUBLE

5

WRECKS AND ENGINE

-

WEINMANN RESIDENCE

Away

.115-11-

pound,- - only

-- A

NEGROES RANSACK THE

FAILURES

IN

PROFUSION

Mrs-- .

.California Limited Gets Behind
Weinmann They Are Arrest'Three Derailments' in One
ed While Planning to Make -- Trip, While. No, 8 Makes a
New Slow Time Record,
Another Attempt,
.by

,

V

Also 25 pound boxes
of the large ones for

STOVES AND RANGES,

ENAMELED WARE,

canning.

KITCHEN UTENSILS;

CUTLERY,

of

HARNESS AND SADDLES,
1

Per box,

The Ésiaicti

AMMUNITION.

,

B.RÜPPE GaJl Up Telephone 789

Grocery Co.,

307 W. Central Ave.
We have just received the
new Fall styles in Rugs,
comprising all the latest

patterns

Whenever you wnnt your Prescriptions tilled promptly fend accurately
t
If you want DIU'GS and MEDICINES sent op to yrnir bouse la a Surry.

. THÉ PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

r

Phone 80.

203 West

Central

WILLIAMS DRUG CO

Avenue

BLUE FRONT.

117

V.

Central Ave,

'

in

ROYAL WILTON,
AXMINSTER,

VELVEt,
4

BRUSSELS,

BODY

HOW

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS,

ABOUT THAT

ART SQUARES, Etc.
a&SSaSal

tiEÜ

LINOLEU
Our stock of printed and
inlaid linoleum Is the largest ever shown in this

'

SUIT?

FALL

BORN'S BLUE BOOK OF FALL 1907 SAMPLES
HANDSOMER

COUNTER,

Yity.

AND MORE

UP TO DATE THAN

EVERYBODY EACH, YEAR IS BECOMING MORE INTERESTED

CLOTHES.

IN

THAT'S

A

SIGN OF PROGRESS.

TO IMPROVfNG HIS APPEARANCE,
CERTAINLY

Albert Faber
.

FURNITURE,

NO ONE

OB-JEC-

CLOTHES

AND

HAVE A GREAT DEAL TO DO WITH

APPEAR-ANC-

E.

THEREFORE, WHEN YOU BUY CLOTHES WHY .NOT
BUY

CARPETS

and DRAPERIES.

THOSE THAT ARE MADE' TO CONFORM WITH YOUR

MEASUREMENTS

W. Central jWe.

308-31- 0

IS ON OUR

EVER,

Come and examine our
stock and we will see that
you save money by buying
your fall needs from us.

AND THAT ARE MADE FOR YOU PERSON-

thirty minute.

i?r.

'

ALLY?

From Syracuse, Kas , .to Albuquer- geles, several hundred seats having
que No. 8. established a record by been reserved for the Arizonans. Afmaking up about four hours of lost ter the theater, the annual banquet
Ume.
will be held in the leading hotel of
A freight
Vreck between Peach the city. This banquet is expected
Springs and Sellgman, Ariz., Friday to be a delightful ending of thu 107
afternoon delayed No. 2. tho Atlantic reunion.
express, five hours and thirty-fiv- e
Speaking nt the picnic and bannuer
minutes, causing it to arrive here yes- Is being arranged for by a competent
terday at 1:35 o'clock.
committee which has an abundance of
Nos. 1, 7 and 9 were all late last good material to draw upon. Several
night, "trouble" east of here being well known Arizona ladies will be
t'ie only cnt'se given by the local rall-- r asked to speak on both occasions.
tad officials. No. 1 arrived Id two Governor Kibbcy, also Congressman
sections before 1 1 o'clock, and No. 7 McLaughlin and Senator Flint, as well
pulled in before tnldnlght, while No. as Mayor Harper, of Lob Angeles,
was scheduled to arrive here about have been invited to take part In the
3: Fífl o'clock.
festivities.
All Arizonans expecting to visit
A special train with Oencral Superinsouthern California are urged to plan
tendent II. W. Sharpe. of the western their trill so they may attend the regnind division, and W. IC. Ktter, su- union. It is desirable that all who inperintendent of the Kio Grande divis- tend to arrive for the event should
ion, left yesterday morning for the send word to the secretniy
of the
south on a brief tour of Inspection,
club, Mr. John S. Mitchell, at the
informing what
Hollenbeck hotel,
Train No. fl.of Friday night nrrlved tickets they desire reserved for them.
yesterday morning at tí: 4
here
o'clock, leaving for the south at 7:20
To bo HuiMiy
ynu must hav rimmI health. Ynu enn't have
o'clock, being delayed by the
your liver Is nut doing It's
If
KimmI
health
Kas., wreck.
on II

Itartlett 1)oiiiiiih1s llequlsltlon.
Charles U Hartlett, alias tlowers,
who was arrested in El Paso Friday
afternoon on orders from Albuquerque, charged with passing checks here,
and who is held on the same charge in
Kl Paso, has refused to return to Xew
It has
flUsxlco without a requisition.
not vet been determined whether a
requisition will be asked for or whether Partlett will be left to the tende:
inert ios of the Texas authorities.
.Will Palling, colored, given fifteei
day Friday by Police Judge Craig for
committing a nuisance and for being
a drunkard, was in police court again
muting, suffering from a
bad case of the snakes. After llsten-,n- t'
the
to a fairy tale by Palling,
court sent the prisoner to be locked
up till he became sober.
"
Leandro Montoya got. ten days In
police court yesterday for being so In
toxicated tnat lie oreameu ne km" LoWilliam Canfletd, connected with
Indian on the wUrpath, while Jose
of the
the construction department
pe "got tired over one glass of beer,
Eastern Hallway of New Mexico at
bnd drew five days.
YV'lllnrd, spent yesterday In this city.
WOMAN'S CLUB BEGINS
H. 8. Van Slyck, live stock agent of
Fe at El Paso, arrived In
ANOTHER SEASON'S 'WORK the Santayesterday
morning.
the city
The Santa Fe Central railroad hns
ÍJircro Attciiilnnie rt Opening Session. announced
special rates of one fare
to
Tluink
F.xprcss
IteHohilloim
for the round trip from all points on
Organisation. '
I I lends of
Its lines to the Torrance county fair nt
- Kstancla, October 1 to 4, and to the
'The regular meeting of the Wornwas large- New Mexico fnlr at Albuquerque, Ocun' ctuh Fridav afternoon
ly nttended, and quite u bit of official tober 7 to 12.
b'liilness was transacted during the,
The sunerlntendents of the NEW MEXICANS ASKED
session.
various departments were all present
TO JOIN IN FESTIVITIES
i.nd outlined briefly the work assignwhat had been aced to each,
complished.
Meeting In
A
vote of thanks was tendetvd to Arizona IlnssnynmiM
men who contribAngelo Kepleinlier 12 Will lio
citizens nnd business building
lo
cea
of
Notadlo Kvclit.
uted funds for the
club
ment walk In front of the nw
by
han
year
the
The following announcement
building completed last
y
Timen McCorriston was espe-Hill- been received by tho Morning Journal
Indies.
thanked for his contribution and of the coming meetftig of the Arizona
th efficient wav In which he did the llassayampa club In Lot Angeles, addi12. together with the
by Secretary
"xh Mornln" Journal was thanked
tional announcement
for the contribution of a cut of th John 8. Mitchell that all New Mexrevv club building, which adorns the icans In Los Angeles nt the time havo
front cover of the club calendar for been asked to Join in the festivities:
Arizona Hassayampa club of Lou
l'Jli7-K- .
Angeles will hold Its annual reunion
Angeles, September the 12th
In l
THE PUBLIC INVITED TO
and 13th.
A picnic will
be held September
TEMPLE ALBERT SERVICES 12th
on the beautiful Alumllos bay.
where the Hassnyampans will enjoy
'
with It:.
Vlelimiln-- , .TcwMi Sew the hospitality of Naples
C reinonlei
'
Grand canals. Alamitou with its reW"I" In .Mbiiiin'rqm'
Yvr WillH o'clmk.
freshing still water nnd surf bathing,
ft
overlooks
nnd of Hay City, which
both the bay and the ocean. A lurgi?
K. M. Chapman, rabbi of ConIr.
dancing
speaking
nnd
pavilion
for
gregation Albert, announced last night
flKhlng from the
Jew-- ! has been provided;
that services commemorating the
ocean pier has beh arranged for,
h New Year wouhl be held In Temthen will be peclnlly planned
ple Albert this evening nt 8 o'clock. and
race between the fastest motor boatii
nil tomorrow morning nt 1ft o'clock. on
the coast and exhibition diving
to atThe public Is cordially Invited
has and swimming races by well known
tend these services. Special music
trips on graceful
for thene services, experts. Pleasing
been arranged
gondolas, propelled by picturesque
Interesting.
always
re
which
boatmen will be an enjoyable feature,
while the motor boat trips on Alaml-to- s
Chlil I'Vllowf, Attention!
bay, through the grand canals of
All Odd Fellows will meet at Odd Naples and up the placid Kan Oabrbd
1
afterthis
o'clock
at
hall
Fellows'
river will prove experiences to be
noon, for the purpose of attending the pleasantly remembered.
A "down
MaL.
A.
brother.
late
our
of
funeral
astern" fish dinner will be served
ll :lf(VV.
by epicures, who will oftVr mi eh appetizing dishes as Newburyport clam
t
. .
rk HmdHphr.
baked deep sen fish, corn
chowder,
t
illrnnt
Jh
itivam t inUM'l t.r
fed minced clams and other dlshtH
rhamliW--ilit'ia
I
Take
uliimmh.
.if i
prepared as only th coast pMrttiKs.
Ktummh anil t.lver Tallin tu rorropt
'
(III the
.1th of September il theawill
! tli
lik
ihin ilmorilf.
ter party will be given l Los ' An- dlnKl'l"". K. al hy all druggnla.

'

75 centé

Wrecks, derailments and engine
failures continue to delay Santa Fe
passenger trains from Chicago to the
coast. Weak track is given as the
cause of delay to trains eastbound
from the Klo Grande division.
Of yesterday's eight nassenarer trains
four westbound and four eastbound,
not one arrived here on time, being
delayed all the way from one to six
,
hours.
Two miles In six hours, or three
hours to a mile, was the extraordi
nary record made by Santa Fe passenger train So. 8 early yesterday
morning between Sellgman and Ash
Fork, Ariz. .No. 8 left Sellgman on
time, and was eating up the track,
when near Crookton, the engine be&ran
slowly dying, and as it entered the
yards at Crookton life was extinct.
After an hour's hard labor, the en
gineer succeeded in getting up enough
steam to start again, but when about
three miles out of Crrmkton the locomotive showed unmistakable signs of
"
another demise.
Vy running the train slowly, at a
pace slower than an average walk, the
engineer brought the train into the
next station, two miles away, before
his locomotive finally died for good,
but to make that town he consumed
an even six hours.
Another engine was sent from Ash
Fork, and it towed the train Into Ash
Fork, a good seven hours behind time.
After leaving Ash Fork the train began making up lost time, and when It
arrived here last night at
o'clock It
was but two hours and twenty min'
.
utes late.
Limited in Trouble.
An engine failure west' of Topekn,
Kas., a freight wreck nedr Syracuse,
Kas., and the derailment of a freight
engine west of the Trinidad yards, all
worked harmoniously Saturday, to delay the California limited, which arrived here at 4:35 o'clock, over four
hours lute.
The limited left Chicago
Thursday
night on time, and it passed Kansas
City and Topeka exactly on the dot,
but when several miles out of the
Kansas capital the engine went dead.
An hour was lost In bringing another
engine from Toneka.
The hour's lost time had been about
made up when No. 3 was stopped the
other side of Syrucuse, Kas., on account of a freight wreck which blocked the main line. Before the wreck
could be cleared away, six hours had
passed. After passing across the Colorado state line the train crew began
to believe that their troubles were
over, but the derailment nf an engine
west of Trinidad caused another delay

hr

Bet.

N.

7

Hardware and Ranch Supplies

cents

.

.Edgar Smith and John Williams,
negroes, were arrested yesterday afternoon by Chief of Police McMillln,
while hiding among the Cottonwood
trees In the rear of the L. Kempenich
residence on West Central avenue,'
and both men are held for a hearing
tomorrow morning on a charge of
burglary. Smith has been positively
Identified as the man who an hour before had deliberately entered the J.
A. Weinmann residence on West Copper avenue, by the front door, and departed
after making a thorough
search of the drawers and closets in
several rooms, being frightened away
by the screams of Mrs. Weinmann,
who was alone in the house. So far
us has been discovered, nothing of
value was carried away by the men,
but the job was one of the coolest recently recorded.
Mrs. Weinmann had allowed her
maid to go for the afternoon, and wau
engaged in dressing in
bed room
when she heard some one walking
.through the house.
She paid no attention at first, thinking it to. be the man who Is employed
about' the place.
As the steps approached her door, however, she called,1 warning him not to enter. 'At the.
time Mrs. Weinmann was standing before a mirror and was horrified to see
In the glass the face of a negro peering in the half open door of her room.
She called for help and the man turned and walked away, although
Mrs.
Weinmann" says he did not move with
any haste until she ran to the dumbwaiter in the hall and called down the
shaft; then the man ran down stairs
and out the front door. A hasty investigation showed that the contents
of drawers in several rooms had been
dumped on the floor, the man evidently having been searching far valuables.
Mrs. Weinmann telephoned for the
police and Chief McMillln responded.
Mrs. Weinmann was able to give n
clear description of the man, and it
was soon found that such a man with
a companion, had been seen but a
short time before sitting In Robinson
followed and the
pink. A round-u- p
two men were finally found behind
tin- Kemiienlch residence, but a short
distance away. Hoth men admitted
having been In the Weinmann residence after Mrs. Weinmann had positively identified Smith as the man she
had seen looking in her door. They
claim that they did not attempt to
steal anything, but went to the house
to ask for something to eat. The evidence of attempted burglary, however.
The men say that
l"ms"conclustve.
they have 4jen with the Pawnee Hill
circus, which they say they left In
Kansas to come to Albuquerque. Smith
says he has lived here before and that
nt one time he was employed at the
Trimble' stables, yilllams denies ever
"having been In Albuquerque before.
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liver keepa tho stomach and hnwela right
and acta a a tonic for the entire ayatem.
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a princely salary; he may command the highest wages of his
trade; he may do a thriving business, farming, trading or merchandising; yet if he spends all of his earnings, he is, a very poor
man. And he will remain a very poor man until he begins to
lay aside a portion of his earnings in a bank' and thus create a
surplus fund ready for the emergency when adversity arrives.
Certainly all should provide for the unproductive years of adg
vanced age which surely and slowly comes to us all. d
Are you still s lying: I will begin tomorrow to save for the rainy day?
Every day counts; now is the time; begin now. We want you to open an
account with us. A dollar or two will do to start it, and after you have
'

.

started you will be surprised to see how it will grow, and how eager you
will be to assist it with additional dollars to help it grow. So come and begin
now. Interest at 4 per cent per annum, credited quarterly, on savings accounts
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ordered so many cars and locomotives with the first, the introduction of
would be' reason to fear, this tlvated grass.
The man in charge of these studies
early in the season, a freight conges- i
Mr. Frederick V. Coville, of the bu
Hon
reau of plant Industry, who is an
to have
H. K. Yoakum wems
In matters connected with the use
conditions accurately several
months ago. He said that the south- of the range. Mr. Coville has made a
west 1m developing so rapidly that the careful study of grazing problems In
SWAMPED WITH
railroads cannot build branches and the Cascade mountains of Oregon for
extensions, Increase their motive pow the interior department ten years ago.
er and equipment and make improve- and contributed to the discussion of
ments no matter how nurd they try or grazing questions which formed part
Have No
how much money they spend, to keep of the public lands commission report Fair Visitors Need
made In 11)05. It was on his recomup with the growth of the traffic.
mendation that that the laboratory for
Room
Anxiety Concerning
desert botanical research was established by the Carnegie Institute of
and Board During Week of
Washington, nt Tucson, Ariz. He Is
Difficult to
Rush Continues
therefore, very well prepared for this
the Big Show.
work, which to be successful, must be
Handle in Spite of Purchasrun on thoroughly practical lines.
The experiments will begin In WalAlbuquerque will be able to accomlowa county, in northeastern Oregon,
ing of Hundreds of New
Here, modate about 5,000 people during fair
In the Imnaha national forest.
week, outside of the number that the
at different altitudes, a number of local
Locomotives.
hotels and rooming houses can
moist natural meadows have been
care of, was the estimate made
picked out. Those having the geatest take
Jay Hubhs, general manager of
altitude of 10,000 feet or more above by
Notwithstanding the purchasing of
in early July the snow the fair association Jast night,,
sea,
where
the
A party of canvassers has been orhundreds of new locomotive, resulty
still covers the ground, although
and the residence districts of
ing In an exceptionally high percent-n- c
meltlnj under the summer sun. ganized
city are to be visited, to learn
of Increase In motive power, the
The lowest meadows are about 5,000 the
the number of visitors that can , be
feet aho"e sea level.
roiiihwesteen railroads find thetii-n-lvaccommodated nt private dwellings
thfe
practically at the beginning of Experiments
to Increase
The purpose of these
outside of the regular rooming houses.
the busy simnhii, almost unable to
experiments Is Improvement of the
The canvassing crusade was InaugI iki
Range
cure of the enormous Volume of
In
Forage on. Summer
summer rantre. Stock do not winter
urated yesterday when one man vistraffic. In order to relieve the situagradthe mountains, but are driven
ited over 200 houses. In the. Highlands
tion, several if the southwestern lines
in the National Forests.
ually higher and higher as the ad- and his report last night was very enliave engaged locomotives, temporavancing season calls forth trie vegeta- couraging, he learning that over 200
rily, from other systems.
tion on which they feed. The winter persons could be given lodging and
In the past week the southwestern
The live stock Industry turns to ac- ranges on the plains, supplemented meals In that section of the city.
reight
roads have confronted another
one of the greatest natural re- largely by the hay, alfalfa and other
Within the next week or two an Incongestion. To prevent a recurrence count
proof the west the forage crop. feed crops whtcii the ranches
formation bureau Is to be organised
of the
difficulties which were source
From the plains to the Pacific an duce, depend for their utilization upon by the fair association, which will be
encountered a year ago, it became nec-ii- astonishingly
large proportion of the this summer pasturage, to which the ready by the opening of the festivities,
irv to conc entrate the efforts of area Is grazing land. It Is estimated stock can be driven when the dry sea- to direct all
strangers to rooms, where
operating department on several lm- can be found to lodging and meals can be obtained
this region contains over 4,000,-00- 0 son sets In. If meansrange
iM.rt.mt renter and get the freight that acres
summer
benefit
presthe
Improve
the
which ure useful at
during their stay In the city. The
moved.
Information burea will also direct
ent only for pasturing stock. A map will be felt from Canada to Arizona
While road anil trark condition
experiso
Mexico,
the
thut
New
and
main
the
out
bring
to
In
strangers to the many Interesting
printed
colors
contribute to the problem of handling areas
Importance,
broad
are
of
ments
ami
grazing,
agricultural,
of
views ami places of Interest In, und
ria.lirtil .yn..,lhi,inwU' Ih chipi CHllMe'
In the higher parts of the Imnaha adjacent to Albuquerque.
desert land was published not long
Is the remarkable
e
and continuous ago.
It showed the grazing land national forest good late summer covgrowth of business. The new locomofor sheep Is valuable. Hnow
spread tike a sheet over nearly
tive are heavier and more itowerful color
comprise ers the ground nine months of the THINK PRESIDENT WILL
domain,
which
vast
nil
ihl
than the old. and they cannot be used
d
of the entire year, and the grass that grows must
like
HUNT WILD PIGS
on some part of the lines, owing to something
relatively
minor grow quickly. The natural pasture on
with
mate,
ITnlted
of crossings and other
the Wright
In arlU tnee ntgn mountain meauows m lair
colors.
other
of
nutches
the
slnn-luie- .
operated
be
If thev could
for im HooNevrlt Wants lo Un Ilumine With
reirlons the land Is rompartlvely poor,- ly good, but there Is room bluegras
safely
everywhere,
transportation but
llie Javelin us Substitute for u Winnative
The
almost everywhere enough for provement
would lie directed with less embarrass- age
In
chester.
plants can grow to make grazing does not produce a sod. but grows
ment: but. even so, the operating de- profitable.
wanton,
bunches. A sod or turr Is
partments would be burdened with
San Antonlans will probably have
seedbe
will
and some of th meadows
The forest service. In
work.
species to test the opportunity this fair of againt,
ed with
Industry,
has
plant
of
bureau
the
with
of greater traffic,
In anticipation
handa wlthi President Itoose-vel... begun It series of experiments to nnii w hether thev "will1 grow and bring the shaking
...
r
i
says the San Antonio Kxpress.
desired result. Timothy, redtop.
enIn the event the presidents'
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,1,. t.
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will
h
permit,
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ur
many
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problems
Increased In a nutshell, the
be put in commission during the au- are
or more patches of from clusion of, or during nis ensuing
llrst how to grow, and second, tried. Klght
tumn and w inter. The line also spent
each will be western trip, pass through San Anacre
twenty
to
of
three
amount
largest
utilize,
the
considerable money In replacing the how to
tonio on his way south for a hunting
(seeded.
reached
ate
conclusions
forage.
The
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light structure
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It
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enough for all kinds of traffic. The
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conditions
economic
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experiments
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possibilities
lmstruction of crossings, with othe
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provements, were In accord w h the enormous.
wild
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of shooting
of pa? animals. Instead
the lu,
In the past the stockman, on the except oru
. xi eele.! tonnage.
attempt to spear
will
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taken what
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Plants
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a
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o put nature
In Germany Is not
re-- I prevailing practice
about 40 per cent and their mothey'
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propagate by seed, for exam-- 1 upon which the farmer ordinarilysheep
as much, and although
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carrying
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grazing
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exceed their preparations. The
In order to ascertain whether such
short as sheep
power of the range has been very will first be grazed agrass.
tonnage surpasses all xpectatlon.
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can crop the native
present
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greatly
I
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lines
southwestern
The
ground Is wet, It will be much cut up hunllng party Is shortly to Invade the
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number
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president expressed . regret that his
limited time did not allow him to hunt
In the state. He said, however, that
at the first available opportunity he
would be In the state for a week or
two 'to satiate a desire he had been
harboring since his first visit to the
..
state.
The Teddy Peccary.
Just who will accompany the president at that time Is not known. In
the event he shall come
here, his
party will bo a small one. He will be
joined here by half a dozen or more
of men familiar
with the territory
south and west of San Antonio.
Should the president decide to come
to Texas In quest of the wild hog. It Is
doubtful If the "Teddy Peccary" will
ever command the popularity that has
the "Teddy Hear." It will be quite
Impossible for the artificial animal
makers to turn out a woolly peccary,
and then again it wouldn't lend dignity to a matron or an offspring of
the "400" dragging around what some
rude or vulgar persons might call a
"pig."
Then again, hunting peccary with
spears ought to be strenuous enough
to suit the strenuous president.
In
the event one of the wild denizens
spear
a
Into'
his
should have
thrust
hams, without fatal effect, there
might be an Interesting scene to
whether man or beast Is the
fastest on his feet.
It Is no Idle gossip that when a peccary Is wounded the spirit of the animal Is to fight! and the beasts usually

o.

However, as the president will be
surrounded with secret service men,
Texans and old scouts, there Is not a
great element of danger of his having
d
a
encounter with one of
these beasts. Even so, no one has yet
accused the president that he was
unable to take care of himself on the
range, In the thicket or other portions
of the landscape.
hand-to-han-
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The hearlng'of evidence n the case
of the First National bank against H.
J. Havetkampf and Q. L. Kyle wa
eomnleted yesterday morning In the
chamber of the district court, and It
Is expected that Judge Ira A. Abbott
will render his decision Monday.
.
Real látate Transfers.
The following real estate transfers
were Hied In the probate court yes'
terday:
'
Emnnuel Maham and wife to
Chaves and wife, lots 43 and 44,
block 16. Perea ddltion, for tl.
Antonio Oriego and wife to Jone
Garcia, a piece of land In FA Cedro,
for S 00.
.
Antonio fSrle'go 'iiia.'wCo. to Maria
de los A. Oriego, a piece of land In
,
.,El "ilro, for 41.
Jastph Farr andv.jllfe ta Allont
Wans kit 4!, blimk,,3.4, original
.
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Important Session of Territorial Commission at Which
Recent Assessment Increases The fair association advertising car
leaves this morning on its last tour of
Will be Argued.
New Mexico, during which time it
.

Assessor Slgfrled Orunsfeld will
leave tonight for Santa Fe, where he
will attend the sessions tomorrow and
probably Tuesday
of the numerous
assessment increuses and questions
practically
from this and
from every
other county In the territory. A number of Pernalillo county citizens and
corporations have protested against
Increases made In assessments by the
bernallllo county assessor, and the
contestants will be represented by a
considerable number of Albuquerque
attorneys.
The session In Santa Fe
will probably be a buny one, as there
are understood to be a considerable
number of appeals from other counties. Assessment has generally been
more careful in New Mexico for the
current year than ever before, and
tae result has been to materially increase the work of the equalization
board.

Prank Schmllf. the Golden contrac
tor, was In Albuquerque last week.
Mrs. Frank Moore, of West Tijeras
road, entertained yesterday afternoon
H. KronenHerg. of New Tork. has
taken up his residence at 422 North
Sixth streét.
Mrs. Richard Lund, of Bernalillo,
returned last night after a few days
visit with friends In this city.
Mrs A. B. McMlllen, of 119 South
Walter street, entertained last Mon
day afternoon In honor of Miss
Ethel Hlckey, who will leave shortly
for a trip abroad. The following la
dies were present: Miss Nell Wetter,
Misa Nancy Hewitt, and Miss Marj
Menaul.
Miss Mary Menaul, of 511 West
Silver,' gave a farewell party Wednesday, to Miss Hlckey, having for her
guests Mrs. A. A. Frost. Mrs. Roy
McDonald, Mm. A. I). McMlllen, Miss
Hewitt, Miss Nell Wetter. Miss Maud
CiiBters, Miss Anna Thomas, Miss E.
Thomas, Miss White, Miss Williams,
Mis Wllley and Mrs. Betty Wllley.
The readings by Miss Nell Wetter
the
In the library building during
summer months proved very benefl-clto the many children wrro availed
themselves of the opportunity of attending. Every Tuesday and Thursday morning for the past three
months Miss Wetter devoted. one hour
to this work, which proved very Instructive.

The More People Know Nowlsro's
llerplcidc the Hotter Tliey J.Ike It.
The more It becomes known the
better It Is liked. One bottle sells two,
Newbro's
and those two sell four.
Herplclde la what we . are talking
ahout. It cleans the scalp of all
dandruff, and destroying the cause, ft
little germ or parasite, prevents the
return of dandruff. As a hair dress,
ing It Is delightful.
It ought to be
found on every toilet table. It stops
falling hair, and prevents baldness. It
should be used occasionally, as a preAwful Pose,
ventive to protect the scalp from a
minew , Invasion of the dandruff
"I asked the doctor today what I
ijeiild take to jrjjjHoystyllie. J edneso " of
crobe. Bold by leading drugglt
'
"
v nose,"
Send 10c In stamps for sample to TN
?r.. ta,irt HA toa nT V" ... v...
"
wtrM f
"He said take nothing nr six
sixes, f.Oe and 1I.0U. jt. II lirlggs.
... Sl- trnofth,"
- - New
rk- - 'i'legsauw".
Co.7 special; Ogents.'

ul

lrrplrld".r
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Southwest Plastered With Advertisements of the Twenty- seventh Annual by Mr, Webster and His Merry Men,

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

COURT HOUSE NOTES

pas-tui-

CAR LEAVES

THE EQUALIZATION FAIR

will visit Silver City,
the mining
camps near that place, Rincón, Las
Cruces, and thence every town north
of Ias Cruces, arriving In Albuquerque Saturday,
finishing a tour of
about 5,000 miles' in the interests of
jj
the fair.
C. H. Webster, the man In charge of
the car. Is undoubtedly the best advocate of the territorial fair, with 'the
exception of Jay Hubbs, general manager, and Roy Stamm, secretary and
treasurer, for during the car's Jaunt
through Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Webster and his young assistants have visited merchants, cattlemen, sheep owners, farmers, railroad
men and men of various other occupations, inducing hundreds to come to
Albuquerque and attend the fair.'
Besides boosting Albuquerque and
the fair to everyone they met, the
Webster boys have distributed over
16,000 pieces of fair literature, and
wherever the Santa Fe goes through
Arizona, New Mexico or Colorado,
placards about the fair can be seen
tacked upon telegraph poles, burns
and buildings.
MININO STOCKS.
Th following Boston quotation
re
by F. Oraf A Co., brukara, war thtlr
own prívala wlr to Albuquerqua,
N. U..
,
Hcptember 7, 1907.
f
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Hlack Mountain
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AGENCY FOR:

Dorothy Dodd Shoes,
R. & G. Corsets,
W. & B. Corsets.
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AGENCY FOR:

OS AMD SILKS
.

'

Centemeri Gloves,
Onvx Hosiery,

Geisha Waists.

'

.

1,

gj 'Don't:-fai-

'to look at the new materials in these departments. A remarkable selection in all the newest fabrics and fjs
i iic puuni5 anu cuiunng are unusually Huiaciive. nvavy anu iiieuiuiii
Jk vvcavca aiiauuvv ctuu mvibiuic ciicuib.
M fabrics for tailored suits. Light weight fabrics for evening or tea gowns. This seasons stock is more complete CCj
ml than ever before. Conservative buyers will find it is to their advantage to inspect our prices and goods.
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STRIPES.

SUITS.

NEAT

...

PER YARD

IMPORTED SERGES

MADE

EXCLU-p-

CIAL LOT OF CHIFFON WEIGHT IN ALL COLORS,
AND

CEIVED.

...$1.50

Silk Waist

AND QUALITY.
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THE FINEST HEAVY TAFFETA
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experts
Montezuma, Colo.
Surs-flel- d
the
recently
examined
have
who
silver mines on Collier mountain,
plnce,
a short dlstunce ent of this
have been moxt favorably lmpresed
the
of
with the very unuxual character
ore xhowliigw on the dumps and In the
working. The record show that this
property has nhlpped ore to the value
of SI 50.0U Hince 1884, when It was
first opened up. The property consists
full claims, or about 125
of twenty-fiv- e
acres, and is developed by three tun- Mining

FIVE

WAISTINGS.

MtfrfiiiiM-- if

HS
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iTi-

ir
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OF

1

WEEK

at three different levels.
stated that but a short time atfo

is

took
one miner working single-hande- d
out a carload of ore in six weeks
which netted him $41. The Sarsfielil
assays show high values in silver,
lead and zinc; and there are now in
the dumps at least 1,000 tons of milling grade ore readv for treatment,
this being chiefly zinc, with u good
proportion of lead and silver.
Sheridan, Wyo. Work on the finid
Standard placers during the present

,

last "decade great and rapid strides have been made in
WITHIN theMedica. Many diseases that were considered incurable
fifteen years ago are now cured in a few days, and in many cases prevented
altogether. The scientists of late years have been delving for the came,
tlie foundation, the reason and the starting point of disease, fully realizing
that the actual and true cause must be ascertained before the remedy can
diseases, have been wrongly
be located. Hair troubles, like many-othediagnosed and altogether misunderstood. The hair itself is not the tbing
??. ami
treated, for the reason that it is simply a product of the
to
t
which
soil
very
is
the
TUi
action.
its
upon
acal?
wholly dependent
receive the
jhould
and
alone
it
grown,
and
nurtured
produced,
is
hair
the
attention if results are to be expected. It would do no earthly r..-- 1 to
treat the stem of a plant with a vie w cf making it grow and becotu- more
Thereto.
beautiful the soil in which toe plant grows mu.t be attended
-if you
attcutioa
tho
eceive
must
grows
fore, the scalp iu which the hair
beautiful.
more
become
and
grow
to
lie to expet It
at jnng np, or losing
Loss of hair is caused by the
and when baldness
nutriment,
or
moisture
of
supply
its
jeeurs the sculp has simply lost all of its nourishment,
leaving nothing for the hair to feed upon (a plant or even
a tree would die under similar conditions).
The natural and logical thing to tío in either case is,
feed and replenish the soil or sculp ns the case may be,
i
! :
iiml your crop will grow and multiply as nature mtenueu
bhould.

$7.50
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season Is showing substantial progress
and has consisted chiefly of ditching
operations with a view to the actual
recovery of values by hydraulicking
or dredging. These placers consist of
about 500 acres siiuated along the
Little Hig Horn river. Two pieces of
ditching are nearly completed,' one of
which will make available the water
of I.lck creek, and the other to bring
down the water of the river. These
operations will prepare the way for
Immediate sluicing of the deposit by
c
hydraulic. The new
separator now being tested is said to
be scoring a marked succ ess in handling the auriferous gravels.

gold-copp-

er

electro-magneti-

Mansfield,
Ariz. The Mansfield
copper mine continues to report good
Hn,i
progress,
the aggressive policy of
the company Is showing most substantial results. Sampling on two lots of
are recently out showed assay values
of $11U and $11!S respectively. A very
e
shiplarge amount of this
ping ore will be available as so'on as
the new slopes are opened, while at
the same time an Immense tonnage of
exceptionally rich milling ore will be
ready to be blocked out. The procuring of adequate milling facilities Is the
the Immediate problem now confrontmanagement. A
ing the Mansfield
200-to- n
but
mill Is contemplated,
there can be no doubt that Its enlargement to a capacity of 1,000 tons dally
will be absolutely required as development of the already demonstrated ore
bodies proceeds. The lilack Cap shaft
Is now down 140 feet, and some very
high grade ore Is being taken out.
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Rolse, Idaho. The enormous ore
body In the west end of the Hlg Oiant
properly, a few miles from tills place,
now shows a width of 1 CO feet from
wall to wall, the narrowest point
having n
where It has been cross-cwidth of 4 feet. A testing plant is
being Installed, and as soon as It Is
ascertained jrhat process of treatment
will be required, a mill of 800 tons
capacity will be put In, On Jupiter
mountain, a short distance along the
road from the lilg Ulant, the McKln-le- y
tunnel bore Is going ahead steadily, and is now In about 215 feet. Extensive prospect work covering a period of over eight years leads to the
expectation of ore bodies being encountered of a character altogether
similar to those of the Big O hint company.
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producing qualities.
cent bottle is enough to convince you of its great
One twenty-fiv- e
1
It and sou .
and hair beautifying remedy-t- ry
growing
a
hair
as
worth
ry
land.
the
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store
toilet
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and
drug
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for yourself. Now on sale at
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well timbered and Is 3.10 feet' deep.
crosscut will be run at once to connect the two shafts. The acquisition
of tills additional ground Is regarded
as of the utmost significance for the
future of the company. The best drills
and compressors obtainable In Iien-ve- r
and Salt Lake City are to be installed, and a vigorous policy is to he
pursued, with a view to results Iu acA

tual ore production during the
time of the lease.

SOLID AS PIKE'S PEAK

UaWonalLiffil

.

ORW

'""WQf,
Line Company of Colorado
t

or DENVER, C0LOO

"

II re-

Jerome, Ariz. Kvents are moving
rapidly in this portion of the Jerome
copper belt. The new streaks of pay
ore just encountered by the Little
Daisy and the I'nited Verde Kxtension
compunies have set the whole camp
agog and wrought up local operators
to the tiptoe of expectancy. The rich
strike was made at the
level,
and as the shafts have gone down the
character of the ore has proven even
better than at ftrst'indleated. An Important group of developing com paules in the near vicinity of he United
Verde Is Immediately affected by an
event of this nature, especially In view
of he secrecy which has habitually
shrouded the underground operations
of the big mine of the Montana Senator. At the Verde Grande shaft the
whirr of machinery now betokens the
steady progress of the sinking work,
and all who have viewed the new plant
pronounce It the best and most complete ever brought into the district,
hairing of course the great United
Verde, equipment.

The Pioneer Old

The Guaranteed Convertible Dividend Policy
a decided step in advance of tlione lumiod by other eompantoa.
It
what tlioy estimate, and If you aro couaidoring iuauraore you cannot alfdni
not to iiivaatigntii it, Knlinhle aguata wauted in evnry county in the atate.
Í8Mid by ua

i

guarantees

v
Special Inducements to High Class Traveling Men.
... ra.er
I'll Huildln.

40'0-fn-
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iar condition. Ten years ngo alfalfa
was a drug, on the juarket at $R a
ton. At that time an enterptlslng fellow succeeded In making a trial shlp-rtife- nt
of one cur to Hallan," Tex. .Word
cunie buck that the hay could not be
used, an Hloek refused to eat It. frilnee.
then Block'' has been better educated
and Dallas la unable to get nil the alfalfa needed..' The ulfull'A funnel- hdl
got a gold mine, now.
-

XKW OATTI.R itlTOUn AT
KANSAS CITV S'HKK YAltDN
f 'TVhlle the total receipts of live stock
at the, Kansas City stock yards for August were lighter than In some other
years, cattlo net a record for the month
of August, nays the Kansas City Journal. The receipts, were 246.707, an In.
crease of 42.217. There were also re38,022 calves, a gain of 4.1:84
J. J. Itlggs, president of tho Ari- ceived
over the same month last year. The
zona, Cattle Growers' association. Is In
receipts of hogs were lCU.hOfi, loss of
receipt of letters from (Sifford
44,14a. Sheep receipts were 38,638,
chief of Jhe Hulled Stnles liureau decrease of 10,843. Uesldes these,a
of forestry, andMurdo Mackenzie, packers received direct (II tattle, 1H0
president of the American National calves, 38,020 hogs and fi sheep. Th.
Live Stock association accepting
his shipments
slockers and feeders to
Invitation to be in I'hoenix during tbe the country ofduring
August wet 3
II tut t All.. out fair is
week the third
cars over the same month last yej.1.
In progress and
address the stock
the falling off In the receipt:!
growers on the occasion of their an- of Willi
hoits nil sheep the packing operanual meeting.
tions were naturally lighter than the
Mr. Jtlggs Invited these gentlemen same month last yeur. The slaughter
to bo present at the meeting of the during August was:- Cattle.
132,5551;
t'attle Growers' association, but both hogs, 18s, 702, and Hhuep, 65,414.
were too much pressed for lime to accept. He wrote to both, telling them
I.AMK BACH.
that he would hold the Invitation over Thla la an ailment fur which rhnmher-luln- 'i
a year.
,
I'aln Italtn haa proven eapeclally
In almoat every Inalnnea It a fli.nl a
A few weeks ago he wrote to thetn
Mr, l.nka
again, urging them to he present, arid prompt and permanent relief., aaya
Mich
l.tiiliHtiae
of It:
bus now received their acceptances. "After unlnitof a (irunae.
plaater and other remedies
They tlo not give the exact date upon for three wecka for
ton! lama hark, I
which they will arrive In I'hoenix but
a hottl of Chanitierlfilira
I'aln Halm,
promise to be In time for the lirst unit two appllrfittoiia effortett a cure." fr'or
'
hy
'
drHMKlaia.
a.ile
all
tneellnti of the association.

Chief Forester Will Deliver Address at Annual Convention
Montezuma, Colo. When nn old
camp with a successful record of production is suddenly aroused to new
of tho Arizona Cattle Growlife after a period of neglect and
a chorus of inquiries Is apt to
ers' Association in Phoenix,
ho
m

slag-natio-

n,

elicited as to the why and wherefore of the setback, and whether the
present values will really Justify the
new boom. In the case of Montezuma,
It. Is now shown that this old camp
has the highest record on smelter recamp in the
turns of nny
To doubters, however, who
state.
have demanded something more than

Pln-clu-

lead-silv-

records, the opportunity has been ac- corded to come and see for them- selves; and their Inspection of tho ac- tual ore bodies In the dumps anil
workings of such mines as the Silver!
Wuve and the Sarsfleld has Invariably
proved a decisive argument, even with
the most skeptical. The reduction In
the cost of milling to be effected by
the coming of transportation and mill- Ing facilities to the district Is the real
key to the prevent situation.
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ItfHt on li Market.
mnny ywars Cltumli.Tlnln'a
fmikh
Hemrily han ronieafilty ritlntl In fni'or uml
I
nro tx'inilHilty iin'lll It
tiw onr f tha moni
Cripple Creek, Colo.
now to be driven from the lelnionlco laplv trtetlli'ltifii In t) nnd hn nn nortinnm
'
ptqifMinily
la
ante.
Inlrinlf.t
It
urina
Imshaft on Hull Hill to exploit the
mirti
muiclia.
throat unit Iuhk
mense ore vein recently encountered cmMm
l
mirl
tind
cfln
nlwaa
inAt pemlfil upon.
level.
In' sinking ot the K00-fo- ot
It' la pleuaant 11ml auf to
tuí-:
VKI,Mtl l!STIt.lCT
this writing neither side wall of the Ink and la umtuuhlcilly tin. Inat In Ihit mur-ki- 't
There are few steers to go to market
vein had been met with, the formation
fur thn puipnara f.T whli'h It la Intamlvil.
from Carlsbad this fall, as nearly evbeing streaked with black manganese Si. I.t hy all ilruRxlata.
low-grad- e
erything was sold In the spring. Buyminand showing chiefly
up a few lots,
eral. The shaft Is being sunk to the NOT HP. Or HAI.K Of KtllOOl, DISTKKT ers inav be able to pick
HOMIH.
but It will be i nly I.OilU to 2.(MI0 cat1. 000-fo- ot
level. In the old shaft of
tha lilvlii.at M.1.1.T for ruah, tle nl the best.
The calf crop was
the same property $0 ore Is being M,IMmwill00 a.' Jl,to.mil
laaufit hy Hchnul IMati lrt' good uml In the spring buyers will
broken from a vein n foot and a half Number of
1.
(Sun Joael
I'lmnly,
wide, and shlpfheiits are going for- New M.'Xlfo, f'r tha pnrpimn of frttrtltttf a tlnil yearlings that will lie a credit to
any man's feed lot.
ward.
Hhla ill h rniplvcit unte,
arhnnl hma.
The flock masters have sold their
M'iniliiy. HeplomlMT Hill. 17.
Unlit nnmla
Kansas City, Mo. A wire has been r ilnr In I'll ymra, and mint In. paid In 3U Wool at a good price, paid their bills
management
of the yrara. hut ara reilt'emnhla nflcr 11 yiara, and put awnv a snug little sum In th"
received from the
at tha rata uf ( per rnnt. batik for
an emergency. Carlsbad
company, who and hiMtr Intei-paKansas
Th alone handled 3il0,aa pounds of wool
are operating two valuable leases In p,-- r annum,f"r paynhla
inch arlninl houan may tiiki. mid Mi.uum pounds of mohair this sumthe heart of the floldfleld mineral t'linirnrinr
hnnda at their fnra vuluv. or at the mer. The uVoce was below the averbelt, to the effect that their lease on anhl
hlil nnVreil. hut ntina of the aald
hlaheat
Velvet ground has been extended" to hmiila ylll I aolil for leaa Hum Ninety venta age In Weight, the bl. Miow lust win
ter washing out the ill it
October, 109, and that tne aunen on the ilollnr,
The fiirmeni In the Irrlileil districts
HK.AVKV,
ground Includes the large shaft hell
.IOII V
íliíing better' than ever. AHalfa Is
Leasing
Io t'oiieetor,
Treaanre- and
ñfc
until recently bv the Ctah
"
ttnrtmg- - n rendy
market at $10 on
llernatllto I'oitnty, Nnr Metli-n- .
company. The IMah shaft Is distant
t.
i
honed the cars. 8 fur th
feet from the combut seventy-tw- o
Try a Moruttig Jourtnl want sd. greater 1 ban the suppiyenU Is a pecul
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WHEN IT IS SILK IT IS HERE.

WHEN YOU WANT SILK FOR ANY CAUSE YOU WILL FIND

fr

,

ffi

rr

company, operating the Two Queens
group of
mines in l'lnal
county, may well take considerable
satisfaction from the showing made
recently at the stockholders' annual
meeting held here. The company is
now on a solid financial basis, as Indicated by the reports of the treasurer
and financial agent.
The company
has on hand a cash balance of some
$35,000, with subscriptions for stock
still to be collected amounting to
about $80,000. The number of stockholders Is 4,021, and there Is still a
treasury reserve of unsold stock to the
number of 1,817,850 shares, constituting an asset of large value to the
company. A fine equipment of maPhoenix, Ariz. The stockholder of chinery has recently been Installed at
shaft on tho propthe Central Mining and development the main working
erty, and rapid progress may be looked for in the drivings of the shafts and
tunnels.

Dr. Knowlton's DANDER1NE
Is the only remedy for the hair ever discovered that is Identical
with the natural hair foods or liquids of the scalp. It feeds and
nourishes the hair and does all the work originally carried on by
juices generated by the scalp
the natural nutrient or
itself. It penetrates the pores of the scalp quickly and the lmii
soon shows the effetts of Its wonderfully exhilarating and liffi.

HEADQUARTERS FOR SILKS.

GOOD FOR LITTLE MONEY. OUR
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sci-.l-

Silks

$7.50

m-k

M

60c
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...$2.00

YARD...
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OTHER STORES ASK 75 CENTS

OUR PRICE PER YARD

PER YARD.

THIS SHOULD .INTEREST EVERY WOMAN

1

', I.

PRICE PER

WHO WANTS SOMETHING

a Í

PERFECT QUALITY.

FOR EVENING WEAR.

AND COLORS.

V

Beautiful Hair At Small Cost.

.WIDE.

YARD.

LACE WAISTS EVER SOLD FOR THE PRICE.

WC CAN

.

OUR

high-grad-

PROVE IT

IIUOUCO
nv,v,n.o

FINE SATIN STRIPED CREPE DE CHENE

CREW MISS CARROLL'S HAIR
1

nrprnrn
rum
inc. nnirr.
tVLh urrcnEiu i t rur
mini rifllT
rniut, tiiidtv

THE

ALL COLORS.

LET US CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE FINEST SILK AND

Danderi
AND

RE-

$1.50

YARD

iiJ nTir-

nel openings

It

$5.00

iría
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VALUE
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Special

FIVE YARD LENGTHS OF CHIFFON TAFFETA IN THE LATEST
PLAIDS OF ALL KINDS.

'

EXTRA QUALITY CHIFFON BROADCLOTH, SPECIAL COLORS

Patterrs

PATTERNS.

$2.00 PER

PRICE PER YARD

OUR

$200

-

REGULAR PRICE SHOULD BE

JUST

BEST

QUALITY

SPECIAL

A SPE-

Q

HANDSOME PATTERNS, PER YARD,

IN

Broadcloths

HERE IS SOMETHING THAT WILL INTEREST YOU.
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LAWYERS SHOULD
KNOW THAT
The Morning Journal has the
ripilpped printing ofllco In the
Hrief iitul transcript work

b.t

sonllt-wes-

tfpeclally

here.

I.nwyers

t.

a
desiring
Is

briefs. inlnti'tl as they sin mid be Blid
on the sborlent nm(il)le notice and 'it
the most re isollit ble figure, should call
4r send tbvtr tuaiuicriiits ti th Morning Journal.
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JOIHNAL IS HIE
THE MOKMNO
IEAMNG RKPI BL1CAX PAPER UP MEW
MEXICO, gl'PPOKTLNO TUB PRINCIPLE
Or THE REPIBUCAN PARTV ALL THE
TIME. ANI THE METHODS OF THE
PABTT WHEN TUfcV ARE
BIUOT.

tarter cirenlatiua than any other paper IB
ünr Mexico. Tha only P"Pr In New Mexico
teaued erery day la tha

rear.

'The Mrrnrag Jnoraal haa a higher limitation ratina than la aceonled In any uther
papar la Altimnariu or any other dally in
.New

Meilru."

Tha American Newepaper

.",
TERMS OF SlIISf RIPTIOM.
Ditly, by mall, one year. In advance.
Iaily. by carrier, one month
Daily, by mall, one munth
-

ALBIQIERQITB -

NEW

IWSSKI' THK DAXfiKK

$5 0
u
K

MEXICO

1.1 XK.

FVr months past the prophets (if
been telling us dolorously,
fvtl ha
,
that the rrnah
but rath.r boasting-which they had been looking for was
'already at hand, and that we mlfiht
prepare fur a nenon of hard limes to
continue till the country should K"
back to a aafe business bo)l and build
up again and we have no doubt that
it will be a matter of some disappointment to our pessimistic friends to be
forced to reco;tiize the fact that what
they had pictured as a veritable
has turned out to be
North's flood
merely a summer shower, anil that the
business current of the I'nited States
has already ;ia?sed the danger line,
and Is swtllnK back Into tts accustomed channels, all the better for the little shaking up and trimming down
that it has experienced.
Our most reliable report from the
great financial centers of, the country
concerning the conditions prevailing
during the week .lut past, show that
the "scare'" was practically over, and
that the money markets had assumed
their normal strength Indeed, giving
evidence in most Instances, of being In
a more healthful condition than at tiny
former period during the present year,
and with most of the principal factworking helpfully rather than
ohuttfully. This means the return of
public confidence, and since that has
been the only thing licking the business community may safely conclude
that the storm I over. There has notbeen at any time any substantial rea.
..,.-,...u..
aOll WI1V IIHT I 'l'nm J ulirtiiM - ticrlencc
a panic, a crisis, a period of hard
times, or anv serious business disturbance of any sort or kind whatever.
It is true that public confidence has
been mote or les disturbed in slocks
i.f all clashes and grades because of
the revelations of mismanagement of
corporation, and even inoro upset by
the inexcusable loleiice of "reformers." federal ijnd state, which. In a
great measure, lias been aimed indiscriminately at all corporations, good
a well as bad, but the people of the
counliy have woke up to the fact that
such recklessness and violence bodes
only Injury to the Interests of everybody, and hence the reformers see the
nr. essltv of adopting u more sane and
temperate policy.
It Is (rue that a good many Blocks
have gon down In price, but none of
them have gone below their propt
stock is
level.
When a twenty-cen- t
iuoled on the market at forty cents,
!
oucht to go down, and the country
cHtini.t attain a condition of financial
health till It doe go down. Thut
just what haa been done by he late
,
11 un-and that. Indeed. I nearly an
that ha heMI ílont. ,i Jn a tewrtn
rtancea good stocks have been forced
their Intrinsic value, but thnt Is
uur.tly a temporary condition. Tlifjf
'.an oi be kept below a price at jurhlch
th'-will ny Interest on the Invest i
t'unf. The dividend will very s.ioii
lift them out of the hole. Hut In the
meantime, of course, the general dis
turbance ha, pinched the money tnnr-ke- i.
There has never been, however,
any actual acaroliy of funds sufficient
to affect business. The trouble has
ben Imply on account of a gathering
In of
funds by the
In and holding
bank for prudential reasons, to wait
till the rough weather would pass by,
and now that It has, to all appearing es, pasaed. and by reason also of
the valuable assistance renderej by
tha secretary of the treasury In com
ing to the relief of the market, there
la no good reason to doubt that all
the affairs of the rountry, commercial and financial, will settle down
Into their accustomed channel, the
same as before, but on better and
anfer foundations because of the shaking up and weeding out process
through which we have Just passed.
h--.o.v

:
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or

will be

st-e-
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lefeietue to our

article iit yesterday on this subject,
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A 1IIXT FKOM BtXCiAKIA.

Bulgaria ia so young as an Independent nation and so far remote from
what we are pleased to callthe centers of progress that we commonly
think of whal we can teach her and
not of what we can learn from her.
But the Chicago Recrd-Heral- d
calls
attention to the significant fact thnt at
the recent International congress of
school hygiene, one of he speakers, an
English woman, described the manner
of medical Inspection of school chll
dren universally used In Bulgaria and
recommended that Its good features
be adopted In England, a recommendation which received much approval

years ago only 10 or 12
per cent of the recruits in tft,e Bulgarian army could read or write. Today 97 per cent can both read and
write, and the remaining 3 'per cent
Is composed of nationalities oher than
Bulgarian. The thoroughness of this
achievement in education is now being paralleled by the thoroughness of
the work of medical inspection, which
was commenced four years ago.
In each secondary school a medical
practitioner Is in attendance as many
hours each day as is necessary. In
rjirls' schools this attendant is a woman. There Is a consulting room in
each school building fully equipped.
The child on his first admission to the
school is glvea a thorough
physical
and medical examination. A complete
record of the various tests Ir made, together with facts about the parents'
health and previous diseases. Even
the teeth are examined. Such an examination In repeated four times a
year in the lower grades nnd twice a
year In the upper grades. Any defects are reported to the parents for
treatment by the family physician.
The medical, Inspector visits each
class room every day and watches the
children. On signs of sickness a child
Is sent home, and if necessary made to
stay there until well, A special list
of pupils suffering from serious disorders, such ns heart disease, is made,
and special watchfulness toward them
Is maintained.
In the girls' schools
at Sophia it is said that not a single
case of infectious disease among the
day scholars in three years has got
past the consulting room, and that
there has been no case among the
boarders. All children with tuberculosis or even predisposed to it are excluded from the schools and sent either to stanltoriums or to the op.cn air
life and tonic treatment of the Colonics Scolalres, provided for their benefit. The medical Inspector In addition
gives
in
physiology,
instruction
watches the gymnasium work and
gives special courses to teachers. Very
poor children are provided with free
medical attendance and proper food.
The record of each child is kept in a
separate book, and at the end of its
school work Its complete history from
this point of view Is on file.
The amount of suffering which Is
prevented by this wise work can readily be appreciated, as well as the Increased strength and energy given to
the pupils both during their Fc.hnol
days and during later life.
The medical Ins'iectlon wor'.i. siys
our Chicago contemporary, which the
Chicago school board has iiVovldtd at
I the opening of the present year, Is but
Al l, AHOl'T A I i:V COCKTAILS. ia bagatelle compared with this thor
The Methodist brethren, of Indiana ough system in Bulgaria.
are a i stirred up over the contest
Uncle Joe Cannon, who for many
which Is being waged against sending years smoked more
than a dozen
Vice President Fuirbanks as a dele- cigars a day, now
smokes only three or
'
gate i the quadrennial conference of four. And yet they say
that Aunt
the Methodist church at Multlmore. Carrie Aation is doing no good".
naIn
Mr. I''.ilrbnk' prominence
the
tion end his standing In the church
According to Mr. Grnttan, of Kanseemi I to be sufficient warrant for his sas, an "emergency" exists when you
selection to represent once more his want to do something extraordinary
brethren In the most Important church ami haven't any good excuse In law or
gnthe ing. and up to a short time ago morals for doing It.
no one questioned the appropriateness
It needs no definite research to
of naming him delegate,
back up the prediction that beefsteak,
a Tho incident of the serving of cockcoal, petroleum nnd a number of othtails cl the luncheon given by the vice
president to President Ilooscvelt has er things will cost more this winter
cause I the change to come over the than ever before.
spirit of the dreams of some' of tho
Rockefeller can have very little adgood brethren of the church. It Is
d
miration for the business system of a
by some that the vice presN government that pays over his witness
dent, by allowing cocktails to appear fee instead of giving him credit for it
on bh table, disqualified himself as t. on his account.
worthy Methodist and should "not be
The Mormons continue to semi out
sent r delegate. The Phalanx, a publication devoted to prohibition, has missionaries a actively as If the really
taken up the fight ugalrtst the vice unique portions of their creed had not
president and lias put forward as a been ostensibly abandoned.
candi ;ate Mr. Samuel J. Wilson of InDistrust of polar expeditions has bedianapolis.
He Is not wealthy nor come so great that an
arctic explorer
yeurs needs a great deal of moral ns well as
prominent, but for twenty-si- x
has been an earnest worker In the physical courage.
Methodist church nnd would scorn to
have a cocktail on his table.
SOME CRYSTAL THEATER
However, the furore which the
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Phalanx I trying to arouse over the
Is
not countenanced
cocktail Incident
Since the Crystal Theater Company,
by many of the leading men In the
broke Into the
church, and some of them contend of San Francisco,
of popular priced vaudeville,
that tho organ of the prohibition party some four seasons ago. the following
well known artists and nets have aphasn't anything to do with tho Methodist church, anyhow. The vice pres- peared upon Its boards:
Mlsss Lottie (Jllson, the famous New
ident still haa friends In the church York roof
garden singing soubretto, at
who will accept his explanation of the $500 per week: John L. Sullivan, with
his sparring partner, Jim McCormack,
cocktail Incident.
in a three round sparring exhibition,
$1.000 per week; Annie Abbott,
The Episcopal Bishop of Texas esti cost
the famous "Georgia Magnet," who,
mates our annual outlay for chewing though weighing but 98 pounds, can
gum at sixty millions of dollars. He lift ten big men while they could not
lift her: the Imperial Gotham Comedv
Vealt with the matter somewhat emand Temple City
a trio of
phatically In thP protest he was utter-In- Hie finest singing Quartettes,
mnl quartette beagainst our comparatively
small fore the public.
The family of the late Jules Ivy, of
contribution to foreign missions. He
Boston, Mus., the most artistic mu
wanted the latter sum Increased, nnd sical
aggregation In vaudeville.
spoke with fervor of the great merits
The Four Franks, Topsy-Turke- y
Ilosen-BonnTrio,
subject
was
His
work.
of the mission
Co. and other well
of Interest, and he handled It well. known comedy organizations. (One of
these,
by the way,
the
Four
Frank,
Sixty million of dollar annually for appear at the new Crystal
shortly.)
chewing gum constitute a good big
Albini and Herrmann the great, ma- urn, and the money might be better vlclans; Christy Bros, and Ward'
Minstrels; Fuklno's famous troupe of
employed. But It I something to be Japunese
The Light Katyable to afford It for such a purpose. dids, and acrobat:
many othors.
I
If
better,
certainly
city
much
the
It
The Crystal Theater In thl
bishop will allow the observation, than open September 1 6th.
chewing tha rag.
11m Black Hand.
"You tut you had an experience)
According to a magazine writer, with 'the black hand' while In New
girls do not eat enough. Apparently York?"
And a terrlblo experience It
this, writer .has never observod the
wn. I had three aces and the other
girls' when they go back to the table man
had flva dubs." Washington
Star,
after thecompuny Is gone.
be-pu-
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Hello, My Baby.
El Paso will shortly be able to get
most of the towns of New Mexico on
he long ..distance telephone,' after
which that imaginary Texas state line
will entirely disappear.
El Paso Her
ald.

Sprig

I

.

John's

spring Is made from
Thé No. 1 single cone, patented
It Is also
Mi steel spring wire, drawn expressly for the purpose.
attached to our patent heavy cross wire foundation, between, fin-as
well as on the slat, and making it perfectly noiseless. It is also
ished and enamel baked in ovens which are excelled by none. While
it is specially intended for heavy weights It is equally good for medium weights. We have been selling these springs for about ten
yeurs and have never seen or heard of one sagging. We and the
makers themselves guarantee this spring for ten years and the price is
only 5.00. For sale only by the
all-ste- el

No.

Apix-al- .

Mr. Rockefeller says he appeals
posterity.
We thought he had a
pealed to the United States supremo
court. Sllll It is quite likely that posterity will collect the fine. If it's ever
collected. F,l Paso Times.

,v Ttt'eqJ.-flv-e
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MI'NINCi QUXriOX.

Without any Intention of perpetrating a play upon words It may very
properly be said that the fuel problem
la' Just now a burning question. The
article upon this subject In the Morning Journal of yesterday struck a pop-i'lchord, and we had the pleasure
of receiving at all hours yesterday,
from citizens In all part of the town.
In person, by telephone and by mall,
t ongratulatlona and endorsement, together not only with assurance of
jrood wilt, hut of desire to
In anything that can be done to relieve) the town of the onerous condition under which we are suffering at
'A

do not aver positively that there is a
conspiracy ji .restraint of trait-,'- , íu
we say and Tt cannot "be denied that
circumstances make It look enough
like a conspiracy to warrant the public In believing there la one. Xeither
have we attempted to fix the responsibility upon any particular Individuals,
because we have not had the facts to
warrant us In doing no. But what we
have sifld, and do say. Is, that for a
community surrounded by coal deposits, as Albuquerque Is, seven dollars
and a half a ton for lignite is too
much. If it is due to a combination
on the part of operators to control the
output of the mines, and force up the
price, the officers of the law should
see to It thnt tho territorial sfatute
t
made and provided for such
In force.
And If, on the other
hand, It is due to the fact, as claimed,
that the available nupply Is not equal
to the demand, then the people of the
town should Interest themselves at
once. In devising some means of securing a better and cheaper supply.
to the fact,
We cijlled attention
which Is well known to nearly all the
people of Albuquerque, that good
wo,od, cut in the Sandia mountains,
and hauled about forty miles, can be
bought at any time on the streets of
Albuquerque for three dollars a load,
and since the load of wood weighs
about a ton. we thought It fair to conclude that a ton of coal could be hauled In from the same vicinity at the
same rlce.
And since writing the article of yesterday we have received positive information that cual in any quantity
desired good, clean bituminous coal,
well screened, and free of dirt or
can be had at the Hagan
slack
mine for not exceeding two dollars a
ton. and one ton of such coal is reckoned by those who know to be the
equivalent of one and a half tons of
the Gallup lignite. The Hagan mine
Is Just twenty-seve- n
miles from Albuquerque, and we take It that It is
fair to presume, if men will go up
Into the mountains nnd cut a load of
wood and then haul it thirty or thirty
five miles to market and sell It for
three dollars, they will be willing to
haul a load .of coal a considerably
shorter distunce over a much better
road, at the same price. That con
clusion would seem to be reasonable.
Ami in that case It would seem that
all that is necessary to Insure ourselves coal at not over five dollars Is
to get together and designate some
one to hustle up the teams and set
them to work. That part of It we are
satisfied can be done without any
trouble, but It would be necessary for
those who go Into the arrangement to
obligate themselves to secure their
fuel from that source for a definite
length of time, no matter how much
cheaper coal might be sold here by
other competitive concerns, because It
Is possible, If not probable, that if we
should perfect uch an nrrungement
the Colilrado company woulJ immediately put down Its price, temporarily,
to any figure low enough to freeze out
the wagons, lint Things of that sort
are merely matters
of detail. The
main fact Ik that an ample supply of
good coal Is now within our reach lit
a prli o equul to about three dollars
and a half a ton for the Gallup article.
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MORNING JOURNAL,

Will Max Deny

Bass Island Grape Juice,

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO., West End of the Viaduct.

Club House Grape Juice,

It?

controversy had
The Hanna-Frono business in the bar association
meeting but if Hanna told the truth,
Frost should not be a member of the
association, and if he did not tell the
truth, then Hnnnn should be expelled.
Which side will now make the next
move? Roswell Record.

9

st

The Best Koiite.
An excited preacher rises to stop
the procession and announce that
roads to hell."
there "are forty-foTrusting that it will not seem Impious,
and exchange would like to ask tho
learned man which one of these roads
is oiled and can be used by an automobile without stirring up the dust?
Tucson Star.

Rose's Lime Juice,
Rose's Raspberry Vinegar
and
Duffy's Apple Juice, at

ur

These Help

laloy's

LOOSE LEAF LEDGERS,
SPECIAL MADE BLANK BOOKS,'
UNAMATIC COST AND PRICE BOOKS,

The Rainless Region.
While the furmers back In the
states have been letting up a call for
rain with which to mature their crops
this summer, the farmers about Tex-ic- o
have been blessed with sufficient
rain to make the bumper crops and
aro wearing the smile that won't rub
off. And yet they say it never rains
In New Mexico.
Texico Democrat.
DRUGGISTS.
Proprietor of Alvaradn Pharmacy, tlold
Really a Hot Proposition.
When Raton was face to face with Avenue nnd I I rut (Street.
Highland Pharmacy, Corner of East Cenher Ice famine, one of the New Mexico
editors suggested that we save it for tral und HroHdwuy.
Mr. Fairbanks. It was the pleasure of
the Range representative to have a OCR NKW TKI.RI'HONK M MBF.R IS
(4(1). KKMKMBKK TIIKKK IS
few moment's chat with the vice pres KOKTV-SIALWAYS) A COI RTKOLS ( I KICK KKAIIV
ident when he passed through our TO
NO MATTKR
YOl
TAKK
city en route to the big Irrigation meet HOW SMALL. K1 . OltDr.K,
tí. 1'líATT & CO.
In Sacramento. Kxccedhig our expectations we found him the cordial genMORNING JOURNAL WANT AD9
tleman and the great Hoosler comBRING RKSILTS
moner that he is. Dressed In a garb
that would not advertise ahlm above
(Not Coal Land.)
tho average citizen he Is approachable,
NOTICE FOR I'lHLICATION.
congenial, courtly. There mny be Department of the Interior, Land OfNce at
places where he is frigid and unapHunta Fe, N. M, August 19, 1U07.
proachable, but when
the distinNotice la hereby siven that Ambroclo
guished citizen reached the altitud Hanchea, of Old Albuquerque, N. M., haa
of the Raton hills his whole spirit tiled notice of his Intention to mnke final
r
proof in support of hla claim, viz:
seemed to be one sparkling, sunny Homestead
No. 7,100, made July 2,
stream. We only wished
that he 11102, for theEntry
'4 Section 34, Township SN,
might stay with us longer. Raton Kanxe 12W, HE
proof will be
and thnt suld
Range.
made before 11. W. 8. Otero, United State

LEDGER SYSTEMS.
STATEMENT
RUBBER
STAMPS AND SUPPLIES.

B.H.Briggs&Co

"Made

See

While Mr. Fairbanks is in California,
the waitresses need feel no uneasiness
if they find themselves in the comg
pany of young men with the
hnblt. Tucson Citizen.
boat-rockin-

Simply Lick 'Em.
becoming quite upparent to
France that the only way to stop the
war In Morocco will be to whip the
Moors. They refuse to be bluffed, and
race, they are
like any
not wanting In physical bravery.
Phoenix Republican.

It

Is

semi-clvillss-

Ominous.
The Rio Grande Republican published at Las Tuces, prints the following advertisement, which Indicates
there may be trouble ahead for a cer-lal- n
class of people: "Reward, $100
alive, $ r, 0 dead. French and Porter
offer the above reward for the arres
of any one caught burglarizing their
store,
Timely Warning.
skunk has been
to indiscriminately
placing poison
poison dogs nnd some ten or twelve
dogs, some of which were very valuable, were killed in this manner lately,
Such acts are liable to land the perpetrator In the pen if he Is found out,
and there Is a movement on hand to
discover who the fellow Is. So he had
better stop this kind of work befor
It Is too late. A word to the wise I
sufficient,
presume. Dem Ing
wo
Headlight.

E. O. Price

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.

t

Mr. Business Man
common with every other merchant you want
customers who are liberal buyers.
You want customers who aré willing to pay for
the articles on which you make a profit quality
articles so called,
The Morning Journal's readers are that kind,
In using the advertising pages of the Morning
Journal you are sure of reaching more homes
homes which constitute the more responsive clement of New Mexico than are reached by the
combined dailies of the territory,
Don't take our word for it start an advertise- ment, and .you will be convinced,
In

Register.

ROSWEI.I,

Al TOMOHILE CO.
Mail and passenser line between Roawell
N. M., and Torrance, N. M., dally, Sunday
Included, conectina with nil trains on tha
Hock Island nnd Santa Fe Central Hallronds.
Leave Hoswell at 1 p. m. Iave Torrance
on arrival of Hock Island train due at 2 a.
m.
Unnnlntc time between the two points S
houra. Meals furnished at Camp Needmore
free of chnrKe. Excursion parties accommodated by notifying the company two day In
ndvnnoe.
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IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK
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NOTICE FOR
BMCATION.
Depnrlment of tha Interior, I.nnd Office at
Hint Fe. New Mexico. Augnat 1. 1807.
Notice la hereby given that Vlrall Huarka.
nf Albuquerque, N. M., 1 a filed notice cf
nil Intention to make final Commutation
proof In aujpport of hla claim, via: Home-atea- d
Entry No. 8,7111, made December H,
IKUS. for the tE
Her Hon It, Townahlp 10
N. Itunae I F!. and that aald proof will be
made before H. W. H. Otero, United Htnta
Court Commlaalnner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on October a, 1D7.
I lis name
the follnwln wllneaana to prove
hla rontlnuoua realdenca upon, and cultivation of, the land, via.: Allan H. Hone, Mnr-snrlt- o
Aldereta, Edward F. Otero, Manual-It- a
Hwope, all of Albuquerque.
MANL'KI, R, OTEIIO.

Keflater.
Ia Tnnr nreaent employment
Intolerable
Read and anawar

Journal

v

A

THIH-L--

OHANOF.H.

.

haa not been much of a ncee, and ha
been closed by order of the nur, lie evidently Is somewhat fearful that It will
arouse In the people u desire for a more liberal form nf government. Once yon become
ariiiminted will, the rlns of plumbing work
we do It will nrouse in you
desire to entrust us will, your plumbing work. If you
want In lie free from future nnnoyunrra entrust your plumbing contrae! with reliable
and responsible parties. Let us furnish you
with nn estimate.

L.B. PUTNEY

PK.ACIIF.M.
I'EAKH.
HI RAW
.,
IIHtKIKM.
AT THK Kit IIU IKl
(.ItOC IKV. II
V. OOI.I), PHONE Í.I5.

avaa-e- .

ed.

lettlna to be
a faw Morn-In- s

NOTICE FOR ri'BI.ICATIOV.
.
Department of tha Interior, Land Offle at
Hanta Fe, New Meilco, Autuat II, 1907.
Notice la hereby riven that Juan Anto
nio (lurule, nf Old Alhuifiterque, N. 1'., haa
mea notice or hi Intention to mnke final
five-yeproof In anpport of hla claim, via.:
Ilomeatead Kntry No. 11,41. made May IS,
1(I7, for the S
SWli, HW'i 8W" MW.
HK'Sec. II, Townahlp 10 N, llanca 1 W, and
that auld proof will be made before H. W. B
Otero, United Statea Court Commlaalnner at
Albuquerque, N. M , on October I. 107.
He namea tha fnilowln wltneaee to pror
hit fontlnnoua realdenee upon, and cultivation of, the land, via: Cipriano Ranchea, of
Pajarito. N. M ; Felipe Herrara, of Atrinco,
N. M.: Kiln Chavea, of Albuquerque,
N. M ;
Gabriel Chavea, of Albuquerque, N. M
MANi'KL, It. OTKRO.

ftealater.

M to where to go

for your plumbing,
let us enlighten you., If you want
broken water or steam pipe fixed, new
gaa flUure, a bathroom put In, or
furnace repaired, come to ua. We 6a
new work oomfleU off tay kind t
repair. Our work la right and o are

-

m

.Vat

4A

V

ur price.

School Shoes
appearance,
comfortable fitters, and
splendid wearers. Made
in all the popular and reliable leathers Vici Kid,
Box Calf, Patent Colt.

Stylish

FOR BOYS.
Ut 13

1.1! i

lo 2
lo 5

2!i

STANDARD

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

in

H

..

..$1.25 to 12.00
1.50 to $2.25

$l.75to2.50

FOR GIRLS.
to II
11!', to 2
lo 8

ftt

.,.

$1.(10

tot 1. 85 t

..$t.25toi.25'
$.75 to $2.50

r

THE RUSSIAN DOUMA

For Piilnlino; nuil l'itixr Hanging.
First-eliis- s
work guaranteed
SDH X. Fourth St.
I'lioiie 717.

Ilnrclar In Town
hl nnmo la "Mil reinen."
He dnean't rare
for ffulil or silver but he will ateul your
health nwny. If he appenra In ynur hmiae
nrreat Mm at once with Ballard's llore- hniind avrup. It mny mean mnaumptlon If
you Hon t. A cure for nil emiRha colila nnd
cheat trr.iihl'B.
Price :r.c, fiOo, and 1 rn-- r
uuiiie. tuiu ly i. H. O lllelly Co.

1

--

,

Quier & Jeckell,

...

i

...

,

Some miserable

Keep Dry.

am

TKLicriioNE

Notice Is hereby given that EpICnnlo Ou-rul- e,
of Albuquerque, N. M., has tiled notice
proof
of his Intention to make final five-yeIn support of his claim, viz: Homestead entry No. 11.400, made May 15, 1907, fur the
NV!4 Hectlon 12, Township 10 N HaiiRe 2
W., nnd that snld proof will be made before
IÍ. W. 8. Otero, Vnlted States Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N, M., on October
n, ion?.
i
Ho namea tho following witnesses to prove
hla contlnuoua residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz: Cipriano Hanchcz, of
Pajarito. N. M.; Felipe Herrera, of Atrtsco,
X. M.; Ellas Chavez, of Albuquerque,
N. M. ;
Gabriel Chavez, nf Albuquerque, N. M.
MANl'EI. R. OTEKO,

Kstftbllnhed 1873
On the last day of August was Is
sued the San Marcial Standard, which
Wholesale
Grocer. Flour, Feed
is a reincarnation of the San Marcial
Hee, which was destroyed by floods In
Grain.
Agent for
and
the fall of 1H04. Harry Howard was
the owner of the Bee, and after his of
Mitchell Wagons.
fice had been destroyed intended to Albnqucrq
Jiexf Meiloo
replace It and
the Bee, but
but he was taken sick and tiled before
ho could accomplish this. The Standpaper,
ard Is a fine looking
and Is published by A, C. Ladd. May
It keep out of deep water. Lordsburg
Liberal.

Journal Building.

024.

Procrastination is a thief don't let him grab you, for he that fails, to
invest his savings in real estate at tho right time and place' will eventually
find himself swamped in the fogs of adversity. Wo now have eome real
bargains to offer for cash on goodtetms. The time is now and the place
is Albuquerque, tho most beautiful town in tho west, inhabited by good
people, good churches, good schools, and the most Ideal climate on the faco
of God's green, earth. If you wish to buy anything, sell anything, or rent
anything, seo me at once, as "he that hesitates is lost already."

Rub It In.
Jim Corbett has been arrested in
Register.
New York ns an auto speeder. Glad
he can go fast somewhere; he can't
NOTICE FOR miLICATION.
do it in the prize ling. El Paso Her- Deportment of the Interior, Land Office at
Kanta Fe, New Mexico, August la, 1907.
ald.
JVetln't Worry.

Albuquerque," by

Uooliblnder and Rubber stamp mnkcr.riionc

five-yea-

Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on October 5, 1907.
He numes the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon, nnd cultivation of, the land, vlr.: Feliciano Chavez,
Presblto Chavez. Snlvador Haca, Maffdaleno
Baca, all of Old Albuquerque, N. M.
MANTEL, It, OTERO,

in

H. S. LITHGOW,

V

Comforting.
And now they say it's perfectly all
right to sleep late mornings. We knew
it. Dcming Headlight.

the Office.

In

THE SQUARE END OF IT
your end of It when yog deal with tie In
lumber, whether
ou want beam
aurfaced
nna aldo or four; board
plain or board
planed, tongued and grooved; lath, ahlnglea,
or what not without knot or other defect.
II. It of wood In thl yard lan't flrat
If
ctaaa we tell you an, nd charge you only
aeconile" prlca If you want It at all.
la

ZfC

Tour

for a aullare

deal.

66 IUO GHANDE
LUMBER. COMPANY
Third and Marquette. Phono 8

,

MORNING JOÚRNAL,

THE ALBUQUERQUE

HDW JUDGE FALL PUT

'1EHIHIQI
10 FLIGHT

track

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 8,

1907..
..

is tipped

over and stands on
the ends o the ties. The high trestle
bridge over the- Matthewsville wash
was torn out. Safford la missing, her
mail. We send letters to Bowie by
some one on the construction train."
Outside of the flood ravages. Mr.
Ofssell speaks roseately of industrial
conditions in the Gila valley. "Pros
perity reigns supreme, he says, "with
hay at $11, barley at $1.50 and wheat
at $1.75, with horses selling at $250
and $300 each."

V.--

n

0WIIEIIGLI5Ilirbr4,o?ipCO(I3y
M. E. CHl ltfll. SOUTH,
(315 South Arno.)
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. tn. Epworth
League at 8 p. m.

HIGHLAND

CARES FOR HIS

'

f HRisTIAX CHVHClf.
(Rroadway and Gold Avenue.)

HP

Sunday school at 10 i. m. Com-- i
munion service at 11 a. m. A welcome
to all. '

Notice.
All members of the Learnard and
Lindemann Boys' band will meet at
VHKSHYTI'.niAX CHVKCH. .:
TALES OF DAYS WHEN DONA 8: SO Sunday morning at the Learnard WOOL GROWING IN BRITAIN FIRSTHugh
A, fixijuT, Pastor.
and Lindemann musjc store, with inServices at 1 a. m. and 8 p. m.
ANA WAS DEMOCRATIC struments, to practice marching and
DIFFERENT FROM HERE After today the evening service will
playing on the march.
be held at 7:30 p. m. Morning sub- LEARNARD & LIXDEMAXX.
Ject. "The Man Without rt Church."
Evening subject, "A Creed We AH.!
Attorney General Was As Bit- All the Fanners Join In the AnNeed." Services as follows:
GARCIA PRINCIPAL OF
Sudds1'
Hourre In A minor
terly Opposed to Federal n- nual,. "Wash. Day," When Organ
Offertory, "Romanza"
Ha levy
THE SPRINGER SCHOOLS
Gray
Priceless Gift"
terference Then as Now and
Sheep are Rounded Up and Solo "The-Mrs.
H. J. Collins
Sunday school meets at 9:45 a. m.
of Viilvrrslty of Xew Movleo
Scrubbed,
Didn't Hesitate to bhow It, Graduate
Young People's meeting at 7 p. m. All
Who Finished Kducallon in Cull
welcome.
fornln Gets Position in NoMticm
That Judge A. B. Fall, attorney gep- - jfimn.
The busiest time of the British sheep ST. JOHN'S KPISXIUi ciirncii.
eral of New Mexico, has not acquired
farmer Is undoubtedly In the month oí (Silver avenue and Fourth street.)
Thea
Celebration of the Holy Communhis resentment toward federal InterT Il'will be of interest to the students June, says a writer In
ference in territorial affairs recently. of the University of New Mexico to the weather is most favorable or reap- ion. 7 a. m. Sunday school, 10:45 a.1
In the moun- m. Morning service and sermon. 11
but that he has nlw'ays felt that way learn that Ernesto B. Garcia, a for ing the harvest of wool.
aboui it, Is shown pretty clearly In mer University of New Mexico stu tainous districts it Is quite custom- o'clock. Evening service and sermon,
the little anecdote given below and dent has been elected to the prlncl ary for a single farmer to own as 8 o'clock. Rt. Hev. J. M. Kendrick,
His farm, bishop of New Mexico and Arizona,
written by "The Lancer" In the Los pal's chair of the Springer, X. M. many as 5,000 sheep.
maybe, covers ten or twelve square will officiate at a'! services.
Angeles Times of recent date. While schools.
miles ot fell and Moorland country.
The Lancer appears to have some of
Mr. Garcia, after completing; two Throughout the year he and his shepIMM UTTiATK CONCEPTION'.
his dates a trifle mixed, the Incident is years
in the university- ot Aev herds have simply overlooked
the
Sodality mass, 7 a. m. Children's;
none the less Interesting as showing Mexico, work
California, where he flock driven them to lower levels mass.
went
to
any8:30 a., m. Late mass, 9:30 a.
that federal interference wasn't
as a student in the Univer when blizzards, snow or drought have m. Evening
service nt 8:30 o'clock.
more agreeable to Judge Fall In Duna enrolled
from threatened,
California,
and
sity
Southern
of
tended them in accident
Ana county years ngo.than it Is in which latter institution he graduated
a
sharp lookout
and disease, and kept
Santa Fe now. The story follows:
ITKST BA1TIST C'lH KCH.
with honors June 11, 1907, getting lilt' against the fox in lambing time. Such
The clash between territorial and degree
Hev. .1. A. Shaw, Pastor.
of
Arts.
Hnchelor
of
easy
work.
comparatively
federal officers in New Mexico Is not
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:30' p.
Mr. has been
college
career
During
entire
his
surprising to one who knows the poli- Garcia has taken an active part in
When .Sliciirlns: Time Comes.
m.
Morning subject. "Good Advice."
tics and politicians of that country. all the departments of college life. In
For clipping purposes, however, it Is Evening subject. "The Right Way.".
new
governor,
was
George Curry, the
m. Young
1906 he was the winning orator in the necessary to gather all the sheep to- Sunday school at 9:50 a. p.
a democrat before he was a Rough Intercollegiate
m. The
meeting at 6:30
oratorical contest, his gether without leaving a single one People'scordially
.Rider, and A. 15. Fall, the new solic- oration
public
invited.
the highest rxrks on behind. With miles upon miles of
itor general, was the democratic lead- thought taking
shelbracken, affording complete
composition that have
er of - the southern counties and so ever beenandreceived
IT HST fOXGHKGATIONAL.
by any one ora- ter for thousands of sheep, this Is a
red-ha politician that he was forced tion in all the history
big
undertaking.
(Corner Pmadway nnd Coal Avenue.)
to retire from the territorial and fed- giate history in that part ofof Intercolleimpossibe
few
to
would
WINon J. .Marsh, Pastor.
I?cv.
the
counWhat
the
eral bench "because of his offensive try. He is also a clever and
Morning service, at 11 o'clock.
logical ble to the many becomes simple. Recpartisanship.
ognizing this, sheep farmers combine Organ Prelude Selections from Itos- Governor Curry appointed Fall notInnl.
their forces. Kach farmer has an apwithstanding objections by a cabinet
pointed day for his "washing," upon Gloria.
and the solicitor general
officer.
which all his neighbors, with their Anthem by Choir "Come to Our
promptly put himself In vigorous opMacy
servants, lend hinv their helping; and
Hearts and Abide"
-S!
position to federal officials sent by the
In
return he and his men go and work Offertory Solo "I'm a Pilgrim,"
'(
to prosecute timber
administration
Johnson
Just as heartily for the benellt of his
land grabbers In the territory. Fall
respective neighbors.
Miss lone Reynolds.
denounced the federal special agents
Thus, early on a "sheep wash" Subject of sermon, by pastor, "The
as spies and declared that New Mexmorning a farmer may find a dozen
Quest for Happiness."
ico would take care of her own afmen and lads at his disposal, with as Organ Postlude, "Lord God of
fairs.
many, if not more, dogs, With such
Rosinnl
Israel"
Fall is u Roosevelt republican, but
a skilled force .well distributed the
Evening service, 8 o'clock.'
he seems to be as stout a state's rights
scatswept
of
be
all
clean
fells can
Praise service.
advocate now as when his father was
tered sheep , 'Starting at the extreme
Miss Honora L)e Rusk, the talented
a captain In the confederate army, or
limits of the holdings and advancing missionary returning from three years'
"when he was the democratic boss of
abreast at Intervals of up to half u lecturing to eastern audiences, will
Dona Ana county.
mile. It Is surprising how rnpld the speak, using as her subject, "Lights
of
1892.
general
election
At the
sheep can be gathered.
and Shadows of Missionary Life."
were
deputy
marshals
States
United
Mrs. RH. Xester, organist.
Washing the Sliccj).
'
stationed at the polls under orders of
fold
At
center
some
a
convenient
the United States attorney general.
H. Garcia.
Ernest
I ST METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
IT
a
Twelve deputies, armed with Spring-field- s, debater nnd has successfully repre- has been built by the the side of
Rev. .1. f. Rollins. I). 1).. Pnsiitr.
were lined up at the pulls in sented his institution, his chief wi"k stream. Here the sheep are penned
Sunday, school meets at 9:45.
Las Cruces by the republican leaders, as a debater being done In his 1901 and the drivers refresh themselves All The
are made welcome. Public wor- and the display of force Impressed the debate against the University of the with the good things provided by the ship at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. The
"paisano" voter and was calculated to Pacific, when as 'a leader i'o." his team, women folk there assembled. Several Epworth League meets at 0:30, S. J. j
win his support. Kail, acting as sher- he, thoroughly eleetrilled an Immense young fellows don water proofs and Stevens, leader.' Following Is the or- iff pro.....tern., lined no five Texas cyw- - throng, on his final append aqainst wade Into the stream below a narrow, tier for the
j
day:
ntAt... mi, tUtt
d
pen in the fold. One by
UII.VN, aiHieU ...l.U
WHO 17I..1
ni'J the indiscriminate restriction if forIIHNlPirir,
Morning.
one the sheep are pitched head first
other side of the street, and ordered eign immigration into our country.
Organ Voluntary.
the deputv marshals to clear out.
Hut oratory and debate aro nit the into the "tub," as the spit Is known: Hymn "(, For a Thousand Tongues
are
They produced Instructions from the only activities in which Mr. Garcia swiftly but thoroughly they
to Sing."
United States attorney general, whom has excelled while In college. For two. cleansed, and then, allowed to swim to Apostles' Creed, all uniting.
the opposite bank, where they soon reFall promptly consigned to the lower terms he served his university as?
Gloria Patrl.
regions. He Insisted on his own supeand manager of tin- - Uni- gain their normal peace of mind and Resuonslve P.eadlng 36th Sunday.
rior authority as sheriff of Dona Ana, versity Courier respectively, and was gently nibble at the growing grass. "Art Thou Weary".
Parks
Krom thirty to sixty shee n washer
and announced that he would turn the unanimously elected to a sejoiul term
Male Quartet.
Texans loose if the deputies lingered as editor during his senior y?ar, but an hour can be dealt with in this man- Scripture.
'
ner, according to the state of cleanli- Prayer.
aroiind the polls.
,'
declined.
The deputy marshals agreed to stack
Mr. Garcia has not neglected the ness. At the same time stock Is taken, Organ Response.
v
their arms In the plaza if the Texans athletic side of college lite. Ho has season's yield of lambs Is noted and Offertory.
would digest themselves of Winches- taken part in track and base ball and the morn markings are verified. Mem- Hvmn "All People That on Earth Do
ters, nnd away they marched, the In the latter won his varsity program. bers of other Hocks are frequently
Dwell."
s,
and such are placed in Sermon
Texans following. To the simple
During his senior year he was ninna-ge- r come across,
"The Thou In u Man's Repens
special
for
attention.
further
it looked as if the Texans had
of the base ball team and here
ligion." the ;hstor.
Alter Washing foiues Clipping.
buffaloed and captured the republican again he showed his loyalty and love
Hymn
"Come Thou Almighty King."
A few days after the washing comes
deputies, and the paisano vote went for his alma mater.
Benediction.
sheep
clipping.
been
have
the
The
solldlv democratic that day.
as
their
securing
Mr. Garcia
In
the farm, so Organ Postlude.IXenliig.
And the Texans wept because Fall principal, the Springer people are to kept In Ileitis near
Hy pahad compromised and spoiled thfl be congratulated
so tha are easily accessible.
upon
getting
Epworth League Rally Day.
and continuous labor each Organ
prettiest chance for a fight that ever well equipped, and nil around college tient
Voluntary.
own
accomplish
could
farmer
his
was
man. His modern Ideas on educa- clipping
Hymn "Stand l'p, Stand Up for
help,
"We-a- ll
could have dumped twelve tional lines,
outside
without
much
his youthful vigor and
Jeses."
cussed republicans in a bunch," they enthusiasm, will doubtless be felt In but custom favors the combined
from the Rook.
grieved, "ami the Judge wouldn't let the northern town during the coining method of work. Consequently it Is by HymnSentences
"There Shall Ite Showers of
no means 'extraordinary nt some of
us. It's plumb sinful to Interfere with school year.
Blessing."
the largest sheep clips to see thirty Prayer.
the designs of Providence that way."
handling
stalwart
shears
dalesmen
the
Thirty
lluil Teller fur
Organ Response.
Trnr.
I
have siifTeieit with tetter fur thirty or at work among the fleeces. The Offertory.
e
sheltered portions of the farm yard "Softly Now the Light of Day".. Parks
year nnil have tried almost countless
FOR
SANTA FE
with little, If any, relief. Throe boira and beneath tho trees In the ndjoln-In- g
Male Quartet.
(if Clianilierlain's Salve cured me.
It wus a
fields are the favorite working corof Prayer and Praise,"
torture. It hrenks out a little sometimes, ners. Kach man sits astride a trian- "The Service
Prof. W. 1). Sterling.
but nothing to what It used to do. 1. II. gular shaped trestle, upon which he
Chamberlain's overturns tho sheep as they are sup- "Go Ye Into All the World," Rev. H.
I'.rurh. Midland City, Ala.
B. Hammond.
Salve la for salo by all druggists.
plied from a pen by boys. A good
M.
"The Gospel of the Handshake,
seventy-fiv- e
clip
upward
man
ran
of
lie-K. Hlckty.
The Kinoes Saturday and Sunday I sheep In a day, exceptionally smart
h ecu the .Mcloto-- h llrowns anil the fellows having been known to top the "Forward, Leaguers," the pastor.
Trinidad Wonders promise to be the hundred.
Greater speed can be at- H;mn.
base ball event of the year in tills city,
by means of a mathlne, but
Iluiltr
liolli tennis I une n long record of vic- tained
Is bad to manipulate owing to
you lust barely KetlliiK around by the
tories Ih'IiIiiiI them ami the playing wool
gener- niil of rriitohea or n cane? t'nless you have
nature,
knotty
Its
and
farmers
promises to lx brilliant.
limb ur have a deformity If your
ally prefer the slower but surer pro- lost
cess of hand clipping. Fleeces vary In tr mlile la rheumatism, lunibnuo, sprnln, allrf
n
Mineral Wiit.r rum and
ot Ilka nature use
nnylhln
or
Joint,
Dillioiisnea. Auk your tracer fur it. value according to the breed of the
Hnow l.lnlment nnd In no time you
sheep, being worth upward of fouf can throw
Long ; Drawn Out Litigation
away your rrutihea jnrt he na
shillings each.
UOKMXO JOt'RNAI. WANT ADR
Prlcea lie, loo and t.oo.
well as anvone.
FootCanyon
Grand
B.OftO
wool
of a flock of
Thus the
BKINO RE9II.T8
Over the
Hohl hy J. II. OT.Ielly Co.
sheep Is worth at the very least $5.000
if the market Is good considerapath Enters on a New Phase. Try a Morning Journal Want Ad and
Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
bly more.
'
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What the Morning Journal Does for Advertisers
arid How It Does It.
Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning than in any other New Mexico

newspaper.
synonymous with conscientious, painstaking,
service. Service mark you -- for when a Morning Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
advertisements an organization that will see that your advertisements are placed in suitable positions that, in
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising a
mighty factor in making money for you.
It Is

result-produci-

ng

When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field the most representative homes of
Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning Journal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of New Mexico.
you are not advertising in the Morning
LOSING
not saving money.
If

you

Journal,

are

i

!

J

Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
and it would be good for you.

....

'

SUES

v

Don't argue!

-

Don't inferí
'

Try it!

Ibiiqncninc

jornittglotirnal

rem-eill-

Bill HE
MIL

Hull-Ar-

Pnl-rint-

Agitation has been begun again. by
an
the Santa Fe railroad company in nnd
effort to oUst It. H.
Bright
secure the opening of
the
Angel trail leading down Into
hoUrn ml Canyon from the Santa
tel, which stands on the brink, and is
of
vlsilcd each year by thousands
tourists. Cameron has been in poshas
session of the trail f'.r years andtourcollected a toll of $1 from each
'a
ist going Into the canyon. The
claim Is that Cumcron has no
legal right to make this collection
belongs to
and asserts that the trail
Is subject to
the forest reserve and
control only by tho government,by
fin
Cameron claims possession which
iict of the Arizona legislature,
by
i, far has never been approved
congress. Should Cameron bo ousted
on
by the government as a trespasser exthe Santa Y has
n forest reserve,
pressed Its readiness to maintain the
us a free highway.
The "Ilright Angel trail bill'
a bitter fight in tho last
whole
Tho
legislature.
Arliiona
power of thfl Santa Fe railroad
was brought to bear to prevent the
passage of tho bllj 'ut the bill
to
iiassed both houses and went
Klbbey
Governor
governor.
the
promptly vetoed the mensure on
.advice direct from Washington but
the
Cameron and his friends secured
,assage of the bill over tho governor's
veto nnd It became a law, giving him
the right to collect tolls for another
two years.
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Uhe Future
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Ratlroad Center of ffete Mexico
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The Helen Gofcen and Improvement Company
ot
streets and avenues, rlht In the business
the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
center ot the new city and directly upon the Santa fe Railway Depot Grounds, The Atchison. Topeka Si Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading (ts extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wide and á mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track), to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
;
...
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc. '
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1D00, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc. It Is.the
largest shipping point for flocrrwool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, cast and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Beien to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, - The water is good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $1 6,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots ottered are low in prices and terms easy, Ona third of purcfub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum. TitJe perfect and warranty deeds given,
chase money cash;
'
ouuuio uiu Viiuio iuio, rvl lUlllici iyaiiuuiaio anu puvco ui ivia van in yuiouii wi who
ouiiia any n juu mou

Are

70-fo-
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Ot' fO.MIIS.sOX HY I'MMM)
Writing to a friend In this city, K.
H Gessell of SnfTord says conditions

nlong the Glln Valley, Globo and Northern railway In Graham county, ns
and
a result of the late heavy rains ever
Attendant floods, are. the worst
Itevlew.
known, my the Iilsbee
"The road Is strictly up against It
"It's
Mr. Ocsell.
thh time," hhvs
horf
track Is badly damaged between Hlnce
nnd Globe. No trains have run
Monday and it will probably bo two
trafliefore the coal road can resumebridge
of the Gila
fic, us two
of
track
ri.mr San Curios out, miles
washed out or washed over and for
the
platen
hundreds of feet In H'n

'sL'siign
:

--

AKIZON A 1!0

i.

LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, U. M., IS AT
MAIN
JUNCTION
THE
LIMES
OF
OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
THE
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
.
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
'

Vrejidenl

JOHN 3ECKE

i

1

;

...

.i.

i

WM.'M. VEHGEH.

Secretary
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PARENTS

HAÍIIA

TAKE fiOTICE F,Hi S H

Xow "that school Is about to begin,
children need good strong shoes. Our
ttriioot hImm8 are made to aland the
rough UKujrc that children give them.
Our guarantee goe with every alr.
We Mill give a Npeclal discount of 10
ur rent on all of our ttcliool Iiooi for
Friday and Saturday only.

ARE YOU GOING SHOPPING

CAUCE

LEON' IIF.RTZOG. Mgr.

this fall for the lowest priced

and Clothe the Feet. Writer in Jewish Outlook Tells
West Central Avenue.
of the Jewish
: of the Meaning
New-Ye-

i

.

OF INTEREST

In the event that you should not ra- erlve your mornitiK papr telephone
the Foetal Telrrraph Company, glvln
a nil atiiir.. ind th
tkADer will
m. nam
special messenger.
be delivered by
Telephone M.

"

Burn. Friday, September 6, to Mr.
and Mm. T. A, Insley, a scon.
William Canfleld. of Wlllaid, was in
th .city yesterday for the day.
. J. Meyers,
of H. Benjamin & Co..
ha gone to Silver City on a business
trip. .
' R. I,, fihalleenberger. of Ran Marcial, was a visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
Mclntyre,
of Carthage,
Robert
trunsacted buxitiesM in the city yesterday.
R. Romero, of Torrance, and his
wn. E. Romero, Jr., spent yesterday
in Albuquerque.
.', W.' M. Adair, a well known merchant of Tan, transacted business In
the city yecterday.
William MacDougal, proprietor of
a; merchants' Btore at Carthage, was
In the city yesterday.
, Jlaco
Ktevyart, ,a prominent attorney of GulvrKton, Tex., has arrived in
,
Albuiiuerquw fur a brief stay.
The street department started
to Improve the looks und the
grade of North Fourth street.
Clinton J. Crandall, superintendent
of the Santa Fe Indian school, was a
visitor In Albuquerque yesterday.
, Himon Neustadt, of Los Lunas, was
In the city yesterday, returning home
from a buHlness trip to California.
T. F. Holmes, who Is superintendent of the rock crusher at Cerrillos,
vas a visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Benjamin have returned from Jemei, where they have
been spending several weeks at the
springs.
Dr. A. J. Ward, of Plneville, Ky.,
Tium arrived
In Albuquerque and expects, to make this city his home for
some time.
Klmer Fullerton of Socorro, son of
'J. F. Fullerton. Is in Albuquerque to
become a pupil at the Albuquerque
business college.
i
L. R. Babeoek, of Kellly. IS. M.,
who recently purchased several mining properties at Rosedale, Is In the
city for a few days.
Hon. O. A. Larrazola. of La.s Vegas,
was In the city yesterday on his way
to Kl Paso, where he is called by the
lllpess of hit daughter.
A. Contreras, county commissioner
of Socorro county, and his father, Albino Contreras, were In Albuquerque
yesterday for the day.
Rev. John R. (lass, missionary of
the Presbyterian church, left yester-:ila- y
for Carthage, X. M., where he will
conduct services today.
Rule
Alex. Schey of the Golden
Dry Goods company, expects to leave
Log
Angeles, where
In a few days for
he will make his home.
A meettng of the Degree of Honor
will be held Monday afternoon at 2:30
at home of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson.
210 West Sliver avenue. All members
are requested to lie present.
super, W. 11. Fulkerson, assislant
intendent of the Bradstreets company,
vith headquarters In St. Louis, visited
the local Bradstreets office yesterday.
All Albuquerque Odd Fellows are
requested to assemble at Odd Fellows'
hull this afternoon at 1 o'clock to attend the funeral of Dr. A. S. Mahaf- fey.
i, Miss Grace Borradalle, daughter of
Colonel John Borradalle. will leave tomorrow for St. I,ouls. Mo., where she
will resume her duties at a well known
Catholic school.
J. Gibson, of Indianapolis, Ind.,
'.,?,.
a' brothvr-ln-law- r
of S. J. Brack, man-agiof the Klo Grande Lumber
has arrived In Albuquerque to
make his home,
The foundation for the new office
building on North Fourth street, being elected by Dr. Kasterday,
has
been completed and the work on the
building will be started soon.
His Albuquerque friends will be Interested in the announcement that Dr.
Jacob H. Kaplan, formerly rabbi of
Temple Albert, has accepted charge
of the congregation at Selma, Ala.
The funeral of Jesse French, the
young man. who died here last week,
will be held a week from today, after
which the body will bo sent to the
old home In Knoxvllle, Tenn., for burial.
A reception will be held In the parlors of the First Baptist church Tuesday evening. September 10th, In honor
of Rev. J. A. Shaw and family. .All
members and friends of the church
are invited to attend.
.
Mr. and Mrs, J. K. Nichols of San
Marcial, were In Albuquerque Ratur-da- y
for the day on their way to California. They were accompanied to
Albuquerque by their daughter, who
will Visit friends for Ei few days.
Hon. Nathan Jaffa, secretary of
New Mexkn, accompanied
by Mrs.
Jaffa and children, arrived In
yesterday afternoon from
Santa Fe. They expect to remain
here until Tuesday, visiting relatives.
Oodchaux, the well known
head of the New Mexico "Red Men,"
left la vt Tuesday for Ban Antonio. Tex.,
.New Orleans. 1m., Bt.'LouJs. M. Cincinnati, Ohio, and Wáshlngton, D. C.
After making the round of these rtt-ll.Mr. Ujilch(UJAJStlll4roceed to Norfolk, Vjt., wheie he will lake part In
the 'great council of th Imperial, Order of Redmen of the United States
as grand representativa
from the
huntlns; grounds of New Mexico.
iy
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Albu-.iuerq-
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FIRST CLASS TABLE BOARD
and
CLASS
SERVICE
, FIRST

at
420 W.

LEAD, AVE

The Nye Dramatic company opens
a week's, engagement on the lot opposite the Morning Journal office,
Monday night. New and novel specialties will be offered In the big tent,
with moving pictures between the
acts.
G. V. Cook, manager and captain,
and S. J. Hagerman, pitcher of the
Socorro base ball team, arrived In the
city yesterday morning to witness
yesterday's game between the Trinidad wonders and the Mcintosh
Browns.
W. M. Berner, of Belen, left last
night on the California limited for a
visit to Chicago, Washington and New
York.
While in the east Mr. Berger
will attend the wedding of Mr. Louis
Becker of Belen, which Is to occur in
a few days In Ripon, Wis.
Pablo Montoya, aged 85 years, died
at his home on North Thirteenth
street early yesterday morning. He Is
survived by three daughters, all living in Albuquerque. The funeral will
be held this morning from the San
Felipe church with interment In Santa
Barbara cemetery.
Maurice Nor.dhaus returned Tuesday from,- - Albuquerque,
where he
pitched á jftat$e! of ball ior Clifton
against Albuquerque.' Clifton played
Albuquerque tluree games, winning one
of thfm.' M'fclle Maurice lbst his. game
it Wiév only .by a small score.: and
too, the tihiidre had a peculiar wiy of
making decisions wnicn ravorea tne
Demlng
City . aggregation.
Duke
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for your rnbfiey?
r
,;v.Vou wilfprobably get what
thing,

.

you look for, andT you'll find
some' awfully chiap clothes for

,

;i

sale.
'

THINK A MINUTE

,

Last month we furnished eleven homes in this city, complete "...
from top to bottom. Our customers did not have to go out of
for a single article. Each one of these sales is a standing ad- - ;
vertisement for us. If you are thinking of furnishing a house, V
either complete or partially, let us give you the names of the parties. ;,
Call on them look at the furniture, and get the prices.
Find out'
why we sold them In direct, open and fair competition. Then we'll
get your business that's what WE want.
Our plan is to furnish credit any way desired, consistent with an i
business. To sell only good goods at very
enterprising,
j
reasonable prices. We want your business on that Jpasis only,
our-stor-

You'll find some mighty good

ónes

'

too; the kind that are

.

Whlp-poor-Wl- lI

,"

m

Iff

art?

getlWf

you going to

,

Al

GRAM

IRE

MELLO

better than they cost.

be-k- ol

, J.hey are Hart Schaffner

.

&

Marx make; and we sell them.

i trhey'll pay
.

on your money.

'

'I

.

F. H. STRONG,

you a good profit

I(XS
'Ki'TW

V

Furniture, Crockery, Glassware, Rugs. Strong Dlk.
'
"'
'' '' j "
.
'

i

S T E R. N

"

DRIHX PILSEHER

Cehtirikl 'Avenue. Cloihier

"The

j

'

BOTTLED

BEER

Southwestern Brevery
and Ice Co.
Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.

J. W. BENNETT

Clarkville
Goal Yard

ST.,

10

HEArWltARTEKS FOB

NAVAJO BLANKETS
INDIAN AMI MKSWA

AND

V ÍIOOD.

All kind

OVH OWN FORMULA.
CHICK MIXTl'RK.
A l'KKKKCT
lOOO FOR. CHICKS. Of
NKF.IW, (1RA1N. t.KIT ASI MONK WKl.t
PROPORTION K.r, "FOR HKwT RKWLTD.
FROM TIIK
A l'KKKKCT. FOOI
MAKKH
HATCHING UNTIL XHJUV AKK
TJMK
HK 8AB
BK
FM
LAROK ESOI tih WO
-- O
A
K. W. FKF.,
AH OI. jfOWLtf.''
F1RHT.. ..
LIVE IN A SHALL' TOWN ANO
F.T WHAT YOtf
TO
WANT IN FANC Y OR TAPLK UHOt'KK-IKH- ,
NKARLV
K.
K
W
HAVK
WRITK I
qo. ,
,
F. (1 PRATT
'
j . . I
J ' Cl
' Every!
o'f every lMe of tne Morning
"'
Jmirnnl tihmild be' n ileniiin for' you.

IF

of eoal and wood.

JOHN S. BEAVEN.
PHONE

At

4.

YOC

I

P. Matteucci

ANTHRACITE
AMERICAN

SlH-mak-

ss

WOOD.

TRIMBLE & COMPANY

FEED AND MVÜRT STAR LES
Class Tnroouta at
Reaeonabt
Kates.
Telephone S.
North Second Street

Kindergarten
WILL' OPEN

SEPTF.MBF.B

"E. C,"

10

,

VAjNMDRJGCO.

FOR SALE

Pure

Albuquerque Gash Grocery
Company,

THOS. F. KELEHER

COA
úvroú

L.

inn only

,

Ward, Manager

E. A. Gertig;
,

COLLINS' HAND LAUNDRY,
Vfilefto
First:' (iaaa Work Guaranteed.
,i
Prlrea nd Qulok Mervlo.

.

UseMor ning Journal Want Ads

Proprietor.
al.

J. H. COLLINS,

PHONIC
AVKM'E.
Olre me a trial.

W3 KAHT IRON

WAGNER HARDWARE CO.

'';'!"

Successors to Albuquerque Hardware Co.
,

;

HrdwLre,

W, II, HMW&CO
TKI KI IIONK 01.

H.

Find logs, raliiU.
Before buying examine our goods and CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
prices and eave mo--- y.
'
Shop 410 W. Copper Ave.
,
408 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE
f. Phone 847.

Proprietor.

TRY

AMERICAN BLOCK,
( F.HRILLOH LI MP, .
ANTHRACITE,
ir"
Ft RNACK,
MIXED,
NI T,
CLEAN UAH COKK.
HMITHINil COAI,
WOOD,
NATIVE KINDL1X".

(be-Zede-

Homer

3IS W. Marble -- Phone 206

i

F. PAGEL,

cents

paying 25c for 2
packages of the same goods

I hava some hlsh K rucie sad reclatarcd
Burks tor sale, rangln; in uge from eighteen
months to four yeurs. Also some high
Cold Soda
Drugs.
trade and registered does. Prices fltaa urn
M.
apulltatlon.
MeCKAKV,
R.
.West
U
In the Wnman's Club, Bullilof.
A Full Lln of TolUt Articles
Hail Mttrelnl. New Mevleo.
Gold Avenue.
Tuition tSOpef year of It
SECOND AND GOLD
weeks; $7.50 per quarter of nina weeka, paySTRICTLY SANITARY
Miss Phllbrlok will be at UP TO DATE BARBER SHOP,
able In advance.
Kindergarten all day, Saturday. Septem105 North Klntt Street.
"
ber 7.
Everything carefully sterilized.
I
Liquid
sell the
Head Rest.
llarnesay Saddles, Saddlery, Leather,

1

Corn Flakes

Are you not

Registered Anpra4Bucks

Fine

ship-

per package only

Silver Avcone.
Half Block from Santa Fe Depot
GEORGE E. ELLIS, IToo.

1'rst

'i.

Just received a fresh
ment of

HOTEL CRAIGE

Albuaueraue's Finest'
European Hotel.

LI VERT,

Miss Philbrick's
,

t

ajajajafwaiajpwa,aja

w

The

MOl'NTAIN

L

f

BLOCK.

KINDLINU.

c

rr

Albuquerque, New Mexico

M&rquette, Avenue,

II slcea.

MILLWOOD.

and Repairer. W.
XOKTÍI
105.
FIKSt.
GUEKX' FRONT.

IMrst-cTa-

nirmirnmrr' i iT,trTr

Fusl Street

1

Just Received
at the

FIND IT HARD

w

Wall Paper!;;

i

New Stock

f

be-k- td

.

Granito

,

'

.,

,t

Dealers

In

Stoves eaid Ranges
We Carry a Full Line

'

Wa.rO"Crockery---GlaLSSwar- o

'

ALL KINDS OF TOOLS FOR THE MECHANIC

,

NOTICE

Fourth and Central Avenue.

.

Ve Have

in Connection

a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop,

"j

.

dayr-tminXu-

W;-Al- ger,

ALL

'

W0

9

II

order

WORK

I

ENTRUSTED TO

US WILL

,

Phone 718 Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

i

m i,;.
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Tomorrow Is Rosh '' Hashana, tha
Jewish New Year, one of the most Important days In the calendar. . Emanuel Schrelber writing In theo Jewish
describes tho
Outlook of Denver, thus1 in.-;significance of the days.:'.
The Jewish New Year, so generally
observed by the Jews of the whole
world, even by those whose allegiance
to Judaism hangs on a thin thread,
has very few special ceremonies and
customs which distinguish It from
the other days of the year.
So far as the Thorah Is concerned,
Rosh Hashana Is neither a "Day of
Judgment" (Jom Hadin), nor an anniversary of the creation of the world
(Jom Rorath Obam). Even Its present meaning as a "Day of Remem-,- i
brance" (Jom Hazlkaron) Is vastly
different from what the Thorah meant
to convey In the words:
"And ye
before your
shall be remembered
God." But all this, far from detract
ing from the day's Importance and
significance, is only one more proof
if proof were needed, of the wonderful power of adaptation which has always been the characteristic feature
of Judaism as a religion.
The Jewish New Year does not begin with the first month of the year,
Nissan, In the spring, when nature
awakens from its winter sleep and
(lowers and trees blossom; but with
the seventh month of the year, in the
jtfU 'remain. of Dr. A.- s! Mahaffey, fall, when the leaves fall from the
jveek in Chicago as. the trees, and nature goes to sleep, This
vjlBt Jlefl'-lasresAift 'of an bpe'Yation, will be." laid peculiar fact distinguishes our New
to rest this afternoon
in, Fairvlew Year celebration from that of old and
cemetery. The funeral services will modern religions. AVhile the latter
be held at the First Baptist church celebrate the end of the old and the
In the Highlands at 2 o'clock,
the beginning of the new year amidst
Rev. Mr. Shaw officiating. The Odd Jollification, noise, and not Beldom
Fellows of Albuquerque will attend scenes of wildest revelry, In order to
the church services In a body, and at drown In forgetfulness every serious
the grave the ritual of that order will thought, Judaism celebrates Its New
take place. The church choir will Year In the fall to remind us of the
sing. Friends of the family are in- perishability of human life and of the
unstabllity and changeableness of all
vited to attend.
earthly things. "Nichts ish so
als der Wechsel." Nothing Is
so stable as is Instability," Is the one
great message of Rosh Hashana. Just
PRO
-because hours, days, weeks, months,
and years are like fleeting shadows,
we should make the best possible use
has It:
of time, as the Psalmist
"Teach us, O, God, to number our
PARK TONIGHT
we
might bring
days, la order that
.
home a heart ot wisdom."
Therefore the Shofar trumpet or
cornet should arouse our conscience
and stir us to be up and doing, to beCompany gin not
American Lumber
onl ya new year, but a new
and better life or as Malmonldes put3
Band to Dispense
Sweet It: "The Shofar admonishes us:
Beautify
'Shappen Maassechem.
double
Strains 'Neath the Shade ot your life (alluding to the by
nomeaning of the root 'Shofar')
'
ble deeds."
the Cottonwood Tree,
The rabbis made of our New Year
a "Judgment day." Accordingly God
company sits on Rosh Imshana on his throne,
The American Lumber
by secretaries
who write
band has prepared a particularly at- surrounded
down the names of all the Jews In
regprogram
for
tractive musical
the
the world, weigh on a scales their
ular Sunday night concert which be good and evil actions during the past
I year.
If the good actions outweigh
gins at Robinson park at 8:30 this
evening. The program Is as follows: tlte bad, God s judgment Is favorable.
If not, God decrees death or loss of
"rftoiiri and Sunshine"
1. Murvh
wicked. But
Heed health or fortune for the composed
of
there Is a large class
2. "Bell of the Park"
Mazurka . .
nor bad
Peslrl those who are neither good average.
(Be nonlm), the
Mr. A. Moya.
To them God gives eight days' time,
4. Medley Overture
between Rosh Hashana and Jom Kip-pu- r.
"When
the
If they repent and amend their
Sings, Marguerite"
F.vans
the evil decree against them
s. 'Society Swells"
Rttchie conduct, changed
In
their favor. If,
will be
(A Cakewalk Dream.)
persist In
6. Romance for Trombone
Bennett however, they stubbornly
their sinfulness, God will show no
Mr. H. La thro p.
mercy to them. This legend Is prac7. "Rosita"
Porto Rlcan Dance.
in the famous
M issud tically embellished
Tho-kefWaltzes "Venus Relgen". .Gungl Mussafby prayer Ammon, thenehJewish
Rabbi
. "Das
Kiste Herzklopfen"
of Mayence, Germany.
Kllenberg matytyr
The ' rabbis of the Talmud never
10. 'Stars and Strlpee"
Sousa meant
"to convey the Idea that we
FRKD K. KLLKS,
Jews must literally believe that our
Musical Director.
omniscient God, like some potentate'
of the Orient, holds regular court
only once a year, and that he Is In
need of three books In which the
AID FOR
names of acts of the three mentioned
classes of people are fully written.
down. Else they would never have
that man Is
made the statement
Judged by God every day, yes, 'every
hour of his life. (Adam niddan
shaah). But the
Jom
sublime lesson that there is a God inl
history who ultimately Judges individuals and nations In righteousness
underlies this old legend.
It may take time, a long time, before
wrongs are righted, but Justice and
truth must and will triumph In the
end. The wicked may blossom and
bloom, but only like grass for a time.
Albuquerque Sends Money and The
righteousness, however, blossoms
like the paint tree and like the cedar
Clothing to Victims of Disas- slowly
but surely. The same Is the
In the history of nations. No natrous Floods in Sierra Cou- case
tion could live long without the foundation of Justice and righteousness.
ntyBoth Were Needed,
The moment this foundation was destroyed the nation, no matter how
Babylon, Rome,
mighty, perished.
Chairman Alfred' Grunsfeld, of the Spain; France, before the revolution
county commission, yesterday sent to of 178; and Russia today, prove the
Monticello, N. M., a considerable truth of this statement.
Frederick
quantity of clothing And supplies and Schiller's Immortal words:
"Die
sufmoney to be used In aiding the
Weltgeshlchte Ish das Weltge rlchte,"
devferers from a recent flood which
only reiterate the old Jewish Idea of
astated the farms along Alamos creek "Jom Hadln," "Judgement Day." It
and resulted in the drowning of eight Is for this reason that Rosh Hashana
people. The supplies and money were Is also a "Day of Rehtembrance,'
sent to Merced Montoya, a well (Jom Ha ZlkkoronV.
We should not
known merchant at Monticello. and attempt to drown by pleasure and
will be of material help In relieving amusement our failures, sorrows, sins
the suffering of the unfortunate farm- of commission and omission, but to a
ers. In addition to the contributions the the contrary, remember them on
already acknowledged, Mr. Grunsfeld New Year's
l'
as such tearyesierdav received the following:
ing open of old wounds might be to us.
Mrs. M. L. Tuers, 15.
We must remember them, bring them
Mauger, 110.
Itaahe
before the Judgment seat of our own
M. 7r. Sabin, clothing.
conscience resolve'' .ta film h new. leaf
clothing.
N.
and to become "better men and
" I A.
Miss A C. llolmqulst, clothing.
" if.
women. '' '
Golden Rule Rry Goods company,
clothing.
The bundle sent out was a big one
KNOW
THE MEN
and will do much to give temporary
relief to the sufferers until they can
..
THF ÑllPFRiriR
In some
manner
their
QUALITIES
OF
homes.
Mr. Grunsfeld will continue to receive contributions for the aid of the
unfortunates, at Grunsfeld Brothers'
turnas
wholesale house.
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Allhnuih we havá bean lB
ciimlderalil, Ia athan
perloi
year yet In khts
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WHITNEY
113, 115, 117 South First Street.
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